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ABSTRACT
Public concern about energy-related environmental damage has put pressure on 
governments to enhance abatement policies. This has in turn led to increasing demands 
for information about and^analysis of expected1 and optimal levels of environmental 
r quality1, and the means of influencing these levels. Energy demand modelling can act as 
a valuable tool in the production of this information, particularly where it relates to future 
levels of environmental quality and to how policy intervention can alter constraints facing 
consumers in order to achieve desired levels.
The thesis focuses on two features o f  energy demand analysis. First, major developments 
in dynamic econometrics, and in particular the cointegration approach, have enabled 
energy demand modellers to incorporate long run equilibrating relationships between 
energy use and its main determinants, such as economic activity and relative prices, 
within a dynamic framework. Second, the existence o f  a diverse m arket for energy both 
in terms o f  the fuels used and the users suggests that energy demand should be analysed 
at a disaggregated level. The purpose o f this thesis is to examine whether disaggregated 
dynamic energy demand modelling can provide additional valuable information fo r the 
formulation o f  environmental policy.
The core o f  the thesis takes the form o f  six separate papers: three review  papers link 
dynam ic energy demand modelling with environmental policy and three case study 
papers use disaggregated dynamic energy demand modelling to examine aspects o f  future 
United Kingdom energy-related environmental quality and how it can be altered through 
changing the constraints facing consumers.
W hile theory and traditional econometrics have provided useful information about energy 
consum ption behaviour, the introduction o f  the cointegration approach and the error 
correction model are enabling economists to estimate more reliably the long run 
relationships between energy demand and its main determinants, and the gradual 
adjustment o f consumers towards equilibrium consumption levels after a  disequilibrating
disturbance. This new  information is giving a greater understanding o f  how  to achieve 
desired future environm ental quality levels.
The heterogeneous nature o f  energy use, both in terms o f  the fuels used and their users, 
indicates that the accuracy o f  elasticity estimates and, thus, the quality o f  inform ation 
they can provide for environmental policy m ight be improved through the disaggregation 
o f  dynam ic energy demand modelling. Employing the cointegration approach and 
sectoral and fuel specific error correction m odels to generate estim ates o f  incom e, three 
separate papers provide evidence in support o f  this argument. Individually, these papers 
provide information about sectoral and fuel specific elasticities, about how  residential 
users alter their behaviour as economic constraints change and about how certain car 
users alter their fuel consum ption patterns when provided with adverse environm ental 
publicity about fuels. Together, these papers suggest that there exists considerable 
variation in income and real price elasticities between sectors and fuels, and that using 
the estimates generated by sucli^disaggregated dynamic m odels will provide greater 
accuracy than aggregated and static models. These variations are o f  particular importance 
to environm ental policy makers because o f  the difference in environm ental im pact 
associated with different fuels.
The thesis, therefore, finds that, by generating more detailed and reliable elasticity 
estim ates, disaggregated dynamic energy demand models provide new and valuable 
insights for the form ulation o f environmental policy. It concludes that disaggregated 
dynamic energy demand modelling will form an increasing share o f  the m odels used for 
environmental forecasts and policy analysis - although the overall interest in this area o f  
research may shift as levels o f  certain energy-related environm ental indicators im prove 
(eg carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides) and others worsen (eg volatile 
organic compounds and P M l0). The thesis suggests that considerable refinem ents in 
energy demand modelling can be made, both in the m ethods used and in the focus o f  
empirical studies, which will lead to further improvements in the form ulation o f  
environm ental policy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER I
1. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, INFORMATION AND DYNAMIC ENERGY 
DEMAND MODELLING
Recent concerns about environm ental quality, including atm ospheric and air pollution, 
and pledges to work towards sustainable developm ent indicate a  need for inform ed 
decision making (Department o f  the Environm ent 1996). Poor environm ental quality, 
according to economic theory, can result from a m arket’s failure to take account o f  and 
signal the external costs o f  producing, distributing and using the products traded. Such 
products, which include energy, are bought by agents without assessing the external costs 
or considering them  as constraints when m aking their decision about the suitable level 
o f  consumption. Thus, energy demand in an unregulated m arket would not take full 
account o f  the atm ospheric and air pollution costs associated w ith fuel use.
Policy makers have, therefore, an argument for regulating energy markets by altering the 
constraints consumers face in order for them to take account o f these external costs when 
choosing their consumption levels. The ability to introduce a policy that w ould im prove 
atm ospheric or air quality to target levels depends, however, on having considerable 
accurate information about energy consum ption behaviour and its reaction w hen faced 
with changing constraints1. Information about energy demand becomes vital for reducing 
governm ent’s uncertainty about the appropriate policy to form ulate, w hich instrum ents 
to apply and with what intensity to apply them.
Energy demand modelling tries to understand consumption behaviour and, therefore, can 
provide the policy maker with valuable information. The first form  o f  inform ation,
INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER
Civil servants and policy makers would also need the appropriate incentives to want to improve 
environmental quality, as the literature on the economics of public policy reminds us.
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providing broad guidelines about how consum ers are expected to behave w hen 
constraints change, can be derived from theoretical analysis. Beyond this, em pirical 
analysis is necessary. M odelling has frequently used econom etric approaches to 
incorporate statistical inform ation to estim ate in more detail and accuracy the specific 
relationships between energy use and the constraints agents face, such as relative prices 
and income. Econometric “modelling denotes matching theory and data in a  quantitative 
fram ew ork ...”, and uses those models “ ... which are useful in practice for understanding 
econom ic behaviour, for testing economic theories, for forecasting the future, and for 
analysing economic policy” (Hendry 1995 p.3). Traditional econometric approaches have 
received considerable criticism , however. Particularly related to the frequent failure to 
take account o f the dynamic nature o f econom ic relationships, to detect spurious 
relationships, to consider the possibility o f  circular causality betw een variables and to 
suitably incorporate realistic decision making (Sim s' 1980). This criticism  has put in 
question the value o f  the em pirical information.
Recent developm ents in econom etric theory and methods o f  tim e series analysis have 
presented ways to deal, to some extent, with these problems. The m ain developm ents are 
the introduction of: the error correction model, which integrates long run relationships 
within a  dynamic framework; the cointegration technique, which form ally tests for long 
run relationships and adjustments o f variables towards possible equilibria; the vector 
autoregressive (VAR) method, which proposes that all variables are generated within the 
system ; and finally rational expectations, which assumes that agents use all the 
information available to them to make their decisions. These developm ents are equipping 
econom etricians with more effective tools o f  analysis and more confidence about the 
results they generate.
In the 1990s, these developm ents, particularly cointegration analysis and the related 
concept o f  error correction mechanism s, are being integrated into energy dem and 
modelling. This new understanding has brought insights into the relationships betw een 
energy demand and its determinants and, thus, into how consumption m ay change under 
d ifferent constraints. Such knowledge is o f  value in explaining past behaviour, in
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forecasting future energy demand, and resulting atmospheric and air pollution, and in 
assessing the impact o f  policies, such as those that encourage consum ers to take account 
o f  the external costs o f  fuel use.
T here is a  wide range o f  energy products and the activities using them , however. For 
exam ple, the environm ental impacts (linked to the carbon, sulphur, particulate or 
radioactive content) o f  coal, petroleum  products or natural gas varies considerably, and 
analysis concerned with environmental policy should take these differences into account. 
A lso, energy is used by all sectors o f  econom ic activity, including the industrial, 
com m ercial, agricultural, transport and dom estic sectors. Each o f  these sectors faces 
different constraints - economic, technical, informational and institutional - and uses a 
different mix o f energy inputs and will, therefore, react to new circumstances in different 
ways. M uch recent dynam ic analysis o f  energy demand, however, has been done at a 
relatively aggregated level. This, in part, has reflected the lim itations on available 
statistics, on com putational power and on budgets to analyse large scale disaggregated 
energy demand models. For the United Kingdom, however, there does now  exist 
considerable statistical information, and m ost organisations have sufficient com puting 
pow er to estim ate separate sectoral and fuel models. Unfortunately, there are always 
resource constraints which limit the ability to analyse more detailed models. If, however, 
these models are shown to provide considerable additional valuable information to policy 
m akers, particularly those involved with improving environmental quality, as well as 
other interested parties, resources may be increasingly allocated to develop disaggregated 
dynam ic energy demand models.
2. THE PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
Because o f  the nature o f energy demand and its implications for specific decision makers, 
there appears to be a benefit from disaggregating the econometric analysis o f  consum er 
behaviour into separate fuel markets and sectors o f economic activity. The purpose o f  the 
thesis is to exam ine whether disaggregated dynamic energy demand modelling can 
provide additional valuable information fo r the formulation o f  environmental policy.
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The thesis argues that this form of modelling can provide additional valuable 
information fo r  environmental policy makers. It supports this argument by presenting 
three case studies where the use of dissagregated dynamic modelling to analyse energy 
demand and its implications for environmental quality provides original and valuable 
information for environmental policy makers.
3. BACKGROUND AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This thesis is, in part, one of the outputs of my training received and work undertaken as 
a researcher for the Surrey Energy Econom ics Centre (S.E.E.C.), in the D epartm ent of 
Economics at the University o f  Surrey. Beginning in M arch 1993, my research centred 
on developing a set o f disaggregated time series models o f  UK energy dem and in order 
to produce short term  forecasts o f fuel consumption. This forecasting exercise has now 
becom e a bi-annual event. This regular m odelling work has stim ulated m e to w ork on 
related subjects using similar methods. These parallel avenues o f research form  the bulk 
o f  this thesis.
The University has not stipulated many requirem ents on the form o f  the thesis, only on 
its purpose. This thesis, broken into six sections that are linked together by a sum m ary 
page, assembles related research papers2 to form a document w ith a com m on them e and 
purpose3.
The thesis starts with three chapters in Section II reviewing the literature on energy 
demand, its modelling and the infonnation it provides for environm ental policy makers. 
The first chapter (II.I) presents the traditional consumer theory used in econom ic 
analysis, the peculiarities o f fuel use necessary to analyse the relevant consum ption
2
From here on, the papers are referred to as chapters.
3
This thesis is consistent with recommendations made by the UK Council for Graduate Education, 
responsible for examining the future of PhDs and how to prepare students for research careers. For more 
detail, see the article ‘Writing on the wall for theses’ in The Times Higher Education Supplement, 27 
September 1996, p.5.
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patterns and recent methods o f  modelling energy demand. The second chapter (II.2) 
explores the theoretical and em pirical developm ents in dynam ic m odelling that have 
started to deal w ith S im s’ (1980) criticism s o f  traditional econom etrics and their 
im plications for analysing energy demand. The third review chapter (II.3) outlines the 
ro le for policy m akers in seeking to ensure adequate environm ental quality, the 
inform ation needed to form ulate such policy, the information w hich dynam ic energy 
dem and m odelling has provided, and the possible additional inform ation to be gained 
from  disaggregating energy dem and m odelling into separate sectors and fuels. Thus, 
these review chapters present the background to my research and justify  to the reader the 
appropriateness o f  asking whether additional information can be provided to 
environm ental policy makers through disaggregation.
F igu re  1. Inform ation for Environmental Policy: Outline o f  Sections and Key Ideas o f  
the Thesis
[ y i .  C o n c lu sio n
The next three sections present examples o f disaggregated dynam ic energy dem and 
m odelling and the type o f  information they can provide for environm ental policy. They 
follow a similar m ethodology o f  examining the time series properties o f  the data, testing 
for the cointegrated relationships between series and using the error correction m odel to 
estimate the dynamic relationships between variables. Section III is an exam ple o f  how  
such m odelling can provide information about future energy consum ption and 
environm ental quality levels. The chapter (III.l)  w ithin sum m arises the forecasting 
exercises done for S.E.E.C. by David Hawdon, Peter Pearson, Colin R obinson and 
m yse lf. It discusses the dynam ic m odelling and estimating o f  the relationship betw een 
U K energy demand and its main determinants, usually income, relative prices and 
temperature, for four energy sources in seven sectors o f  the economy betw een 1950 and 
1993. These are then combined with case projections o f the key determ inants to project 
future final user and prim ary energy demand, and carbon, sulphur and nitrogen dioxide 
em issions between 1995 and 2000.
Section IV presents information about the impact o f changing econom ic constraints on 
environm ental quality. The associated chapter (IV. 1) focusses in m ore detail on  one o f  
the scenarios in the S.E.E.C. forecasting exercises, the introduction o f  V A T on UK 
domestic fuel. It explains how the UK residential sector has been modelled, explores the 
time series properties o f  the data and presents the estimates o f  real energy and fuel 
specific price and income elasticities for the period 1974Q1-1994Q1. It then discusses 
on the basis o f these results and projections o f future energy-related series, the im pact o f 
changes in VAT on residential fuel, and speculates on the objectives behind this policy.
Section V is an attempt to assess the impact o f changing informational constraints on 
energy consumer behaviour and, thus, on the environment. The chapter (V .l)  tests the 
hypothesis that information provided about the environmental effects o f  benzene had a
“A candidate who has submitted work forming part of a joint or group research project, shall be required 
to satisfy the examiners that the candidate’s share of the work is sufficient to justify the award of the 
Degree” (University of Surrey’s Calendar 1996/7 p.F/53 point 4.1 (ii)). A note stating my contribution, 
counter-signed by the co-researchers, can be found in Appendix 3.
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significant impact on the demand for super unleaded petrol in the UK betw een 1991 and 
1995, explaining in part the large drop in consum ption at the end o f  1994. The study 
discusses how an understanding o f  the process can have im plications for future 
environm ental policy.
In Section VI, the thesis examines the analysis performed in the previous three chapters 
to assess what additional information the disaggregation o f dynam ic energy dem and 
m odels has provided and how it can be o f  value to environm ental policy makers. It 
discussess the im plications o f the thesis, as well as its lim itations and the potential
avenues for future research.
While brought together from separate publications in books, working papers and journals, 
all have as common theme and purpose the use o f disaggregated dynamic energy demand 
m odelling to provide information for environm ental policy making. I believe that this 
thesis meets the requirem ents for a PhD at the University o f Surrey5:
(i) display evidence o f system atic study o f the subject;
(ii) show originality by the exercise o f independent critical power;
(iii) form a distinct contribution to the current knowledge o f  the subject; and
(iv) be worthy o f publication in complete and abridged form.
These requirements are presented in The University’s Calendar (1996-7) p.F/53 point 4.1. (ii).
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II. REVIEW: ENERGY DEMAND,
THE COINTEGRATION TECHNIQUE AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
This section presents the background to the thesis and the ensuing case studies. It 
incorporates three papers. The first chapter reviews the traditional consum er theory, the 
features o f  energy demand and the way economists in recent years have tried to model 
these features. The second focuses specifically on developm ents in dynamic 
econom etrics, principally the cointegration technique and the error correction model, 
pointing out their suitability and limitations for energy demand m odelling. The final 
chapter outlines the information policy makers need to identify and achieve desirable 
levels o f  energy-related environmental quality, including a knowledge o f  future 
environmental quality and o f  how  consumers will alter behaviour when faced with new 
econom ic and other constraints. It then discusses the information dynamic energy 
demand modelling can provide. These three chapters build on each other to m ake a case 
for using dynam ic and disaggregated energy dem and modelling to provide additional 
valuable information for form ulating environm ental policy.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ENERGY DEMAND
MODELLING1
I. INTRODUCTION
Economists began to apply basic consumer theory to energy demand models in the early 
1970s (see, in particular, W averman (1992) and Griffen (1993)). Theoretical and 
statistical limitations m eant modellers were unable to incorporate even the m ost basic 
features o f energy demand. Recent developm ents in m odelling techniques and 
approaches, as well as a greater need and desire to understand, have enabled econom ists 
to incorporate some o f  the basic features o f  energy demand into their models.
In order to clarify the developments, I will highlight some o f the basic features and ways 
econom ists have attem pted to model them. Section two briefly presents the theory o f 
consum er behaviour used by economists. Section three reviews the specific nature o f  
energy demand. The heterogeneous nature o f  energy demand suggests using a 
disaggregated approach. 'Heterogeneity results from the fact that, for every user, the 
complex relationship between energy use and appliance ownership differs. Through time, 
even the relationship for individual users changes as a result o f  technical progress:* 
Progress in appliance efficiency influences consumer reactions to price and income 
changes. Its influence now leads modellers to question the assum ption o f  constant price 
elasticity. These interrelated features - heterogeneity, appliance stock, technical progress, 
and variable price elasticity - must be incorporated into models if economists are to more 
fully understand and m ore accurately predict energy demand. Im provem ents will also 
emerge from the use o f  more suitable models, such as the Almost Ideal Dem and System  
and Error Correction M odel. A discussion o f  the features, and the recent econom etric
1 This chapter is an extended version of the candidate’s paper by the same title, published in David 
Hawdon (ed.) (1993) ‘Recent Studies in the Demand for Energy, Surrey Energy Economics Discussion 
Paper, no.72, University of Surrey, Guildford.
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m odelling techniques used to incorporate them, follows in Section four. Section five 
concludes on the evolving tools and role o f  energy demand modelling.
2. CONSUMER THEORY
Traditional economic theory assumes that consumers maximise utility or well-being 
subject to a budget constraint2. This utility is considered to increase as agents consum e 
m ore goods and services, although the marginal rate o f  substitution is assum ed to 
decrease with higher consumption. The optim ising problem can be represented as
(1) Max U ( X, , . . ,  Xn ) 
subject to
(2) Y = PX1 . X, + . .  + PXn. Xn
where X L, . . ,  Xn are the quantities o f goods consumed, PX1 and PXn are the prices o f  the
goods and Y is the budget, which should be permanent wealth (although it is often
proxied by income). Other constraints, for example, relating to the availability o f  
information, technical problems o f using certain products and existence o f institutional 
factors which influence the ability to make decisions and to choose goods, might also be 
included for a more realistic optim isation problem. When an agent consumes the 
combination o f goods that maximises utility, subject to the current constraints, he or she 
has no benefit in consuming a different combination; the individual’s consum ption is, 
therefore, considered to be in equilibrium.
Based on the above analysis, but for simplicity assuming only economic constraints, 
utility depends indirectly on prices and income; the indirect utility function is
2
For more detail about consumer theory, it can be found in most microeconomics textbooks, such as 
Gravelle and Rees (1992) Varian (1987) or Hirschleifer (1980), from which this review derives.
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(3) U ’ = ( PXI, , PXn, Y ).
The fact that the indirect utility function represents the consum ption o f  goods as a 
function o f  prices and income is particularly valuable for analysing econom ic behaviour 
since neither utility nor preferences can be observed, whereas prices and incom e can. 
Thus, for example, the demand function for the first good is
(4) X, = F ( PX1, . . ,  PXn, Y ).
By specifying the nature o f  the optim isation problem, principally the constraints faced 
by consumers, and solving it, we can examine the way optim al choices vary with 
changing constraints. Tracing-out these variations in consumption, the behavioural 
relationships between consumption and constrain ts/such  as described in the energy 
demand function, can be identified. Knowledge o f the energy dem and function, for 
example, can then be used to assess the implications o f changing econom ic activity and 
policies on fuel consumption. The effects o f these changing constraints can be analysed 
in the form o f the own price elasticity o f  demand, ie
(5) €PXI = (axI/x.y(3PXI/pXI),
the income elasticity o f demand
(6) r|Y = (aXl/X1y(9Y/Y), 
and the cross price elasticities
(7) ePXn = (ax1/Xi)/(apXl/pXn).
A critical assumption made about decision-making is that consumers can value and order 
all the combinations o f goods available and choose to consum e the preferred
combination. With these assumptions o f utility maximisation, the indirect utility function
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provides some information about how individuals will react to changes in the econom ic 
constraints and, thus, about the elasticities.
First, we can broadly deduce consum er reaction to a price change. From  the Slutsky 
equation, which closely relates to the price elasticity in equation (5),
(8) dx,/dPxl = ax,/apxt |u=u° + (ax, /aY). x , ,
the effect o f  a  price change leads to a change in relative prices and a change in income 
and can, therefore, be separated into a substitution and an income effect. The substitution 
effect (the first term on the right hand side) is the change in demand for X, from a change 
in relative price while utility remains unchanged. The substitution effect is always 
negative because in order to keep utility at the same level as before the change, eg a rise 
(decrease), in the price o f the commodity X, will leads to a decrease (rise) in the overall 
opposite direction o f consumption o f  that commodity. The income effect (the second 
term on the right hand side) represents the change in demand for X, resulting from a 
change in utility while the relative price o f  X, remains unchanged. For ordinary goods, 
since the purchasing power o f  income rises after a price drop, the incom e effect is 
generally considered positive. For inferior goods, however, a reduction in income would 
lead to an increase in demand for the good, and is, therefore, a negative relationship or 
effect from the price change. So, for ordinary goods, the own price elasticity, e PXI, is 
negative; for inferior goods, the elasticity may either be positive or negative depending 
on which o f the income or substitution effects is larger. A Giffen good is an inferior good 
for which the negative income effect outweighs the substitution effect, and the overall 
price elasticity is positive. Thus, except for highly inferior goods, we can expect the own 
price elasticity o f  demand, (dX ,/X ,)/(dPxl/Px1), to be negative.
Second, from the above analysis, the income elasticity resulting from  the incom e effect 
can be either positive or negative depending on whether the good is normal or inferior. 
For normal goods, the income elasticity, %  , will depend on the characteristics o f  the 
goods. Goods are generally classed as either greater or less than unity. W hen incom e
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elasticity is below one, a one unit increase in income will lead to a less than unit increase 
in dem and3. Goods with less than unity elasticities include food, clothing and usually 
energy. The size o f  the elasticity, however, will depend on the consum er’s econom ic 
activity and the level o f income. Other goods, or goods consumed by individuals at lower 
levels o f  income, may have elasticities o f  greater than one. For such products, a  rise in 
incom e leads to a greater than proportional increase in consumption. Thus, theory 
provides both an interpretation and an expectation o f  income elasticity estimates.
Third, some information can be provided about the relationship betw een goods. The 
degree o f  substitutability and complementarity between goods, such as coal and gas, can 
be assessed from the cross price elasticity, ePXn. Positive cross price elasticities indicate 
substitutability; that is, a price rise for coal leads to a rise in natural gas. Negative cross 
price elasticities reflect complementarity, such that the second good’s price rise will lead 
to a reduction in consumption o f the first good. A cross price elasticity o f  zero indicates 
that the goods are not substitutable4.
In addition, the standard assum ption that equation (4) is homogeneous o f  degree zero  
m eans that if  we increase all prices and income by the same am ount then the level o f  
consum ption o f X, will not change. This can be written as
(9) 0 = O X ,/ 3PX, ). PX1 + . .  +  OX , / 3PXn ) -PXn + ( 3X, IdY  ). Y.
Dividing this equation by the level o f consumption o f X ,, turns each o f  the term s into 
elasticities, such as the own price elasticity, O X |/ X, )/O P x /P Xi)» means that the sum  
o f  price elasticities and the income elasticity is equal to zero, or the own price elasticity 
is equal to the income elasticity plus all the cross price elasticities; such that,
When the units are in logarithms then the elasticities measure percentage rather than unit changes.
Strictly, these should be compensated rather than ordinary cross-elasticities.
i
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(10) €pxi - T)y - Y, €pXn
This leads to three interesting conclusions (W averman 1992):
(i) if there exist no substitutes for X,, the own price elasticity is equal to the negative of 
the income elasticity;
(ii) if there exists another good, X; , that is a perfect substitutes for X,, the relative own 
price elasticity of demand for X, is infinity5, and these two goods should be aggregated 
and considered part of the same market;
(iii) if  there exists (at least) one imperfect substitute, then the own price elasticity will be 
between smaller than zero (for normal goods) and greater than negative infinity.
Theory, therefore, provides the first expectations o f how consum ers would react to 
changing constraints. Related to this theoretical understanding o f  elasticities, several 
additional points should be made. First, as specified initially, other non economic 
constraints, including informational, technological and institutional constraints, could be 
included in the analysis to improve the realism o f consumer behaviour. Second, the 
consum er theory developed by Lancaster (1971) argues that individual goods are 
combinations o f objectively measured characteristics (or attributes). So, for example, a 
fuel may be a combination o f its energy content (eg joules per kilogram), purity, ease o f 
transportation and environmental impact (eg carbon, sulphur, particulate, radioactive 
content). Consum er theory might more appropriately, but with increasing complexity, 
analyse the optim isation decision as a choice about how to m aximise utility associated 
with buying goods to acquire the attributes and the services these attributes provide 
subject to the usual constraints.
Third, this theory deals with private goods. Public goods, such as air quality, tend not to 
be traded on markets or tend to have a unit price o f zero, because they are non-excludable
Mathematically, this is because the cross price elasticity is infinity (ie 6 PXi -  °°) and 6 PX1 =  - T)Y ~ e PXn> 
thus, 6 PXi =  Intuitively, this is because if another product is a perfect substitute, it is the same product 
and there is no reason to pay for an increase in the Px, when the same good can be bought at Pxi.
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and non-rival6. Consum ers do not face ordinary economic constraints w hen consum ing 
these goods and may, therefore, decline to pay premium prices for the goods with, for 
exam ple, environm ental attributes even w hen they value the attributes. Fourth, 
m icroeconom ic theory does not provide an indication o f  the functional form  o f  the 
demand equation, (4), which depends on consum er preferences. There is often a risk o f  
basing em pirical analysis on ad-hoc functional forms o f the relationship between, say, 
energy dem and and its m ain determinants. Fifth, because there are cost (or additional 
constraints) associated with changing behaviour, consumers may not imm ediately adjust 
their behaviour to a long run optimal level. Intertemporal consum er theory suggests that 
there may be a difference between the imm ediate (or short run) and the long run 
elasticities. Sixth, there is no reason to expect that for consumers undertaking different 
activities and using different fuels with different attributes (and, hence, not perfect 
substitutes) the own price, income and cross price elasticities will be the same. 
Furthermore, theory does not tell us about how these different consumers would behave.
3. THE PARTICULAR NATURE OF ENERGY DEMAND
Energy Demand Elasticities
Since the early 1970s, there has been a growing number o f empirical studies o f  energy 
demand to estimate how consumers would react to changes in economic constraints. The 
estim ates gave support to theoretical suggestions that income elasticities were positive 
and own price elasticities were negative (see Table 1). Furthermore, for industrialised 
countries studied, income elasticities tended to be smaller than one. Reviews o f 
elasticities from  numerous different studies does not, however, enable the observer to 
draw  m ore conclusions about the nature o f  energy demand - particularly since they 
observe different countries, different fuels and different sectors. Thus, it w ould be
6
A non-excludable good is a good that cannot be consumed by one individual without another individual 
consuming (or benefitting) from it. A non-rival good is a good that can be consumed by one individual 
without influencing the cost of supplying the second individual - the marginal costs are zero.
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valuable to examine the nature o f  energy consumption in more detail through an 
understanding o f  the factors that drive demand.
Table 1. Estimates o f  Short and Long Run Elasticities o f  Energy Dem and
Studies Sector Energy source Economic activity 
elasticities
Real own price 
elasticities
Griffen and 
Gregory (1976)
OECD Industry Energy - -0.80 (LR)
Pindyck (1979) OECD Industry Energy
0.78 (SR) -0.84 (SR)
Kouris (1981) OECD Aggregate Energy 0.52 (SR) -0.12 (SR)
Beenstock and 
Willcocks (1981)
UK Aggregate Energy 1.77 (LR) 
0.88 (SR)
-0.05 (LR) 
-0.13 (SR)
Kouris (1983) OECD Aggregate Energy
1.07 (SR)
-0.43 (LR) 
-0.15 (SR)
Wigley (1983) OECD Other 
Industry
Energy
0.62 (SR) -0.22 (SR)
Beenstock and 
Dalziel (1986)
UK Industrial Energy
1.10 (SR) -0.29 (SR)
Manning (1988) UK Residential Energy
0.90 (SR) -0.09 (SR)
Hunt and 
Manning (1989)
UK Aggregate Energy 0.49 (LR) 
0.60 (SR)
-0.33 (LR) 
-0.13 (SR)
Baker (1991) UK Residential Gas
-0.25 (SR) 0.32 (SR)
Dargay (1992) UK Transport Petroleum 1.49 (LR) 
0.66 (SR)
-1.50 (LR) 
-0.56 (SR)
D em and  fo r H eat, P ow er a n d  L igh t
A ggregate energy demand is the sum o f  the different fuels being consum ed by many 
separate and heterogeneous activities. For modelling purposes, therefore, energy 
consum ption m ust be split into separate sectors: residential, industrial, transport,
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commercial, agriculture, etc... Such a split more accurately represents relatively 
homogeneous groups. M ost groups, however, can be disaggregate further. The transport 
sector, modelled as one entity, explains little since use o f road, rail or air vehicles varies 
for different reasons. Industrial energy demand disaggregates in a  sim ilar fashion. Certain 
recent models have disaggregated energy consum ption into m ore hom ogeneous groups.
Even w ithin hom ogeneous groups the importance placed on each determ inant varies 
substantially between different classes o f  consumer. The amount residential consum ers 
demand energy depends on the specifics o f  many variables: income, socio-economic and 
dem ographic characteristics, physical structure o f the house, price expectations and 
appliance ownership and purchase. The reaction to, say, a dram atic rise in electricity 
prices for a large, wealthy family living in its own centrally-gas-heated home differs 
considerably from that o f an unemployed person based in a rented flat w ith only an 
electric heater for warmth. Variables differ for each household. M icklewright (1989) 
agrees, claiming that “heterogeneity is present on a massive scale w hen we consider 
household energy demand.” The heterogeneity, also present in other sectors, indicates the 
need for an even more disaggregated approach. With costs still well above those o f  m ore 
aggregated studies, benefits o f such an undertaking depend on its purpose and the sector 
investigated.
Important variations within sectors invite analysis at a m icroeconom ic level. M icro 
studies, such as Peirson and Henley (below), Micklewright (1989) and Poyer and 
W illiams (1993), observe energy demand at the individual level. Studying individual 
behaviour, however, requires many variables and vast quantities o f  data. Twenty years 
ago, such complexity significantly limited empirical micro analysis, both because o f  
number-crunching problems and scant data sources; today, the pow er o f  com puters and 
increasing availability o f information, such as the Family Expenditure Survey, drive costs 
down.
A disaggregated investigation enables economists to analyse distributional effects o f 
energy policies or improve short run sector forecasts. Baker (1991) admits, however, that
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such a concern for detail can have its drawbacks and that it may not always be 
appropriate. On the other hand, he supports a microeconomic approach to energy 
modelling, arguing that it enables energy economists to see matters from a different 
angle. From this angle, he stresses, economists can more clearly observe, understand and 
model one of the fundamental features of energy demand: the relationship between 
energy use and appliance ownership.
Warmer, Faster, Brighter
Energy-run appliances provide services for users. Whether a reader requiring light or a 
driver requiring transportation, users demand services from their appliances. The 
appliances, whether lamps using electricity or cars using petrol, provide the services by 
consuming energy. In other words, energy demand derives from a two-step procedure: 
demand for a service, which an appliance provides by using energy.
Energy consumption, therefore, depends on the services required and the rate at which 
they can be provided. The preference function is based on individual taste. The rate of 
provision, however, is based on appliances’ efficiency and can sometimes be obtained 
(or at least proxied). For example, modellers cannot predict where a specific driver wants 
to travel to, but can predict the fuel used to get there, as it depends on the car’s efficiency, 
which is a function of the distance it can travel (all other things being constant) on a 
gallon of petrol. Thus, economists have started building models of energy demand, in 
part, based on the rate of appliance efficiency.
So, derived demand now features prominently in energy models. Without using micro 
data, however, it is difficult to work directly with an appliance variable, since each 
machine uses energy at different rates depending on appliance depreciation, embodied 
technical progress and level of services required. The vintage capital approach tackles 
the problem by assuming there will be a continual replacement of appliance stock, which 
embodies state-of-the-art technical progress. Every firm - and, to a lesser extent, 
households - will, therefore, have some new, efficient appliance and some old, less
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efficient ones. The rate of energy-use is approximated from the expected age and 
efficiency of appliance stock. (For more on the vintage capital approach, see, for 
example, Ingham, Maw and Ulph (1992)).
Alternatively, modellers, such as Manning (1988), may avoid directly using appliance 
stock variables; instead, they often use a variable which influences the cost function. 
Through time, the cost of providing a service becomes cheaper, since increasing the 
efficiency of an appliance equates to reducing the quantity of energy required. Modellers 
simply introduce a variable that reduces the cost of energy as efficiency grows.
But, how does efficiency grow? In the past, modellers have included efficiency or 
technical progress as a time-trended deterministic variable. Its growth, or annual rate of 
cost reduction, is constant. Technical progress, however, depends on research and 
development (R&D). R&D is a function of investment, patent life, industrial structure 
and chance. Being highly volatile and unpredictable detemiinants, technical progress 
appears to be more appropriately modelled as a stochastic variable. Harvey and Marshall
(1991) include such a stochastic variable, generated as a random walk with drift in their 
energy model. But, this assumes technical progress to be only neutral. That is, it affects 
all cost functions equally, though, in reality, it does not. Through time, technical progress 
favours certain fuels or appliances. Thus, as efficiency rises in certain appliances more 
rapidly than others the cost of running them declines faster as well. Like Harvey and 
Marshall’s, certain recent models show that an efficiency variable should be included 
and, as it varies through time, it should be factor-augmenting.
Including such a variable aids in the understanding of energy consumption. Its omission 
causes the price variable to be biased upwards, because an increase in appliance 
efficiency effectively reduces the cost of providing a service relative to its price 
(Manning 1988). Furthermore, fuel price and total expenditure fluctuations alter energy 
consumption indirectly, by affecting investment in appliance stock, as well as directly. 
The inclusion or exclusion of an appliance stock (or efficiency) variable, generally, 
determines whether price elasticities estimated are short or long-run.
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In the short run, when consuming energy-generated services, individuals depend on a 
fixed set of appliances. Because an appliance costs dearly to acquire, but considerably 
less to run, it often provides the required service for many years, even when alternative 
equipment could provide the service more efficiently or using a cheaper fuel. As 
Waverman (1992) reminds, the services are provided by “long-lived durable equipment” 
(p.7). As such equipment may not be replaced until it stops working, full adjustments to 
fuel price or total expenditure fluctuations occur only in the long-run. Thus, ‘sticky’ (or 
slow adjusting) markets for energy-using appliances further characterises the demand for 
energy.
Modellers deal with the problem of durable goods in three ways. Since consumer 
adjustments are slow, and past events influence present decisions, it becomes necessary 
to include lagged explanatory variables, such as past investment in appliance stock or fuel 
price fluctuations. An alternative method uses the error correction method to estimate 
both short and long-run elasticities and observe the speed of adjustment towards the long 
run. Or, as suggested above, models may incorporate an efficiency variable, which 
enables them to differentiate between the short and long run. Recent energy demand 
modelling developments emphasise the relevance of analysing both immediate and 
gradual adjustments to circumstantial changes. However, more discussion is required on 
the very nature of consumer adjustments.
How will they React?
“The estimation of elasticities, as well as applied econometrics in general, 
critically depends on the available data, the model specification and the structure 
of the economy at each point in time. As all of these factors change continuously, 
any elasticity estimates will incur corresponding changes. Thus, the notion of the 
‘true’ elasticity is more an illusion than a reality. If such a thing as a ‘true’ 
elasticity exists, it is certainly a moving target and not a value that remains 
unaltered through time” (Kouris 1981 p.69).
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For quite some time, modellers have been arguing against the assumption of constant 
elasticities. In energy demand modelling, much recent debate has focused on time- 
variable price elasticities and ways of dealing with them.
It has been argued that similar price increases and decreases do not necessarily lead to 
equivalent demand adjustments (Dargay 1992). Modellers have proposed that demand 
adjustments are subject to a ratchet-effect that results from a structural change in the 
nature of demand. The structure changes for at least two reasons: consumers invest in 
more energy efficient appliances when fuel prices rise presumably reducing demand but 
hardly choose to invest in inefficient appliances as they drop; and, as fuel prices rise the 
demand for energy-intensive goods declines, which also contributes to a fall in the 
demand for energy. Thus, the sign of a price change has the capacity to influence the size 
of demand adjustments.
Demand adjustments vary not only with the sign of price changes but also their size and 
duration, and past fluctuations. Dramatic changes shock consumers into reaction. They 
react by immediately altering appliance usage and later by investing in more efficient 
appliances. Small, gradual changes may cause little reaction: a minimal decline in usage 
and investment in efficient appliances occurs only when replacing ‘dead’ old ones.
The duration of a price change also affects consumers’ reactions. Temporary price 
changes require future flexibility, since, when the price reverts to its original level, 
consumers will have to readjust. Thus, consumers will tend to immediately reduce usage 
rather than gradually alter appliances. Long-term changes lead to more structurally 
inflexible adjustments, such as acquiring more efficient equipment.
Also, long run elasticities (both related to price and income) may decline as the market 
for certain energy-using appliances become saturated. For example, as the proportion of 
houses with gas central heating linked to gas pipelines reaches unity, demand for natural 
gas will be less responsive to changes in prices and income than when large proportions
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of homes could switch to gas. It might, therefore, be more realistic to enable long run 
elasticity estimates to decline as energy markets reach saturation.
Past fluctuations in fuel prices determine consumers’ ability to adjust. Consumers in the 
late 1960s had a potential to reduce energy usage and increase appliance efficiency not 
available to consumers in the 1990s. The potential for reductions in energy demand 
becomes smaller every time prices rise dramatically.
Perhaps, the declining potential somewhat explains apparent contradictions raised by the 
Khazzoom-Brookes Postulate, which proposes that increases in energy efficiency can 
lead to increased, not decreased, energy consumption..” (Saunders 1992 p. 143). 
Nevertheless, the postulate highlights energy economists’ uncertainty about behaviour 
resulting from fuel price changes. According to Saunders, the postulate occurs as a result 
of fuel becoming cheaper relative to other inputs and efficiency improvements leading 
to economic growth, which in turn drags up energy demand.
Price rises induce investment in more energy efficient technology, but because two 
opposing forces work simultaneously to influence the change in demand resulting from 
increased efficiency (i.e. a declining energy-use per service provided and the Kazzoom- 
Brookes postulate), the effect of price changes on energy demand remains ambiguous. 
Irrespective of the change in energy demand following price fluctuations though, Gately
(1992) “conclude[s] that the assumption of perfectly price reversible oil demand must be 
abandoned.” The same can be said for all energy sources. v
The existing of time-varying price elasticities suggests that single-valued econometric 
estimates are inappropriate. Estimates produced give a value for the whole period of 
analysis. If reactions to price changes vary through time, then a value for the whole 
period averages out the time-series. An average value, clearly, limits the accuracy of 
explanations and forecasts, by ignoring specific and abnormal time-periods.
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Splitting the period of analysis into smaller homogeneous sub-periods improves the 
accuracy of estimates. Estimates are, thus, closer to the ‘true’ value as they have been 
modelled for sub-periods during which the determinants of price elasticity were (more 
or less) constant. Unfortunately, reducing the number of data points in a sub-period 
causes the accuracy of statistical inferences to decline. Alternatively, modellers can allow 
price elasticities to change in unusual periods, as Dargay has done for the period between 
1979-81. Energy demand modelling needs to spend more effort tackling the problem of 
variable price and income elasticity.
Many uncertainties remain about energy demand. However, recent investigations into the 
nature of the demand enable economists better to understand its fundamental 
characteristics. By modelling specific characteristics, economists produce more accurate 
explanations and forecasts of energy demand. This production has also been enhanced 
by improvements in econometric methods.
4. NEWER, BETTER ECONOMETRIC MODELS
In the 1960s, economists developed models of energy demand which linked the factors 
of production, such as capital, labour and energy, to output levels using the Cobb- 
Douglas production functions. These models were limited, however, by fixed elasticities 
associated with the inputs to production. In the 1970s, they then became a special case 
in a family of models with flexible functional forms, known as transcendental production 
functions (see, for example, Christensen, Jorgensen and Lau 1971). The most frequently 
used flexible form model for analysing energy demand was the translog cost function. 
(For examples of such models, see Berndt and Wood 1975, Griffen and Gregory 1976; 
for a review of them, see, for example, Watkins (1992)).
Almost Ideal Demand System
In the same family of transcendental functions, Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) introduced 
the Almost Ideal Demand System (A.I.D.S.). This model, which analyses commodities
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as consumer products rather than as inputs to production, extends the transcendental 
functions by being fully consistent with economic theory and enabling elasticities to be 
estimated more easily. Earlier demand models could satisfy some but not all assumptions 
of consumer theory. The new system enabled econometricians to use a model which did 
not violate any assumptions of consumer theory.
The model, instead of trying to approximate the direct or indirect utility function, 
approximates the consumer’s cost function, the dual of the indirect utility function. The 
cost function defines the minimum necessary expenditure to provide a specific level of 
utility at given prices. In other words, it indirectly takes account of consumer preferences, 
such as the level of services required from a particular appliance.
The estimation of energy used in appliances proceeds in two steps. The modeller first 
finds the share of energy in consumers’ total expenditure and, then, of each of the fuels 
in energy expenditure. Both Manning (1988) and Baker (1991) use A.I.D.S. to estimate 
energy demand. A.I.D.S. models, unfortunately, do not directly produce elasticities of 
demand, thus, complicating somewhat the estimation procedures. Although the results 
are similar to those of older energy studies using less appropriate models, modellers can 
be reassured that the estimates are consistent with economic theory and, therefore, 
provide more reliable estimates.
Thus, A.I.D.S. provides a new framework to estimate energy demand, which completely 
meets requirements laid down by consumer theory. Deaton and Muellbauer’s framework 
specifies a particular functional form and then applies the time-series data to it. An 
alternative method specifies no functional form and, after estimation, tests to see whether 
the data fits assumptions of consumer theory; such an approach is used for the Error 
Correction Model.
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Correcting Trends Data, with new Predictive Power
Modellers observe energy demand through two different lenses: the long run and the 
short run. The long run picture usually displays a smooth series rising through time, 
moving around a trend. Long-run time series, unless growing at the same rate, would tend 
to diverge. Related time series, however, including energy demand and its determinants, 
such as price and income, can be seen - even expected - to follow similar paths and, 
therefore, not diverge. Although factors such as saturation in energy markets may cause 
shifts in the relationships between variables, there are certain underlying forces that 
economic theory prescribes such as the relationship between consumption and income 
that will keep these time series from drifting apart; the series tend to an equilibrium - a 
path they follow. The long-run demand for energy usually follows such a rising path.
Observing the short run (i.e. differenced time-series) tends to produce a picture of a 
volatile series, moving around a constant. The variables are seen out-of-equilibrium, 
either moving away from the ‘attractor’, after a shock, or returning towards it. The short- 
run demand for energy appears to wander but without rising.
The rising prominence of the error correction model as an econometric method for 
analysing energy demand is based on the argument that long-run time-series data are non- 
stationary (i.e are not moving around a constant but a trend) and, therefore, the standard 
statistical tests used in econometrics cannot be trusted to give accurate values. The 
solution to such a problem is to cointegrate the long-run time series data (i.e. find the 
‘equilibrating’ force). Then, the error term of this cointegrated series is introduced, as a 
stationary series, into an equation which estimates the relationship between the 
differenced values of explanatory and dependent variables (i.e. the short run). This 
method should produce short and long-run elasticities of energy demand while using only 
stationary data.
Since Granger and Weiss (1985) proved that error correction models generate 
cointegrated series, economists, such as Hunt and Manning (1989) studying UIC
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aggregate energy demand and Bentzen and Engsted (1993) on aggregate Danish energy 
demand, have shown that the error correction approach provides a more sound basis for 
estimating coefficients using stationary time series assuming the long-run series are non- 
stationary (i.e. 1(1) - integrated of order one). This is, indeed, what both sets of authors 
found, using the Dickey-Fuller test (see Engle and Granger 1987, for more): non- 
stationary, 1(1), energy demand, price and income time-series and stationary residuals, 
suggesting that the three series are cointegrated. Their results, when compared with 
previous studies which did not take account of the time-series properties of the variables, 
appear to be in the same range of values.
The eiTor correction model may be the most suitable econometric method for forecasting 
energy demand. Granger (1993) discussing the properties of cointegrated series and their 
long-run tendencies towards an ‘attractor’, states that forecasts from a cointegrated 
system ‘hang together’ in ways that other forecasts may not and do correspond to a 
certain type of equilibrium” (p.313).
Such forecasts must be seen as offering additional information relating to the future path 
of energy demand. No one model yet produces reliable predictions, even if it is more 
suited to the task than earlier ones, and, therefore, its forecasts should be compared with 
others before being used. Though forecasts provide a necessary input for planners and 
policy makers they are vulnerable to the modeller’s subjective assumptions and beliefs 
(Robinson 1992).
In particular, the assumptions made about the future of the explanatory variables, such 
as fuel prices and income must be analysed thoroughly. To produce forecasts of any 
practical use, the future path of energy demand’s determinants must be ‘known’ with a 
high degree of certainty. Energy demand systems may not be a necessary condition to 
produce accurate forecasts, but the use of determinants based on a genuine understanding 
of their course or path certainly is.
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For a fuller understanding of determinants, modellers are starting to ask whether the 
relationship between variables is non-linear. The growing interest in non-linear analysis, 
predominantly in other sciences, begins to influence economics (see, for example Baumol 
and Benhabib (1989)) and even energy analysis (see Peirson and Henley (1993)). 
Certainly, it makes intuitive sense that not all relationships, especially ones among 
economic variables, are linear. This approach to modelling is laudable, although there is 
a danger that of over complex systems can yield diminishing returns in terms of 
effectively modelling the real world. Only through continuous trial and error, and regular 
discussion and debate can economists decide whether non-linear, Almost Ideal Demand 
Systems or Error Correction models provide the most appropriate tools for analysis of 
energy demand.
Improvements in mathematical models, including their predictive powers, inevitably lead 
us to forget their limits. Many qualitative variables cannot be incorporated in the models, 
others may be but only with inaccurate data. Qualitative data can, however, be taken into 
account by influencing post-regression analysis. Inaccurate data slowly become a thing 
of the past as statistics become more accessible and reliable.
5. CONCLUSION
Since the beginning of the 1970s, energy demand modelling has matured into an 
important field of study. It has borrowed tools from theoretical and applied econometrics 
for its development, and returned the favour by testing them on a highly publicised sector 
of the economy. The purpose of this chapter was to review theoretical concepts and 
empirical developments of relevance to energy demand modelling.
The matters raised suggest that the complexities of energy demand are being tackled with 
a certain amount of success. The difficulty ahead lies in integrating these issues into 
mainstream modelling. This can be done by ensuring that modellers are consistently 
updated about the ever-expanding web of developments on the frontiers of energy
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demand modelling and using them to further improve their understandings, estimates and 
predictions.
The chapter briefly presented consumer theory and overviewed the peculiarities of energy 
demand: its heterogeneity; the fact that appliances combined with energy provide the 
users with services; and, that technical progress and improvements in appliance 
efficiency greatly influence users’ reactions to changes in constraints. Then, it discussed 
recent attempts to improve energy demand modelling. Two models were discussed, 
which provide energy economists with new tools to understand and estimate energy 
consumption, the Almost Ideal Demand System and the Error Correction Model. In 
particular, it highlighted the growing interest in the Error Correction Model and the 
pitfalls relating to energy demand forecasts.
It is clear that energy demand modelling thrived on the oil crises and concerns about high 
fuel prices. Economists of the 1970s and 1980s developed a generation of models suited 
to tackle these problems. These models have now matured. Their offspring prepare to 
explain new problems. The concerns of the 1990s revolve mainly around Third-world 
development and the symptoms of post-industrial economies, such as environmental and 
urban degradation. If energy economists intend to use their models to explain, perhaps 
even resolve, the problems of today and tomorrow, their tools must be aimed at the 
correct beasts.
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CHAPTER IT.2
THE GROW TH OF THE COINTEGRATION TECHNTOTIE TN HR  
ENERGY DEMAND M ODELLING AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO  
DYNAMIC ECONOM ETRICS78
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1995, the cointegration technique became a dominant method of modelling energy 
demand. In that year, to my knowledge, there was more published research modelling 
energy demand using this technique than virtually in all other years put together (see 
Table 1).
Table I. Selected Energy Demand Studies Using the Cointegration Approach
Authors Year Approach/Model Authors Year Approach/Model
Beenstock and Willcocks* 1981 ECM Bentzen 1993 Cointegration/ECM
Nachane, Nadkari and Karnik 1988 Cointegration Barker* 1994 Cointegration/ECM
Hunt and Manning* 1989 Cointegration/ECM Boone, Hall, Kemball- 
Cook, Smith*
1995 Cointcgration/VAR
Boone, Hall and Kemball- 
Clark*
1992 Cointegration/ECM Eltony and Al-Matari 1995 Cointegration/ECM
Dargay* 1992 Cointegration/ECM Samani 1995 Cointegration/ECM
Hunt and Lynk* 1992 Cointegration/ECM Smith, Hall, Mabey* 1995 Cointegration/ECM
Bentzen and Engsted 1993 Cointegration/VAR
* Studies modelling demand in the United Kingdom.
This chapter is an extended version o f the candidate’s paper by the same title, published in Gordon 
MacKerron and Peter J.G. Pearson (eds.) (1996) The UK Energy Experience: A M odel or a  Warning?, 
Imperial College Press, London.
8
The author would like to thank Peter Pearson, David Hawdon and Pete Mitchell for their useful comments. 
Naturally, the author is responsible for any errors or omissions.
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It has been said that “the most vigorous development in econometrics in recent years had 
undoubtedly been the unit-root field, including error correction and cointegration” 
(Hatanaka 1996 p.v). This chapter examines the growth in the new approach for energy 
demand modelling - from a misunderstood model to a mainstream tool - by relating it to 
developments in dynamic econometric modelling. In so doing, I intend to explain how 
and why cointegration became one of the main frameworks for analysing energy demand 
in the UK. In addition, I will briefly discuss certain limitations of the approach and 
potential improvements to address them, and assess cointegration’s impact on energy 
demand modelling and on more efficient uses of energy resources.
The chapter initially overviews the histories of energy demand modelling and of dynamic 
econometric modelling. They are followed by a review of the contributions selected 
chapters have made to the development of the technique in econometrics, including the 
theory behind the error correction model, and energy demand modelling. Then, a 
discussion of the information this new method has provided, the technique’s limitations 
and possible refinements ensues. A final section concludes on the impact of the 
cointegration technique on energy demand modelling and its uses.
2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Energy demand modelling
With fluctuating fuel prices and changing market structures, as well as concerns about 
supply shocks and environmental damage, the effective modelling of energy demand has 
become increasingly vital for businesses and policy-makers. Energy demand modellers 
continually seek to improve their models of the relationship between energy demand and 
its determinants, such as fuel prices and income, in order to better explain past and 
predict future energy consumption behaviour, as well as to assess the impact of policies 
on such behaviour. For that purpose, econometrics has been used to incorporate statistical 
information about the workings of the economy within many of these models.
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Before the 1970s, models of energy use were based on trends determined exclusively by 
output (see, for example, Schurr 1960). Since 1973, energy demand modelling has been 
taken far more seriously, and many of the models used have tried to follow or even lead 
the latest developments in econometric modelling. Griffen (1993) reviews four of the 
major methodological developments which resulted from this desire to model energy 
effectively, and which have improved observers’ understanding of energy markets. Those 
important developments were: the use of translog functions, and other flexible functional 
form models (Christensen et al 1973); of panel data sets, incorporating time series and 
cross-section data (Hudson and Jorgensen 1974, Berndt and Wood 1975); of discrete 
choice models (McFadden and Dubin 1984); and of engineering optimisation models of 
fuel supply (Pindyck 1978). These developments have resulted from basing the models 
on more sophisticated economic theory (e.g. optimisation techniques), finding original 
ways of talcing advantage of the growth in statistical information, and incorporating some 
of the key techno logical aspects of fuel markets. Griffen suggested three avenues down 
which energy modelling is likely to go. These are developments: (a) in dynamic 
modelling; (b) in the inclusion of additional and more accurate engineering information; 
and (c) in the analysis of the strategic behaviour of fuel producers - particularly using 
game theory. This chapter traces a part of the developments in dynamic econometric 
modelling for energy demand.
Stochastic Trends
Econometric “modelling denotes matching theory and data in a quantitative framework 
...”, and the use of those models “... which are useful in practice for understanding 
economic behaviour, for testing economic theories, for forecasting the future, and for 
analysing economic policy” (Hendry 1995 p.3). By the 1970s, traditional econometrics 
approaches had received considerable criticism (Sims 1980). Particularly related to the 
frequent failure to take account of the dynamic nature of economic relationships, to detect 
spurious relationships, to consider the possibility of circular causality between variables 
and to suitably incorporate realistic decision making, this criticism had put in question 
the value of much econometric analysis.
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As noted in the introductory chapter, recent developments in econometric theory and 
methods of time series analysis have presented ways to deal, to some extent, with these 
problems. The main developments are the introduction of the error correction model, 
which integrates long run relationships within a dynamic framework, of the cointegration 
technique, which formally tests for long run relationships and adjustments of variables 
towards possible equilibria, of the vector autoregressive (VAR) method, which proposes 
that all variables are generated within the system, and of rational expectations, which 
assumes that agents use all the information available to them to make their decisions. 
These developments are equipping econometricians with better tools of analysis and 
more confidence about the results they are generate. This chapter is going to focus on the 
first two developments.
Over the last twenty years, econometricians have been studying the nature of time series 
data and trying to develop methods for replicating the dynamic processes that generate 
them. The first development was related to the improvements in the analysis of time 
series’ properties. Traditional econometric analysis assumed that the movement in a time 
series was the result of a deterministic trend, a constant function of time. The suggestion 
that the data generating process might include a stochastic trend has provided a richer 
framework for modelling economic variables, such as energy demand, and fits more 
accurately their actual path through time.
A simple example of a variable determined by stochastic trend is one generated by its 
past value plus an error term:
(1) E, = p.Et.j + e,
where e, is identically and independently distributed, the expected value of the error 
equals zero, E(et ) = 0, and its variance is equal to a constant, E(et2) = a2. When t starts 
from zero, equation (1) can be rewritten as
(2) Et -  E0+ P-52(s=i tot) es •
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The second part, which could be renamed w„ is the stochastic trend. And, the economic 
variable E, is generated by the accumulation of these past innovations, es.
A more complex generating process would also include a deterministic component. Such 
a series is often, therefore, decomposed into two unobservable parts: its (stochastic) trend 
and (deterministic) cyclical components (Beveridge and Nelson 1981); ie
(3) Et = E0+p.wt + y-A
where E( is energy demand time series, w tis the stochastic trend or permanent component 
and z, is the cyclical component. The cyclical component can be interpreted as the 
momentum present in the series which will dissipate as the series tends towards its long 
run equilibrium level.
The value of p is vital for explaining the path of the time series. A value between zero 
and one means that the impact of a past innovation declines as the series moves through 
time. Such stochastic trends are considered short memory series (Granger 1996). As this 
value tends towards unity, the dissipation of the impact takes longer to occur, thus 
indicating a long-memory series. A value of one, known as a unit root, means that any 
shock or past innovation will lead to a permanent effect on the time series9. 
Econometricians tend to ignore the potential for values greater than one as they lead to 
explosive series.
Since modellers were made aware of the possibility and importance of a stochastic trend 
generating the data, modellers have begun their analysis by examining time series’
9
I have found little theoretical explanation o f why a time series, such as energy demand, should have a long 
run memory. Hatanaka (1996) explains that price series generated by unit root processes could result from 
the agents’ using rational expectations and, therefore, reflects the existence o f efficient markets. For other 
series, I have found no explanation.
Personal intuition suggests that long run memory series relate to the concept o f path dependancy, where 
the adoption o f  a new technology locks an economy into sub-optimal behaviour because its adoption 
displays increasing returns to scale. Examples o f path dependancy in the use o f energy and environmental 
resources are growing (Cowan and Gunby 1996).
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properties to identify a unit root generating the trend in time series. Non-stationary series, 
which result from the presence of unit root processes, have no long run mean value to 
which they tend to return, have time-dependent variances which tend to infinity as time 
does and have autocorrelations that do not decay with time.
The decomposition analysis provides an opportunity to examine the nature of the 
stochastic trend and assess whether it is generated by a unit root process. Over the last 
fifteen years, many tests have been developed to identify unit root processes in time 
series (Diebold and Nerlove 1990) and some have been used to test energy demand and 
its determinants. Supporting the graphical examination, many studies have found, for 
example, energy demand time series that are generated by unit root processes (Atkinson 
and Manning 1995).
Dynamic Modelling
The next step was to examine the dynamic nature of economic behaviour in an attempt 
to link short run adjustments with longer run behaviour. This involves examining the 
relationship between causes in one period and effects in the same and later periods. To 
assess the full effects and the equilibria that result, it is necessary to evaluate the states 
in which economic agents are satisfied with their patterns of behaviour (and thus, the 
market is in equilibrium) and the time it takes them to reach such states of equilibrium. 
Gradual, rather than immediate, adjustment to equilibrium levels can be explained by the 
combination of uncertainty, valuing options and learning-by-using associated with 
investment in durable appliance stock and habit formation in consumption patterns. In 
the past, analysis of such dynamic relationships involved using models such as the partial 
adjustment model, where adjustment behaviour to changes in circumstances, such as 
prices and incomes, was assumed to be based on past behaviour.
The consequence of gradual adjustments towards long run equilibria in econometric 
analysis is serial correlation of the error terms. Hendry (1974) tried to replicate habit 
formation by modelling the error term (et) as an autoregressive function,
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(4) et = p.et_, + vt
where vt is IID(0,S2). Attempts were made to best model the process that generated the 
stochastic part (or errors) of their regressions and incorporate these errors within the 
overall deterministic part. Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo (1978) found that an error 
correction model enabled them to deal with both tasks at once. This was the seed that led 
to the growth of the cointegration technique as we know it today.
3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF COINTEGRATION FOR ENERGY DEMAND 
MODELS
The Error Correction Model (ECM)
Beenstock and Willcocks (1981) followed the analytical approach which was developed 
in the seminal paper by Davidson et al (1978). This latter paper, in fact, provided two 
innovations of major importance for econometrics and energy demand modelling.
First, it set guidelines for an alternative approach to the oft criticised Cowles Commission 
methodology developed out of Haavelmo (1944) and presented in Tinbergen (1951). The 
Cowles Commission made assumptions implicit in their method which were based on 
economic theory; principally, it suggested that theory should guide the specification and 
acceptability of econometric models, as well as the order of causality between 
relationships. In addition, it made the assumption that relationships (ie parameters) were 
invariant through time. Despite this apparent rigour, the method did not prescribe 
practical recommendations and gradually this led to ad hoc modelling which encouraged 
data mining and which failed to provide models that forecast reliably (Learner 1983). 
Davidson et al (1978) suggested that econometricians should start with highly general 
models and gradually discard insignificant variables, reaching specific models which 
hopefully replicate the process that generates the relevant data.
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Second, this paper showed that, from an empirical perspective, the error correction model 
had qualities that other forms of the linear dynamic model did not have. For instance, the 
error correction model did not suffer from serial correlation in the residuals and was more 
likely to pass the forecasting tests. The error correction model also provides short (pj) and 
long run (a) elasticities, and the speed of adjustment (y) to the long run equilibrium.
(5) AE, = SjYj.AEt.j + SjPj-X^j + y . E C + v, 
where
(6) EC, = Et - aj.Xt + u t,
and E, is, for example, energy demand and X t is the vector of explanatory variables. (See 
Banerjee et al (1993) and Hatanaka (1996) for full details).
By the beginning of the 1980s, some energy economists were debating whether their 
estimates were indicating the long run adjustment to changes in economic conditions or 
simply initial reactions. Studies, such as ICouris (1981, 1983) and Beenstock and 
Willcocks (1981), highlighted the difference between short and long run elasticity 
estimates. The developments in econometric method enabled Beenstock and Willcocks 
(1981) to present a new method and framework for analysing energy demand, and as a 
result question conventional wisdom on income elasticities. They examined the 
difference between immediate and full adjustments to changes in energy demand 
determinants in industrialised countries. They argued that previous claims of unit income 
elasticities were for the short run, and that in the long run energy demand increased more 
than proportionately to changes in income.
The application of the error correction model to energy demand appears appropriate. 
Energy is bought by consumers in conjunction with their appliance stock to provide 
services, such as heat, light or power. The appliance stock is generally a relatively high 
cost investment and of long duration. Any change in fuel prices or income will only
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gradually lead to the full adjustments in energy consumption as old appliance stock is 
scrapped and new stock is acquired, more appropriate for the circumstances. Thus, a time 
series reflecting energy consumption is likely to incorporate in its generating process an 
error correcting mechanism.
Despite introducing the error correction model and the new general-to-specific 
methodology, Beenstock and Willcocks’ applications were not replicated. The potential 
of the error correction model remained dormant for a number of years. This may have 
been the result of criticism made by Kouris (1983) about their analysis, although he was 
not questioning the error correction model itself but the variables used and the results. It 
may have also resulted from the fact that the error correction model was not, at the time, 
considered more attractive from a theoretical perspective than any other model. For most 
of the 1980s, energy demand modellers continued to use the standard forms of the 
dynamic linear model.
Beyond the boundaries of energy modelling, the error correction mechanism did generate 
considerable interest. Used earlier in applied econometrics by Sargan (1964) to look at 
the mechanism returning real wage rates towards inflation rates, it became a popular 
model in mainstream econometrics after the Davidson et al (1978) paper. Realising its 
practical value, econometricians sought to provide the model with a theoretical basis 
(Hendry and Von Ungem Sternberg 1981; Salmon 1982). The theory analyses an agent 
at time period t that expects E*t , E*t+1, ... to be the series of future optimal levels of a 
controllable consumption variable E. Optimisation theory assumes that economic agents 
try to optimise their private welfare (eg utility or profits) with respect to a quadratic loss 
function associated with adjusting to new desired actions (eg consumption or 
investment). This loss function can be represented as
(7) L = £  6* [ X ( E.„ - E*w f  +( E,,, - Et+,_,)2 ]
where 6‘ relates to the discount factor associated with desired levels at period t+I. This 
loss function is separated into two parts, the first part relates to the penalty (ie loss of
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welfare) from not achieving the desired action and the second part refers to the cost of 
adjusting towards the desired level. Nickell (1985) extended the analysis of the loss 
function and showed that the solution to the minimisation of this loss function is a partial 
adjustment model; it took the form
(8) AEt = ( l - p ) [ £ ( S p ) '  E*t+i - Et.t ].
That is, the actual increase in energy consumption, AEt , is proportional to the difference 
between a weighted series of expected future desired consumption levels, £  (6p)' E*t+i, 
and past consumption, Et_,. p is the parameter reflecting the process of partial adjustment 
towards the optimal consumption; set between 0 and 1, the higher the value of 1 - p the 
faster is the rate adjustment.
Nickell (1985) examined how the form of the solution modifies as the variable’s 
generating process changes. Of most relevance is the case where the actual and desired 
consumption levels exhibit non-stationary trends. In particular, when their data 
generating process have unit roots and individuals have rational expectations about the 
generating process, the solution to the minimisation problem takes the form of an error 
correction model arising from agents’ partial adjustment towards the desired consumption 
level. Unit root processes generate series with long run memories, such that an innovation 
or shock to the series will not dampen in the long run and will, therefore, alter the long 
run trend or path of the series. Intuitively, if agents expect any shocks or changes to the 
future desired consumption level to be permanent (rather than transitory), then the penalty 
of being away from the desired level will eventually outweigh the costs of adjusting to 
the new desired level. In cases where the expected future desired level of consumption 
is generated by a unit root process, it will, therefore, be optimal for agents to adjust 
towards that new permanent desired level. Thus, the error correction model is a 
representation of optimising behaviour - trying to minimise losses associated with 
adjusting to new equilibrium levels - under specific circumstances, although relatively 
frequent circumstances in economics.
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Looking at Long Run Equilibria
For many years, econometricians had been aware of the problems of non-stationary time 
series and their properties (non-stationarity occurs when a series’ mean and variance are 
not constant); in particular, that non-stationary series could lead to spurious regressions 
and that their parameter estimates would be unreliable (Granger and Newbold 1974). 
Although spurious regression can still occur with stationary series, it had become the 
custom to difference time series integrated of order one (ie 1(1)) to make them stationary. 
Differencing a time series, however, loses any information about its long run behaviour.
Throughout the 1980s considerable theoretical research had been undertaken to examine 
unit roots, the process underlying the generation of non-stationary time series. The 
research indicated that certain non-stationary (ie 1(1)) series were linearly related to other 
similarly 1(1) series in such a way that the expected difference between them remains 
constant. Thus, for example, two 1(1) series Et and X, will have a parameter a
(9) E, = a.X, + e,
such that the residuals or errors, et, are stationary (ie 1(0)). (Note that e, above is 
equivalent to EC, in equation (6)). Under these circumstances the two series are 
considered cointegrated.
It can happen that for a sub-period under analysis a series becomes stationary. The 
interpretation of the consequences for the analysis depends on the generating process 
underlying the series. If this is simply the random occurrence of apparent stationarity 
generated by a non-stationary process, this should not alter the analysis. If the process 
generating the series has changed, such as a result of a new policy introduce, non-linear 
analysis should incorporate the changes in the data generating process.
Also, it can happen that certain explanatory series start to diverge. The dependent 
variable is cointegrated with (in our case) a linear combination of the explanatory
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variables. If they do diverge, it may alter the value of the dependent variable but keep the 
cointegrated relationship unchanged. Alternatively, it might mean the cointegrated 
relationship needs to change - in which case, non-linearity modelling should be 
introduced into the analysis. Ideally, such features should be tested, although they 
considerably increase the complexity of the analysis.
Nachane et al (1988) used this understanding to examine whether long-run relationships 
existed between aggregate energy demand and income in a number of countries. They 
found that in 16 out of 25 countries energy demand and income were cointegrated and, 
therefore, a long run relationship existed.
Nachane et al were trying to understand the causal relationship between energy demand 
and income and not specifically to model energy demand. Thus, although the 
cointegration technique had been used in an energy demand context, it had not yet been 
linked with the error correction model.
Linking Cointegration Technique with the Error Correction Model
Hunt and Manning (1989) introduced the link to energy demand modelling. They 
suggested that UK manufacturing energy demand series and their determinants, GDP and 
real energy prices, tend to be non-stationary. Non-stationary series, such as energy 
demand, are permanently affected by stochastic shocks, not returning to their mean. If, 
however, the series is cointegrated with other ones, the errors will correct to the long run 
equilibrium between the variables (Engle and Granger 1987).
Engle and Granger’s proof that cointegrated series will have an error correction 
mechanism along with other research into non-stationary series relationships is 
considered by many econometricians as the most important recent development in 
empirical modelling (Charemza and Deadman 1992). For Hunt and Manning, it allowed 
them to re-examine estimates of energy-price and income elasticities of demand. They 
used the Engle-Granger Two Step Method to estimate them. The procedure required them
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first to test whether the relevant series were non-stationary (ie 1(1)) and whether series 
of the errors of the long run linear regression were stationary (ie 1(0)). These errors 
represent the adjustment process of energy demand to its long run equilibrium and are 
fitted into an error correction model regression. Using ordinary least squares, which is 
shown to provide super-consistent estimates for cointegrated series, the first regression 
(see equation (6)) provided estimates of the long run elasticities (a), and the error 
correction model (see equation (5)) estimated short run elasticities (p) and the speed of 
adjustment (y) to the long run equilibrium. The long run income elasticity estimates were 
between 0.4 and 0.5, considerably smaller than Beenstock and Willcocks (1981) but more 
in-line with contemporary studies using other models (see Hunt and Manning 1989).
This paper enabled energy demand modellers to integrate a long run equilibrium within 
a short run dynamic framework. The use of the cointegration technique has highlighted 
the non-stationary nature of energy demand time series. Beforehand, the problem of 
non-stationarity was frequently ignored, putting in question the reliability of elasticity 
estimates. It is unlikely that these problems will be ignored in any future studies.
Vector Autoregressive (VAR) models
Although many energy demand models are analysed as single equations, there have also 
been attempts to create models that explore the two-way causality of variables. In the 
1960s and 1970s, systems of equations were developed following the recommendations 
of the Cowles Commission. Their approach to modelling systems was criticised, 
however, by Sims (1980). Despite a more reconciliatory stance in recent years (Wallis
1994), he argued that restrictions on the direction of causality and on the parameters 
could not be made to models of the data generating process. He proposed the use of the 
general unrestricted vector autoregressive (VAR) model. This was a model which 
allowed each current variable to be determined by ail current and lagged variables.
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Linking this VAR model with the cointegration technique has enabled economic 
behaviour to be analysed in a more general manner. It has also increased the complexity 
of the analysis.
(10) Zkt = S kE ,a ik.Zkt,  + e kl
where Zkt includes all relevant variables such as E t and X,.
Johansen (1988) developed a maximum likelihood procedure for assessing how many 
cointegrated vectors exist in the VAR model. Despite difficulties in applying these 
models, developments in vector autoregressive modelling in the context of a 
cointegration framework led to recent applications in energy demand modelling 
beginning with the work by Boone et al (1992) and Bentzen and Engsted (1993).
4. MAINSTREAM DYNAMIC ENERGY DEMAND MODELLING
In the last few years, the use of cointegration in energy demand modelling has become 
prominent (Hunt and Lynk 1992, Dargay 1992, Bentzen 1994, Barker 1995, Boone et al 
1995, Eltony and Al-Mutari 1995 and Smith et al 1995), particularly in the UIC. These 
are either single equation or VAR models of energy demand relationships. They have 
moved away from being innovative for the techniques they use and are original for the 
information they provide. These applications reflect the concerns of present energy 
demand modelling, such as forecasting consumption, evaluating potential environmental 
consequences and assessing policy implications.
As discussed earlier, a key role of the applied econometrician is to formalise the process 
generating the time series of interest. An examination of the time series properties of 
energy demand shows that it follows a clear trend (see Figure 1). It appears, however, to 
go through sustained periods of growth and stagnation without reverting to a long run 
mean. Another feature of the series is that shocks to demand, such as the oil crises of 
1973 and 1979, display a high degree of persistence, altering the long run trend.
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Figure I. Annual UK Energy Demand by Final User (1960-1995)
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Recent studies using dynamic modelling start by testing energy demand for the existence 
of non-stationarity through time. For example, Atkinson and Manning (1995) test series 
for separate UK industrial fuel consumption and find that coal, oil and natural gas, as 
well as aggregate consumption, appear to be generated by unit root processes. Only 
electricity use is level stationary. All fuel prices are non-stationary. These results reflect 
similar studies that conclude that energy consumption time series appear to be generated 
by unit root processes and are, therefore, non-stationary (Hunt and Manning 1989, 
Dargay 1992, Barker 1995).
The next step is to examine the relationship with other variables. When comparing energy 
demand time series with those of its determinants, they often appear to follow common 
trends. This may be a coincidence, resulting simply from the fact that both series are 
growing. These spurious associations between non-stationary series can appear as 
statistically significant despite the lack of any genuine economic relationship (Granger 
and Newbold 1974). Cointegration analysis enables modellers to test whether any 
genuine relationships exist. As explained above, when 1(1) series (ie with unit root
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generating processes) are cointegrated, there do exist genuine relationships between time 
series. So, although 1(1) series are permanently affected by shocks, when they are 
cointegrated, the difference between the series tends to an equilibrium. For example,
(11) z* = EC, = Et - p . yt
where z, is an 1(0) or stationary series and E, and yt (ie the determinants) are 1(1) or non- 
stationary series (see, for example, Baneijee et al (1993) or Hatanaka (1996)). 
Econometric theory is supported by energy demand studies frequently finding 
cointegrated relationships between energy demand and its determinants (Nachane et al 
1988, Hunt and Manning 1989, Dargay 1992, etc.). They suggest that energy demand has 
at least one long run relationship with other economic variables. These variables are, 
therefore, permanently influenced by the course of the common trend.
Generating a body of knowledge on actual elasticity estimates using modem econometric 
techniques turns out to be relatively complicated. Each study uses its own, slightly 
different, modelling technique with different degrees of aggregation and possibly 
imposing restrictions on some of the variables. Atkinson and Manning (1995) provide a 
valuable review of international energy demand elasticities. They find considerable 
variation between functional form, fuel, sector, estimation period and country in the 
elasticity estimates. Nevertheless, most studies support to some extent theoretical 
expectations about elasticities. Also, particularly since the introduction of the 
cointegration technique, the traditional view that time series analysis produces only short 
mn elasticities has become obsolete. They suggest, however, that there are still too few 
studies analysing the time series’ properties and estimating for the existence of 
cointegrated relationships.
An overview of UK energy demand studies using the cointegration approach provides 
certain insights into the nature of elasticity estimates (see Table 2). First, income 
elasticities tend to vary considerably across sectors and studies; and usually the estimates
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are higher in the long run than in the short run. Energy appears to be less than unity in 
the UK - apart from perhaps when providing transport services.
Table 2. Estimates of Short and Long Run Elasticities of UK Energy Demand Using 
Error Correction Models and the Cointegration Approach
Sector Energy source Economic activity 
elasticities
Relative own 
price elasticities
Beenstock and 
Willcocks (1981)
Aggregate Energy 1.77 (LR) 
0.88 (SR)
-0.05 (LR) 
-0.13 (SR)
Hunt and 
Manning (1989)
Aggregate Energy 0.49 (LR) 
0.60 (SR)
-0.33 (LR) 
-0.13 (SR)
Dargay (1992) Transport Petroleum 1.49 (LR) 
0,66 (SR)
-1.50 (LR) 
-0.56 (SR)
Hunt and Lynk 
(1992)
Industry Energy 0.68 (LR) 
0.48 (SR)
-0.29 (LR) 
-0.13 (SR)
Atkinson and 
Manning (1995)
Industry Energy 0.42 (LR) 
NA
0.00 (LR) 
NA
Barker (1995) Domestic Energy 0.31 (LR) 
0.00R(SR)
-0.30R (LR) 
-0.25 (SR)
Boone et al 
(1995)
Aggregate Energy R
R
-0.05 (LR) 
-0.18 (SR)
R- restricted models; ie, the parameter is imposed by the modellers.
NA - Not available; ie, the study does not provide estimates o f the elasticity.
Second, price elasticities tend to be small, often below -0.3. This suggests that energy 
demand is relatively unresponsive to changes in economic constraints and, since the 
income effect is small but still reflecting the response to a normal good, it appears that 
the substitution effect is very small. This may be the consequence of the UK economy 
becoming relatively wealthy and, therefore, energy expenditure, which takes up an ever 
smaller fraction of the overall basket of commodities, becomes insignificant in terms of 
the budget, leading to a small income effect. But, as Barker (1995) concludes, “there is
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considerable uncertainty about the value of the long-term price elasticity of energy 
demand” (p.249). Third, it is not unusual that short run elasticities are greater than long 
run ones. This reflects consumers initially overreacting to changes, but it also indicates 
shifts out of certain fuels towards others and the gradual investment in more efficient 
appliances.
This brief review of the evidence displays both the benefits, where possible, of 
disaggregating time series and of analysing the dynamic processes of adjustment from 
changes in economic and other constraints. In particular, disaggregated and dynamic 
analysis provides more accurate and reliable estimates of specific sectors and fuels. The 
increasing insights drawn from analysing dynamic adjustments highlight the growing 
popularity of the cointegration approach.
The Advantages of the Cointegration Approach
There are five main reasons for the widespread application of the cointegration technique 
to energy demand modelling. First, energy demand time series tend to be non-stationary. 
Second, the use of fuel in conjunction with durable appliance stock suggests periods of 
disequilibrium followed by gradual adjustments towards a new equilibrium. Third, 
energy demand and its determinants often appear to be cointegrated and, therefore, 
display long run relationships (although more detailed analysis should examine whether 
drifts occur in the long run relationships). Fourth, application of the cointegration is 
relatively simple - for example, in the case of single linear models, the two models can 
be estimated using ordinary least squares. Fifth, its output (ie the parameter estimates) 
is useful and easy to interpret - the logged model generates short and long run elasticity 
estimates. These factors make the cointegration technique an attractive means for 
modellers to analyse the dynamic relationships between energy and its determinants.
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Limitations and Refinements
Despite the popularity of the model and undoubtedly its continued future use there are 
still problems with the method.
First, assessing whether unit roots exist (ie whether a series is non-stationary) is not clear- 
cut. One of the major innovations in econometric theory and practice over the last ten 
years has been the development of more refined ways of testing for unit root processes 
(Diebold and Nerlove 1990). As in Nachane et al (1988), the use of new tests has placed 
doubt on the cointegration of certain series and, thus, the long run relationships between 
them. There will, therefore, be doubts about the universal suitability of the techniques for 
analysing energy demand. We should not, therefore, assume that the techniques will 
always and everywhere be appropriate.
Second, criticism has been made about the exogeneity of demand determinants. It might 
be unrealistic to assume that prices or even income are independent of the system. The 
cointegrated VAR models makes all variables endogenous to the system and, therefore, 
despite the difficulties in applying them, the VAR approach is likely to become more 
widespread in energy demand modelling.
Third, most models using the cointegration approach have tended not explicitly to 
incorporate the impact of technological innovation. This was one of Kouris’ (1983) main 
criticisms of Beenstock and Willcocks (1981). Some have placed a time trend which 
proxies improvements in appliance efficiency (Jones 1994). These improvements, 
however, tend not to be linear, and therefore it has become apparent that more 
sophisticated models of technological innovation need to be set up. Boone et al (1995) 
provides an example.
Fourth, relationships between variables may not always be linear. One reason for a non­
linear relationship in the long run is the saturation of energy markets. Peirson and Henley
(1993), examining electricity consumption, argued that using linear relationships as
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proxies for non-linear ones, can considerably reduce the accuracy of estimates. It is 
possible that many energy demand time series have non-linear relationships with their 
determinants, and ideally should be modelled as such.
There are other problems associated with the cointegration approach which cannot be 
outlined here. All should be known and understood, however, for an informed analysis 
of the results.
5. CONCLUSION
This chapter has outlined the development of the cointegration technique in energy 
demand modelling, examining how and why it went from an experimental method for 
estimating elasticities to an important instrument in energy modellers’ toolkit. This 
development has resulted from recent improvements in dynamic econometric methods, 
and it is now seen in the United Kingdom as the main approach to analysing 
simultaneously long run and dynamic relationships between energy demand and its 
determinants. Judging by the momentum the approach has gained and by the anticipated 
future developments in econometrics, the technique will continue to be much used by 
energy demand modellers in the future.
The growth of cointegration analysis is, however, likely to have some disadvantages. As 
it gathers momentum and becomes the conventional wisdom, the method can be 
considered the centre piece of an important paradigm in economic research. Within any 
paradigm, a method can get used inappropriately, and its weaknesses ignored (Caldwell 
1982); in addition, as it gets more complex and powerful, any new conventional wisdom 
can create barriers to entry to newcomers and criticism, and could even hinder the 
development of other research (such as the incorporation of engineering features into the 
modelling process).
On the other hand, the introduction and development of the technique has brought 
considerable improvements to the modelling, analysis and understanding of energy
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demand. First, it has highlighted the problems of estimating parameters of non-stationary 
series. Second, dealing with these problems has led to more care in the estimation 
process. Third, incorporating a long run relationship within a dynamic framework has 
enabled modellers to estimate short and long run elasticities more effectively. Fourth, 
partly as a result, they now have a better understanding of the equilibrium levels of fuel 
consumption, and the adjustment processes to reach them. Thus, cointegration has led to 
greater care in modelling, estimating and interpreting the dynamic nature of energy 
demand relationships. And the insights and improvements it has brought to explaining 
past and predicting future behaviour, if used with care, have the potential to enable 
energy suppliers and policy makers to use energy and environmental resources more 
efficiently.
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ENVIRONM ENTAL POLICY: THE ROLE OF DYNAMTC 
ENERGY DEMAND MODELLING
I. INTRODUCTION
Information is essential for governments to make decisions and formulate policy towards 
the environment (see, for example, Arrow and Fisher 1974, Ulph and Ulph 1994). They 
need information on the nature of environmental problems, their importance, their causes, 
possible solutions and the most suitable policy to tackle them (Pearce 1989, Cropper and 
Oates 1992). In particular, the UK Government’s pledge to work towards sustainable 
development requires clear decision making about the appropriate policies to achieve 
environmental quality targets (Department of the Environment 1996).
Over the last ten years, energy demand modellers have been contributing to the growing 
literature on reducing environmental pollution, and atmospheric and air pollution in 
particular. Developments in energy demand modelling are providing valuable new 
insights into economic behaviour related to fuel use, which can then be applied to 
environmental problems. Perhaps the most important development is related to 
improvements in techniques for observing issues in dynamic econometrics (See Chapter
II.2) and modellers believe that the resulting information will assist policy makers.
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly review the role dynamic energy demand 
modelling plays in providing information and reducing uncertainty about environmental 
quality. The next section explains what kinds of information is valuable for energy- 
related environmental policy. Section three reviews what information energy demand 
modelling provides. Section four discusses how the recent developments in dynamic 
econometrics build on previous knowledge of energy demand. Section five concludes on 
how energy demand modelling may evolve to provide additional insights for energy- 
environmental policy makers.
CHAPTER II 3
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2. WHAT INFORMATION IS VALUABLE FOR ENERGY-RELATED 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY?
Amongst the environmental indicators used to assess the progress towards sustainable 
development, two relate directly to fuel use, the state of the atmosphere and of air quality. 
For the UIC Government to make decisions on the appropriate policies to use, they need 
information on the nature of environmental problems, their importance, their causes, 
possible solutions and the most suitable policy to tackle them.
The first task of an environmental policy maker is, therefore, to identify the problem. 
Atmospheric quality, potentially leading to global warming via the enhanced greenhouse 
effect, depends in part on the man-made greenhouse gases emitted. The main ones are 
carbon dioxide and methane; other greenhouse gases include halocarbons such as CFCs. 
Carbon dioxide is responsible for 60 percent of potential global warming10. Although 
many emissions occur naturally from living organisms, they are absorbed by plants 
during photosynthesis. Net carbon dioxide emissions result from the additional 
combustion of fossil fuels - in the UK, in 1994, coal use emitted 32 percent, petroleum 
37 percent and natural gas 26 percent of total additional emissions (see Table 1). 
Methane, the other main greenhouse gas and a natural consequence of biological cycles, 
contributes 20 percent of any global warming potential. Seventy percent of that results 
from economic activities: landfill sites (46 percent), livestock (29 percent), and fossil fuel 
extraction and combustion (28 percent) (Department of Trade and Industry 1996).
Air pollution, which can cause considerable damage to human, animal and plant health, 
as well as soil, water and buildings, is largely the result of energy use (Ostro 1987, Pearce 
and Crowards 1995). The main UK pollutants are sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, 
suspended particulates and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (See Table 2). Apart 
from VOCs, these pollutants are almost entirely the consequence of energy use, although
!0
There are numerous references to the economics o f  climate change. Valuable references include the 
special issue in the Journal o f  Economic Perspectives, including Schmalensee (1993), or the many 
references in the early 1990s in the Energy Journal, such as Nordhaus (1991).
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different fossil fuels lead to different air pollution profiles. For example, coal leads to 
three-quarters of the sulphur dioxide; petroleum, particularly in the transport sector, is 
responsible for much of the nitrogen oxides, suspended particulates, volatile organic 
compounds and carbon monoxide. This and other information enables policy makers to 
identify the sources of atmospheric and air pollution, the relationship between energy use 
and atmospheric and air pollution, the problems associated with the pollution, the costs 
to society from the pollution.
Table 1. Percentage of UK Greenhouse Gases and Air Pollutant Emissions Originating 
from Energy Sources
Pollutants Coal and other 
solid fuels
Petroleum Natural gas Other non-fossil 
fuel emissions
Carbon Dioxide 34 37 26 3
Methane 8 ' 2 ' 1 2 ' 78
Suplhur dioxide 72 26 0 2
Nitrogen oxides 24 64 6 6
Suspended particulates 28 632 0 1 0
Volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs)
3 3 3 3 0 64
Carbon monoxide 6 90A 0 4
1. Emissions resulting mainly from fossil fuel extraction.
2. Nearly 90 percent o f particulate emissions result from DERV fuel.
3. Nearly 90 percent o f VOC emissions result from motor spirits, particularly unleaded petrol.
4. Over 90 percent o f carbon monoxide emissions result from motor spirits.
(Source: Department o f Trade and Industry 1996).
The next task for environmental policy makers is to understand the cause of the problem. 
Unregulated markets do not have a way to signal to suppliers and consumers the external 
costs of energy use, because they are not borne by energy suppliers in their costs of 
production. The principal method for signalling costs, prices, will, in a competitive and 
efficient market, be equal to the marginal social costs of producing, distributing and using 
energy, where the marginal social costs equal the marginal private costs plus the marginal 
external costs. These external costs include, for example, the health damage associated
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with respiratory morbidity from inhaling PMl0 (Pearce and Crowards 1995). This failure 
of the markets to signal the external costs means, however, that the price consumers face 
for using energy equals the marginal private costs rather than the marginal social costs - 
that is, it excludes the external costs. Agents, making decisions about the desirable level 
of energy to consume, therefore, face economic constraints that do not include energy’s 
external costs (see, for example, Buchanan 1968, Dasgupta and Heal 1979, Wallace and 
Oates 1992).
In addition, decisions made are also constrained by the information available about the 
benefits and costs of energy use, by the technological capabilities of resource-using 
appliances and by the related institutional framework for consuming energy, such as the 
structure of the market or the legislation on rights to pollute the atmosphere or air. 
Informational, techno logical and institutional constraints will, therefore, also distort 
decision making, such that energy consumption does not balance the marginal social 
(private and external) costs and benefits of producing, distributing and using fuels. The 
distortions associated with economic, informational, technological and institutional 
constraints facing energy users appear to be the main causes of environmental problems.
The value of information acquired about market distortions, arising from constraints 
imposed on energy consumption decisions, suggests a role for policy makers to intervene 
in the market for energy in order to ensure a more efficient use of resources. Government 
can alter various energy-related constraints facing agents. First, economic constraints 
might be affected by changing certain users’ prices (eg via carbon taxes or subsidies - as 
was initially proposed by Pigou (1920)) and incomes or budget (eg allocating fuel to the 
elderly, especially if taxes are introduced or raised, as in the case of VAT on domestic 
fuel). Such changes can modify the relative cost of particular fuels or energy, or the 
overall expenditure available to consumers, generating substitution and income effects 
(See Chapter II. 1). Second, in an attempt to change the users’ set of feasible options, 
institutional or regulatory constraints can be altered. Past examples have included 
limiting the quantity of fuel consumed or pollutants emitted (ie command and control 
type policies) and defining property rights associated with the atmosphere or the air, such
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as introducing tradeable permits (ie ‘Coasian’ approach, Coase 1960). Third, there are 
considerable limitations on the level of information acquired or processed by consumers. 
Changing informational constraints can influence energy users’ information acquired, 
beliefs or knowledge of the external costs of energy users. This policy has been proposed 
as a measure working alone (World Bank 1996) or in conjunction with other policies 
(Kennedy et al 1994). All these policies are intended to change the constraints facing 
consumers to encourage them to take account of external costs in their decision-making 
process and drive the private marginal costs to be equivalent to the marginal social costs.
Once government has identified the problems of atmospheric and air pollution, the causes 
for inefficient use of resources and possible policies to improve the efficiency of resource 
use, policy makers must decide which method is most appropriate for tackling the 
problem. For this assessment, policy makers need information about the optimal or 
desired level of environmental quality, the expected level of future environmental quality 
and the expected level of future environmental quality after policy intervention (see, for 
example, Hanley and Spash 1993).
First, policy makers must estimate the likely future level of environmental pollution and 
ensuing damage costs. This level will be the result of future energy use and the 
consequent air pollution emissions. Second, they need information about the change in 
environmental quality resulting from the introduction of policies. These policies alter 
either the constraints energy consumers face or the impact energy use has on 
environmental quality. Thus, they need to know how altering constraints will alter energy 
use and its relationship with pollution. Third, each policy leads to a different set of 
marginal costs of abating the environmental damage (eg, Nordhaus 1991, Clarke et al 
1996). Generally, the Government will need to assess which policy leads to the lowest 
set of costs, reflecting the most cost-effective policy intervention available. Fourth, the 
optimal level of environmental quality is reached when the marginal social benefits of 
abating environmental damage (ie demand for atmospheric or air quality) equals the 
lowest possible marginal social costs of abating environmental damage (ie supply of 
atmospheric or air quality). This is represented in the north-east quadrant of Figure 1.
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Policy makers will need to evaluate the marginal social benefits of abatement either by 
directly asking the public’s willingness to pay for reductions in environmental damage 
(ie the contingent valuation method), by extracting information through the analysis of 
aversion behaviour (hedonic pricing) or by calculating the incurred costs from the 
environmental damage (Pearce and Crowards 1995). All these pieces of information - 
about desired future emissions and expected future emissions before and after policy - 
enable policy makers to decide which policy to use and the resulting level of 
environmental quality. Thus, policy makers’ ability to successfully intervene in energy 
markets, rectify market distortions and ultimately to progress towards sustainable 
development depends on the quantity and quality of the information they acquire and the 
costs of acquiring it.
3. WHAT INFORMATION CAN ENERGY DEMAND MODELLING PROVIDE?
Energy demand modelling provides the empirical evidence to test theoretical analysis and 
the elasticity estimates necessary to formulate energy-related environmental policy. That 
is, the modelling aids policy makers in the first and second parts of the final step (see 
previous section) which relate to how future environmental quality and policies may alter 
the quality through energy consumption patterns. The following discussion of what 
information is provided and why it is useful will be based on Figure l(a)’s graphical 
representation of the relationship between energy demand, environmental quality and the 
socially optimal policy intervention.
Starting in the South West Quadrant, the market for energy is in equilibrium at time t 
where the long run demand curve (DLR(Energy)) meets the supply curve (St(Energy)). A 
shift in the effective supply curve (St+1 (Energy)) - resulting, for example, from the 
introduction of a new tax on fuel - would change the economic constraints consumers’ 
face. Economic theory suggests that individuals will alter the bundle of goods consumed 
to ensure utility is being maximised (see Chapter II.I). Since energy can generally be 
considered a normal good, the nature of the substitution and income effects will mean the 
existence of a negative price elasticity and lead the average consumer to reduce energy
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use when a fuel tax is introduced. Theory does not, however, indicate the size of the price 
elasticity. Energy demand modelling provides information about the size. The new 
equilibrium level of consumption and price will depend on the tax introduced, and the 
slope of the demand curve. Modelling exercises estimate price elasticities which can then 
be used to indicate the impact of the new economic constraint (ie the tax) on energy 
consumption.
Figure 1(a). Relationship Between Energy Demand and Environmental Quality: Policy 
Introducing a Tax on Energy"
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My design o f this four-quadrant diagram was inspired by a similar diagram representing the market for 
health and health services presented by Michael Grossman.
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Since economies grow and develop, and real wage rates vary, it is also valuable to 
understand how energy use would change (ie in Figure 1(a), where quantity is plotted 
relative to prices, the demand curve shifts) as income varies. Because energy, like food 
and clothing, is generally considered a normal good and a necessity, theory claims that 
the income elasticity is expected to be greater than zero but smaller than one. That is, any 
variation in income will change energy use in the same direction but less than 
proportionally. As well as the introduction of a tax and variations in income, other 
constraints can be analysed graphically. For example, the public provision of 
environmental information to consumers may alter their willingness to pay for 
enviromnental quality, shifting the energy demand curve towards the north east, driving 
down demand, emissions and raising environmental quality. Again, empirical analysis 
is necessary to assess the level of the income or informational elasticity and, therefore, 
indicate the new equilibrium level of energy use as the economy grows or information 
supply changes. Similarly, it would be able to examine changes in technological or 
institutional constraints.
The South East Quadrant represents the production of environmental quality. Some 
indicators of environmental quality, particularly atmospheric and air pollution, are 
directly related to the level of energy consumption. This is represented by the 
environmental quality production function, which displays an inverse relationship 
between the level of energy consumption and environmental quality. So, for example, as 
in Figure 1(a), the introduction of a tax may drive down energy consumption and would 
generate fewer pollutant emissions. An analysis of energy demand provides an 
understanding of how changing constraints lead to new levels in environmental quality12.
This quadrant also informs policy makers about changes in the environmental quality 
production function. A shift in the production function curve towards the South East 
would indicate that for the same amount of energy consumption a higher level of
12
To know more accurately the new levels would require information about the function that transforms fuel 
use into emissions. This would involve using studies o f  chemical reactions o f specific fuels on combustion, 
as well as the technology used to trap emissions, such as catalytic convertors.
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environmental quality can be achieved (see Figure 1(b)). Such an improvement would 
occur if the market for energy (ie the South West Quadrant) increased its use of a cleaner 
fuel (eg a switch from coal to gas) or if pollution abatement technology was introduced 
(eg the fitting of catalytic convertors on cars or flue gas desulphurisation units on coal 
power stations). For a full analysis of the impact, for example, of a rise in energy prices 
on environmental quality, policy makers should, therefore, take account of reductions in 
fuel use, switches amongst fuels and resulting investments in cleaner technology13.
Figure 1(b). Relationship Between Energy Demand and Environmental Quality: Policy 
Promoting Fuel Switching or Pollution Abatement Technology
Marginal Cost 
o f  Environmental Quality
13
Peter Pearson has suggested that Figure 1(a) and 1(b) could be extended with a similar four quadrant 
diagram to reflect the mechanism through which taxes on fuel or on pollutants can encourage changes in 
technology, reducing the level o f pollution per unit o f  energy consumed. This representation provides a 
useful starting point for future research where the role o f  technical is more explicitly examined.
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The North West Quadrant (see Figure 1(a)) reflects the relationship between the price of 
energy and the costs of abating environmental pollution. For a particular energy price, 
there will be implicitly a cost associated with polluting from the use of energy. If the 
price of energy rises (as in the South West Quadrant), then this implicitly increases the 
cost of polluting or reduces the cost of abating environmental pollution. So, the price of 
energy is inversely related to costs of improving environmental quality. This means that 
in Figure 1(a) the introduction of a tax on fuel reduces the cost of improving 
environmental quality. In Figure 1(b), where environmental quality production function 
shifted outwards, the curve representing energy price to environmental costs shifts 
inwards. That is, for the same level of energy consumption, it is now cheaper to reduce 
environmental quality.
The North West Quadrant in both Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) translate into shifts in the 
marginal private costs curve for reducing environmental pollution or for improving 
environmental quality in the North East Quadrants. The North East Quadrant represents 
the market for environmental quality (Pearson 1994). Because of market failures, the 
market for environmental quality is determined by the marginal private, rather than 
social, benefits of abating environmental pollution. And, therefore, the equilibrium level 
of environmental quality in an unregulated market is where the marginal private costs are 
equal to the marginal private benefits of abating pollution. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) show how 
policies influencing the market for energy and the market for abatement technology can 
be introduced to shift the mraginal cost curve down the marginal private benefit curve 
and, thus, improve enviromnental quality.
Alternatively, Government can intervene directly in the market for environmental quality 
and try to ensure that markets reflect the socially optimal level of environmental quality. 
Policy makers should calculate the optimal level of environmental quality, at the point 
where the marginal costs of environmental quality meet the marginal social benefits. This 
will in turn enable them to place a unit tax on pollutants to reflect the full external costs 
of using fuel. In Figure 1(c), the North East Quadrant displays a shift in the marginal 
benefits curve such that the equilibrium level of environmental quality is where the 
marginal costs curve meets the social benefits curve, raising environmental quality.
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Figure 1(c). Relationship Between Energy Demand and Environmental Quality: Policy 
Internalising the External Costs of Energy Use (eg Through a Tax on Pollution)
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As described above, a tax on pollution borne by the polluter is expected to reduce energy 
consumption, emissions of pollutants and improve environmental quality. To set the 
correct tax rate to achieve the optimal social level of environmental quality, it is 
necessary to understand how consumers will react to changing economic constraints. 
Similarly, to alter other constraints in the correct way, Government needs to analyse 
shifts in energy demand behaviour. Again, this information is provided by theoretical 
analysis and by modelling of the energy market of interest.
Overall, these diagrams explain the process through which policy makers can achieve the 
socially optimal level of atmospheric and environmental quality by regulating the market 
for energy. To regulate this market, however, they must know the slope and, hence, the 
elasticities of the demand for energy. This knowledge is the prime objective of energy 
demand modelling.
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4. WHAT INFORMATION DOES DYNAMIC MODELLING ADD?
Over the last twenty years, econometric analysis of time series, such as energy demand, 
has improved as a result of its ability to capture and combine the static equilibrium and 
dynamic components of economic behaviour (see Chapter II.2) Energy demand modellers 
use econometrics to incorporate statistical information about the workings of the 
economy, including agents’ reactions to changes in the economy, within many of their 
models. The new developments have provided considerable additional information about 
time series’ properties, relationships amongst series, elasticities or the agents’ reactions 
to changes in the economy and, consequently, future behaviour before and after policy 
intervention. This information, through energy demand modelling, is of value to 
environmental policy makers in improving their decisions about how to achieve desired 
levels of atmospheric and air quality.
The introduction of models that include stochastic trends has enriched the framework for 
analysing energy demand. For example, these models explain better the time series’ 
properties and the processes generating them. Analysis of energy demand time series’ 
properties suggests that they are often generated by unit root processes. This has two 
implications for policy makers’ ability to achieve environmental targets. First, if unit root 
processes do generate energy demand, any shock to demand will have long term effects 
for its trend (Hatanaka 1996). For example, the introduction of a new technology or a 
price shock will have a long run effect on the equilibrium level of energy demand. Thus, 
the equilibrium level of energy demand might be driven down by encouraging the 
appropriate innovations into the economy.
Second, estimates of the relationship between non-stationary series tend to be unreliable, 
and represent spurious correlations (Granger and Newbold 1974). Past estimates not 
taking this problem into account cannot be relied on for forecasting or assessing policy 
implications. As noted earlier, it is only when two or more ncki-stationary series are 
cointegrated that we might expect reliable estimates of genuine long run relationships 
(Engle and Granger 1987). f
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Energy demand modellers have found that cointegrated relationships between energy 
demand and a few of its main determinants, mainly economic activity and relative fuel 
prices, do sometimes exist. Econometric theory has shown that all cointegrated series 
have an error correction mechanism which draws the series together when they are pulled 
out of equilibrium (Engle and Granger 1985). This understanding is of even more value 
to policy-makers than the existence of cointegration; “cointegration is just a property, 
whereas the error correction system is a possible data generating mechanism. Once this 
mechanism is known, the common trend, [ie the relationship between energy demand and 
its cointegrated variables], can be determined” (Granger 1996 p.543).
Estimates of income and price elasticities of energy demand are vital for anticipating 
future fuel use and related pollutants. Future fuel use will fluctuate as a result of market- 
or policy-induced changes in economic activity or prices, or exogenous shocks such as 
taste, technology or temperature. Cointegration analysis, after having identified any 
cointegrated relationships and modelled the error correction mechanism, allows 
modellers to estimate reliable short run and long run income and price elasticities of 
energy demand. Furthermore, estimates of cointegrated relationships benefit from the 
existence of super-consistency; that is, the estimates move asymptotically towards the 
true value of the parameter of interest faster than in standard stationary relationships - so, 
sample sizes need not be as large as in standard analysis.
Knowledge of the common trend (ie long run relationships between energy demand and, 
say, income or prices) and of the error correcting mechanism is, therefore, of considerable 
use to policy-makers. It will improve forecasts of energy demand and related pollutants, 
as well as our understanding of the impact of policies, by enabling analysts to estimate 
more reliably the short and long run relationships between energy demand and its 
cointegrated variables, to explore the adjustment process drawing series back towards the 
equilibriums, to test equilibrium theories and the effects of structural breaks and to 
suggest conditional long run forecast (Granger 1996).
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Returning to Figure 1(a), dynamic modelling gives a more complete and reliable picture 
of what happens when the economic constraints facing consumers’ change. As discussed 
above, the market for energy is in equilibrium at time t where the long run demand curve 
(DLR(Energy)) meets the supply curve (St (Energy)). A shift in the effective supply curve 
(St+1 (Energy)) - from the introduction of a new tax on fuel - would change the economic 
constraints consumers’ face and lead to an initial reaction reflected in the short run 
demand curve (DSR(Energy)). The error correction model estimates the short run price 
elasticity and can be used to calculate the new initial price and consumption levels. 
Following the dotted line, this information can be used to calculate initial changes in 
emissions and environmental quality. Individuals would prefer, however, to be 
consuming along the long run equilibrium demand curve but, because of the costs of 
adjusting, their consumption pattern is off equilibrium. Gradually, through time, energy 
demand will rotate towards the long run equilibrium14. Again, the error correction model 
indicates the rate at which consumers adjust towards the equilibrium. As consumers 
gradually adjust to the new equilibrium, energy consumption falls further. Cointegration 
analysis estimates with more accuracy than traditional econometric techniques the long 
run demand curve and, therefore, the new equilibrium level of energy consumption and 
environmental quality. Dynamic modelling, thus, provides additional information about 
the long run equilibrium in energy demand and gradual adjustment towards it after 
changes in consumer constraints.
5. CONCLUSION
This chapter has discussed the role for policy makers in ensuring adequate environmental 
quality, the information needed to formulate such policy and the information dynamic 
energy demand modelling has provided for the role. Environmental policy needs to assess
14
This example follows the traditional assumption that short run price elasticity o f energy demand is smaller 
than the long run elasticity. This may be, in part, the result of gradual scrapping o f  less efficient 
technology. Acquisition o f more energy efficient technology would in reality lead to a shift in the demand 
curve. Because most econometric models do not explicitly incorporate technological change, however, this 
acquisition is reflected in the price elasticity estimates. This is an area in which further developments are 
needed.
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the environmental problems, their importance, their causes, possible solutions and the 
most suitable policy to tackle the problems. Combustion of fossil fuels is responsible for 
much of the UK emissions of carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, 
suspended particulates, volatile organic compounds and suspended particulates. 
Economists attribute the causes of inappropriate atmospheric and air pollution to the 
economic, informational, technological and institutional constraints facing consumers, 
which mean that the marginal private benefits of abating pollution are not equal to the 
marginal social benefits. To ensure a socially enhanced level of environmental resource 
use, which is achieved when marginal social benefits move closer towards costs, policy 
makers must alter the constraints consumers face.
Consumer theory provides an indication of how consumers will react to changing 
constraints. Energy demand modelling contributes to this understanding by using 
statistical data to observe real consumer behaviour and estimates more accurately how 
these choices change under new circumstances, either from the evolving structure of the 
economy or government intervention. The developments in dynamic econometrics have 
led to improvements in the methods of estimating long run relationships and how 
individuals adjust towards the long run equilibrium. This better understanding of the 
dynamic process towards new equilibrium levels has enabled modellers and policy 
makers to improve their ability to test theories, their understanding of past behaviour, 
their skills for forecasting future behaviour and their expectations of policy implications.
Thus, the two key additional pieces of information that dynamic analysis provides are, 
first, a more reliable estimate of equilibrium relationships between demand and its main 
determinants, their long run trends and the resulting greenhouse gases and air pollution, 
and, second, an examination of the gradual adjustment in energy demand towards its long 
run trend and, therefore, of the short run levels of greenhouse gases and air pollution. For 
stock pollutants which accumulate over time, such as greenhouse gases, the most 
important concern for policy makers is the long run trend and how to change it. Thus, the 
first piece of information is particularly valuable in understanding policy related to 
climate change.
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For flow pollutants, while the long run trend is vital (particularly if organisms are 
damaged both by the dose of pollutants and by the duration for which they are exposed 
to high doses), knowledge of the gradual adjustments is as important. For example, if the 
UIC Government tries to alleviate urban air pollution problems by introducing a carbon 
tax, but discovers that fuel users can only adjust very slowly to changing constraints, 
improvements in air quality may be so gradual as to make the additional health damage 
from waiting unacceptable. The Government may, as a result of the new information 
provided by dynamic modelling, choose alternative measures to achieve improved air 
quality. Thus, the two new insights from dynamic modelling are of value in the 
formulation of energy-related environmental policy.
Energy demand modelling can always be improved to provide better information. In 
particular, the use of disaggregated statistics can analyse patterns of behaviour that more 
aggregated studies, with broader perspectives, miss. Numerous reasons can be given. 
First, the time series properties of an aggregated and a dissagregated series vary 
considerably (see, for example, Figure 1 in Chapter II.2 showing the different trends in 
total energy demand and the specific fuel). Since dynamic econometrics is dependent on 
the generating processes of time series, such as the existence of unit roots, the results of 
the analysis will differ considerably. Disaggregated analysis will also lead to new 
cointegrated relationships (or none at all), long run equilibria and adjustments towards 
them.
Second, theory does not tell us much about how these different consumers might behave. 
For example, factors such as the proportion of fuel expenditure relative to the total 
budget, the existing informational and institutional constraints, the nature, cost and 
duration of energy-using appliance stock and the recent history in different sectors of 
economic activity will mean different long run relationships between fuel consumption 
and the main determinants, and the error correcting mechanism. Improvements in 
disaggregated analysis might include theoretical exploration of how and why these 
factors alter consumer reactions to changing circumstances.
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Third, as discussed previously (see Chapter II. 1), there is no reason to expect that 
consumers undertaking different activities and using different fuels with different 
attributes will react to changes in constraints in the same way. It is likely that their own 
price, income and cross price elasticities of demand will be the different. Solow (1987) 
supports the view that disaggregation is necessary by arguing that aggregate data does 
not observe variations in the level of sectoral economic activity.
Fourth, as discussed above, specific fuels have very different environmental impacts (see 
Table 1). Coal usually has a high carbon and sulphur content; natural gas has half of 
coal’s unit carbon content but virtually no sulphur. Petroleum products are responsible 
for most of the UK’s nitrogen dioxide, suspended particulates, volatile organic 
compounds and carbon monoxide - but some of these products are worse than others. 
Even the use of renewable energy sources has environmental effects. Trying to calculate 
the environmental consequences of changing energy consumption (eg through the various 
quadrants in Figure l(a)-(c)) should take account not only of the overall level but the 
changing mix of fuels and technical progress embodied in the energy-using appliances; 
and only a dissagregated analysis can provide that type of information. In other words, 
the new understanding resulting from recent developments in dynamic econometrics can 
be bolstered by modelling energy demand at a disaggregated level, both in relation to the 
sectors of economic activity and to the fuels used, and these disaggregated models are 
likely to be of particular interest to environmental policy makers.
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III. INFORMATION ABOUT FUTURE 
ENERGY-RELATED 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
This section presents a complete set of dynamic and disaggregated models of UK sectoral 
and fuel specific energy demand (SEECEM), developed by members of the Surrey 
Energy Economics Centre (S.E.E.C.), and forecasts of UK final user and primary energy 
demand, and carbon, sulphur and nitrogen dioxide emissions between 1995-2000. These 
were generated from projections made partly by other members of S.E.E.C. of world oil 
prices, UK energy policy, UK energy prices, the domestic and industry markets, transport 
and other markets. Because this paper presents forecasts that were made between 1993 
and 1995, the discussion may appear somewhat outdated. This paper is useful, however, 
as an example of how disaggregated dynamic energy demand modelling can provide 
detailed valuable information about future environmental quality.
THE SEECEM MODEL. ENERGY DEMAND AND  
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTS1
I. INTRODUCTION
Anticipation of future environmental quality is vital for assessing whether the UK 
Government will achieve its desired targets (Department of the Environment 1996). For 
atmospheric and air quality, which depends mainly on fuel use, forecasts can be 
generated from projections of primary energy demand. While expectations can be formed 
in many different ways, models incorporating information about the workings of the 
economy and in particular the long run relationship between consumption and income 
are appropriate methods of forecasting demand behaviour (Hall 1994). Recent 
developments in dynamic econometrics, such as the cointegration approach, have enabled 
energy modellers more effectively to examine the existence of long run relationships 
between demand and its determinants (See Chapter II.2). Once these relationships have 
been established, both short and long run elasticities can then be estimated and energy 
demand forecast.
With these tools, the University of Surrey Energy Economics Centre (S.E.E.C.) has 
developed a sectoral model of UK energy consumption, SEECEM. The model comprises 
of 28 equations (four fuel demand equations for each of the seven sectors of economic 
activity) which are updated annually, allowing regular production of energy demand 
elasticities and forecasts, and estimates of environmental consequences. These forecasts 
have appeared in two occasional papers, Fouquet et al (1993, 1995). The purpose of this
CHAPTER ITT.i
This chapter is an extended version o f a paper, (1997) ‘The future o f UK final user energy demand’. 
Energy Policy, vol.27, no.2, co-authored with David Hawdon, Peter Pearson, Colin Robinson and Paul 
Stevens, and a part o f my paper ‘Energy demand and environmental forecasts’ in The S.E.E.C United 
Kingdom Energy Demand Forecast (1994-2000), SEEDS Occasional Paper no.2, University o f  Surrey, 
Guildford, by the same authors as above. A statement o f  co-authorship can be found in Appendix 3.
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paper is to present the SEECEM output, elasticities and forecasts for final user demand, 
primary energy demand, and carbon, sulphur and nitrogen dioxide emissions, as well as 
the methodology and analysis underlying them.
The second section examines the past long run relationships between aggregate and 
sectoral energy demand and their principal determinants, economic activity and real 
prices. We then outline the model, employ the cointegration approach to test for the 
existence of long run relationships for each of the sectoral fuel demands and estimate 
short and long run elasticities. The fourth section discusses the assumptions made about 
future energy markets which shape the demand forecast. In the fifth section, we briefly 
present forecasts for aggregate, sectoral and fuel-specific final user demand. Section six 
reviews the forecasts of primary energy demand, and section seven presents indicators 
of future environmental quality. The final section concludes.
2. PAST LONG RUN ENERGY DEMAND RELATIONSHIPS
The Nature of Demand for Energy Services, Energy and Appliances
The evolution of energy consumption depends on its key relationships with aspects of 
economic and social activity. Income is a principal determinant of individual agents' 
optimising behaviour, leading to the demand for energy services, such as heat, power and 
light. Agents generate these services by combining energy and appliances.
The provision of energy services is subject to constraints imposed by budgets and the 
costs of acquiring appliances and using energy, reflected through the pricing mechanism. 
The private costs of using energy are largely determined by world oil prices. The external 
costs to the economy, such as risks of supply shortages and environmental damage, are 
partially internalised through the taxes imposed on fuels - although to what extent is 
highly contentious. Two folly internalise externalities, an environmental tax must be set 
at the optimal level. Prices and markets can also be distorted through the activities of 
government and of other institutions.
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Appliances are relatively high cost and durable investments. Adjustments to changes in 
income or prices can only be made gradually as new appliances are bought and old ones 
scrapped. Any initial (short run) adjustment in use is made on the basis of a fixed 
appliance stock. In the long run, this stock can then be changed to correspond with the 
individual’s desired ownership. Thus, when trying to understand the evolution of energy 
use, it is valuable to examine any initial responses, rates of adjustment to the long run and 
to test for possible long run relationships between energy demand and its principal 
determinants.
Figure I. UK Sectoral Final User Energy Demand 1960-1994
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Aggregate Relationship
Energy consumption in the United Kingdom has continued to rise considerably in the 
post-war era, with growth averaging 0.5% per annum (pa) between 1960 and 1994 
(Figure 1). There has been, however, considerable variation within this period, a variation 
which has been parallelled by cycles of economic activity. The growth rates of GDP and 
energy consumption shown in Table 1 seem to reflect similar trends, so that at an 
aggregate level, energy demand appears to be related to economic activity. The overall 
real price of energy in the UK has also been fluctuating over the last forty years and fuel 
consumption appears to be related to it in the long run.
Disaggregated Relationships
The relationship between energy use and its determinants varies between sectors of 
economic activity. The model splits energy demand into seven sectors in which economic
Table 1. Trends in UK Aggregate and Sectoral Economic Activity and Energy Use 
(Annual Percentage Growth 1960-1994)
1960-1973 1973-1979 1980-1986 1987-1994
Total Final User Energy 
Demand
1.36 -0.42 0.52 0.76
Gross Domestic Product 2.43 0.42 2.79 0.64
Industrial Energy Demand 1.37 -3.07 - 1 . 6 8 -0.18
Personal Disposable Income 2.96 1.77 3.07 0.92
Residential Energy Demand 0.24 0 . 6 8 0.16 1.48
Transport Energy Demand 2.75 1.85 3.67 0.80
Other Sectors Energy Demand 1.59 1 . 1 1 0.29 . 0.93
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agents undertake related sets of activities (residential, iron and steel, other industries, 
transport, agriculture, public administration and defence, and miscellaneous). At this 
more disaggregated level, Table i shows how some fuels in particular sectors are related 
to the specific factors that drive demand in those sectors. Thus, for example, growth in 
income is associated with rising energy consumption in the residential sector - although 
this incorporates an increasing use of natural gas and declining use of the inferior fuel, 
coal - as well as in the transport sector.
3. MODEL AND ESTIMATES OF ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS
For a fuller examination of the existence of long run relationships between energy 
demand and its determinants it is necessary to model the link between these variables. 
Because the development of the cointegration approach and its application to energy 
demand is relatively recent, the nature of the approach will be discussed.
Long-Memory, Non-Stationary and Cointegrated Series
The choice of model for energy demand depends on the underlying relationships and 
characteristics of the data series. If an energy demand series is smooth, its data points are 
likely to be correlated with one another; the position of one data point depends on the 
position of previous data points. The process generating this smooth series (Xt) can, 
therefore, be represented as
(1) X, = 6 .X „+e,
where et is the residual with zero mean and finite variance.
If 6 equals unity the energy demand series can be considered the result of a unit root 
process and is non-stationary. Such a series, when differenced, may become un-smooth 
and stationary, and is then known as integrated o f order one, 1(1). These smooth, unit 
root generated processes that underlie the series are affected by past events or changes.
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Since Xt is determined by Xt_„ which in turn is determined by Xt_2, and so on, any change 
or shock, et.j, will influence all future values of the energy demand series (and positions 
of data points). Such a unit root series, therefore, carries long memories of past events 
(Granger 1993).
Short memory series gradually lose the impact of past events and, therefore, have a 
tendency to move towards the mean value of an attractor, known as 1(0). Long memory 
series tend towards no particular value, continuously pushed around by past events. If, 
however, the difference between a linear combination of two such unit root series, such 
as energy demand and income, is a short memory series, they will have a joint attractor. 
That is,
(2) Zt = Xt -a .Yt
where Z, is a stationary, short memory series, tends towards its mean, and is 1(0).
Such series are known as co-integrated and have an attractor towards which their linear 
combination tends. Thus, any past events, while having long term effects on each series 
individually, will only have short term effects on the long run equilibrium relationship 
between energy demand and income. And cointegrated series will have a mechanism that 
corrects for the error from the attractor or equilibrium variable (Engle and Granger 1987). 
Thus, if energy demand and income (and any other of the determinants) are cointegrated 
series, they will have a long run equilibrium relationship, towards which, after any shock 
or changes in circumstances, they will return through the error correcting mechanism.
The Error Correction Model (ECM)
Cointegration analysis provides a statistical method for testing the existence of long run 
relationships between energy demand and its determinants. First, the time series - both 
the sectoral energy demand and their determinants - are differenced and then tested for
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unit roots. If they are non-stationary, 1(1), sectoral energy demands can then be regressed 
on their determinants in the following way
(3) Eit = <x.Xit + eit,
where Eit is sectoral energy demand and Xh is the vector of its determinants; for example, 
in the case of natural gas use in the residential sector, they might include income, real 
energy prices, relative price of natural gas and air temperature. The error terms, e„ can 
then be tested for stationarity, 1(0).
The stationarity of the error term would indicate that the long run relationship has a short 
memory of past events and, therefore, tends to return to an equilibrium after shocks. Once 
the relationship has been established, an error correction model can be used to estimate 
short run elasticities and the rate at which series return to the long run equilibrium. The 
error correction model takes the form
(4) AEit = p.AXit + Y.ECit.„
where AEit and AXit are the changes in sectoral fuel consumption and its determinants, 
and EC, is equivalent to eit in equation (3) and y indicates the rate of adjustment to the 
long run equilibrium. This method of estimating the short and long run relationships 
between non-stationary time series is known as the ‘Engle-Granger Two-Step method’ 
(Engle and Granger 1987).
Choice of Method
While the cointegration approach has recently become a popular method of analysing 
energy demand, reservations exist about the approach (See Section II.2). First, despite 
attempts to base it on theoretical grounds, the error correction model and the 
cointegration approach are often based on empirical justifications for modelling dynamic 
time series. Second, tests for the existence of unit roots and cointegrated series cannot be
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considered definitive since there is always a risk of rejecting a correct hypothesis or 
accepting a false one. Third, explanatory variables, such as GDP and energy prices, might 
be determined within the system; if they are endogenous, a vector autoregressive (VAR) 
method would be more appropriate for modelling energy demand. Fourth, the existing 
model does not explicitly incorporate the influence of technological development.
Finally, the cointegration approach assumes constancy in the long run relationships. More 
realistic is the view that a particular fuel gets ‘locked-in’ to a relationship with sectoral 
activity for a period (perhaps ten to fifteen years). Then, as a result of evolving activities 
in the sector, technological improvements or external shocks, the relationship becomes 
less binding - indicating thresholds or non-linear linkages (see, for example, Granger
1995). Thus, there are probably medium run relationships which most time series 
analyses observe, since they tend to focus on periods of up to thirty years. They rarely 
reflect, however, the long run relationships, which involve major structural changes to 
economic and institutional activities.
Five main reasons have, however, been put forward for applying the method to modelling 
energy demand relationships (see Chapter II.2): energy demand time series tend to be 
non-stationary; they appear to be cointegrated with one or more of their determinants; the 
use of energy in combination with durable appliances leads to a gradual adjustment to the 
long run equilibrium; the method (ie two Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions) is 
straightforward to use; and the output (ie short and long run elasticities of demand) is 
easy to interpret and compare with previous studies. These reasons influenced our choice 
of the ECM to model recent UK energy demand experience, despite the reservations 
expressed earlier. Before adopting the ECM, however, we experimented with a variety 
of other approaches.
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Estimates of the Relationships
The major data series were created principally from past editions of the United Kingdom 
Digest of Energy Statistics (1995) and the Monthly Digest of Statistics (1995) (see 
Fouquet et al 1993, 1995 for more details), generating annual levels of sectoral fuel 
consumption and relevant explanatory variables between 1960 and 1994. Unit roots were 
tested using Dickey-Fuller and Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests (see, for example, 
Baneijee et al 1993). For both exercises, all series were judged to be non-stationary apart 
from real road fuel prices and air temperature; this, of course, suggests that these two 
series would not influence the long run trend in energy demand.
Table 2. Selection3 of UK Sectoral Energy Demand Long Run Elasticities b
Sector/Fuel Income/GDP Real Average 
Energy Price
Real Own Price Test for Stationarity 
(ADF( 1) t-value) o f  the 
error term
Road petroleum0 1.95° to 2.05° - - -3.92
Residential natural gas 0.98e to 1.15° -1.36° t o -1.25° -1.41* to -1 .37s -5.21
Other Industry petroleumd 0.12° to 1.76° -1.76° 0.08 to 2.04° -3.81
Other Industry electricity11 1.29° to 1.38° -0.11° -0.50° to -0.55° -4.59
Other Industry natural 
gasd
0.41° to 2.15° 3.07° - 1 .6 6 ° to -1.26* -4.03
Other Industry coald -4.16° to -3.57° -2.27° -1.99® to -0.39
COi
a: The six largest sectoral fuel-specific consumption categories in the UK have been selected.
b: These ranges are derived from the two modelling exercises in 1993 and 1995. Variations in estimates 
result from the inclusion o f average real energy prices in the 1995 model and the updating and revising 
o f the data series (in the first exercise, the time period was from 1960 to 1991; in the second, from 1960 
to 1993).
c: Real road fuel prices were found to be stationary; this suggests that they did not have an influence on 
long run road fuel demand.
d: In the first modelling exercise, these equations did not include a variable for real average energy price; 
this has had a tendency to alter some o f the elasticities.
e: Coefficient estimates significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level
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The prevalence of non-stationary series meant they could be regressed using ordinary 
least squares (OLS) to test for the existence of long run relationships in equation (3). 
Table 2 presents a selection of parameters for each sector and each fuel, which are 
equivalent to long run elasticities of sectoral energy demand.
The error terms, et, were tested for unit roots. All of these series were considered 
stationary. The results suggest that a long run relationship exists between UK sectoral 
energy demand and the selected determinants.
These series were then incorporated within error correction models (equation (4)) for 
each fuel in each of the seven sectors. A selection of the OLS estimates is presented in 
Table 3, reflecting short run elasticities of sectoral energy demand.
Between the two estimating exercises carried out in 1993 and 1995, for the larger, more 
homogeneous sectors (such as residential, iron and steel, transport and miscellaneous) 
elasticities hardly differed and, in general, their estimates appear to be significantly 
different from zero with 95% confidence. In these sectors, elasticities for short and long 
run adjustments to changes tend to be broadly in-line with other studies of sectoral energy 
demand. These elasticity estimates can be compared with previous research done into 
user responses to changes in activity or prices presented in Table 4.
Residential sector income elasticities appear very low in the short run. In the long run, 
values are closer to unity for gas and electricity. For coal and oil, they are negative, 
showing preferences for cleaner, more efficient energy sources as these fuels are seen to 
provide ‘inferior’ services as incomes rise over time2. Also, as expected, relative fuel 
price elasticities are negative, indicating that if a fuel price rises relative to the average 
energy price in that sector, decision-makers will have a tendency to substitute away from 
that fuel towards a relatively cheaper one.
2
Negative income elasticities may, however, indicate model misspecification. More likely, it is relative 
prices and costs (including the costs o f complying with environmental policies) which explains the demise 
o f  fuel oil and coal, not incomes.
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Table 3. Selection3 of UK Sectoral Energy Demand Short Run Elasticities b
Sector/Fuel Income/GDP Real Average 
Energy Price
Real Own Price
Road petroleum 0.37 to 0.45 - -0.09 to -0.07
Residential natural gas 0.23d to 1.00d -0.72d to -0.59d -0.40d to -0.29d
Other Industry petroleum0 0.57 to 0.66 -0 . 2 0 -0.41 to -0 . 2 2
Other Industry electricity0 0.82d to 0.89d -0.27d -0.18d to -0.46d
Other Industry natural gas0 0 .2 0 d to 1 .0 0 d -0.59d -0.53d to -0.46d
Other Industry coal0 0.03 -0.43 -0.06 to -0.03
a: The six largest fuel-specific consumption categories in the UK have been selected
b: These ranges are derived from the two modelling exercises in 1993 and 1995. Variations in estimates 
result from the inclusion o f average real energy prices in the 1995 model and the updating and revising 
of the data series (in the first exercise, the time period was from 1960 to 1991; in the second, from 1960 
to 1993).
c: In the first modelling exercise, these equations did not include a variable for real average energy price; 
this has had a tendency to alter some o f the elasticities.
d: Coefficient estimates significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level
All estimates of the impact of the average energy price relative to the retail price index 
on specific residential fuel demand are negative in the short run. In the long run, 
however, only the relative price elasticity for natural gas is negative. The others tend to 
be small and positive. Generally, it appears that both budgetary tightening, such as retail 
price index rises, and budgetary loosening, such as increases in disposable income, can 
lead eventually to shifts out of the less ‘efficient’ fuels (ie coal and oil) towards more 
efficient ones, mainly natural gas.
For some of the smaller sectors (not shown above), such as agriculture and public 
administration, there is less explanation for unusual signs. But we should note that these 
are sectors in which prices have tended to be distorted and where there has been either 
an absence of markets or markets which have worked imperfectly.
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Table 4. Selection of Previous Energy Demand Elasticities from Error Correction 
Models3
Study Country/Sector Model GDP or Income Real Own Prices
Beenstock and 
Willcocks (1981)
Industrialised/
Overall
ECM 1.00 (SR) 
1.78 (LR)
-0.06 (SR) 
-0.28 (LR)
Hunt and Manning 
(1989)
UK/Industrial Coint/ECM 0.80 (SR) 
0.38 (LR)
-0.08 (SR) 
-0.38 (LR)
Hunt and Lynk (1992) UK/Industrial Coint/ECM 0.46 to 0.48 (SR) 
0.63 to 0.70 (LR)
-0.08 to -0.30 (SR) 
-0.29 (LR)
Bentzen and Engsted
(1993)
Denmark/
Overall
VAR/ECM 0.67 (SR) 
1.21 (LR)
-0.14 (SR) 
-0.47 (LR)
Bentzen (1994) Denmark/
Transport
Coint/ECM 0.89 (SR) 
1.04 (LR)
-0.32 (SR) 
-0.41 (LR)
Barker (1995) UK/Sectoral Coint/ECM 0.00 to 1.00 (SR) 
0.17 to 0.64 (LR)
-0.06 to -0.12 (SR) 
-O.IOto -0.65 (LR)
a: Table partly based on elasticities survey by Atkinson and Manning (1995).
4. FUTURE ENERGY MARKETS 
Predicting Determinants
As we have seen, the Engle-Granger two-step method enables the estimation of the short 
and long run relationships between fuel consumption and its determinants. To produce 
forecasts of energy demand for the UK, it is also necessary to make assumptions about 
related policies and likely developments in future world and UK energy markets. This 
understanding is then used to project the determinants of sectoral fuel consumption, 
which can be combined with elasticity estimates and the forecasters’ judgement to 
forecast energy demand over the period 1995 to 2000.
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World Oil Prices
For each forecasting exercise, world oil price predictions were made. The analysis for the 
two sets of world oil price predictions is similar (see Fouquet et al 1993, 1995, and 
Stevens 1995, 1996 for more detail). On the supply side, it is based on the absence of 
Iraqi oil from the international market, the need for revenue amongst the oil producing 
nations (OPEC and non-OPEC alike) and the continuation of Saudi Arabia's moderate 
oil policy. Overall demand for oil is likely to continue to grow, particularly in expanding 
Asian economies. Despite some expected volatility, and provided no major politically- 
induced supply disruptions occur, the combination of relatively unconstrained supply and 
growing demand was assumed to lead to prices around the $15-17 mark for the next few 
years. What steady pressures exist in the market will tend to push for lower prices.
UK Policy
Public concerns over high profit levels achieved by privatised electricity and gas utilities 
have created an expectation of government or regulatory intervention in these industries. 
In a competitive market, varying levels of profits are to be expected as competition weeds 
out the inefficient and rewards the efficient producers. Many see high profits, however, 
as a sign that customers are paying excessive prices and believe that prices should be 
reduced by fiscal or other means. In addition, a substantial portion of these profits is 
being distributed to senior executives. The utilities have become politically sensitive 
areas: a more interventionist regime is possible over the next five years.
The new gas bill, announced in March 1995, extends competition to residential customers 
by 1998. The policing of contracts, the containing of overly-aggressive entrants and the 
assessment of social costs bome by different suppliers will require additional intervention 
on the part of regulators. Dissatisfaction with the operation of the electricity pool is 
another factor which may lead to more regulation of energy markets. Overall, 
competition and increases in regulatory intervention seem likely to place downward 
pressure on prices faced by fuel customers up to 2 0 0 0 .
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In May 1995, the Government published its conclusions about the nuclear review 
(Department of Trade and Industry 1995c). It proposed that in the present state of the 
electricity supply industry there was no need for further publicly-funded nuclear power 
stations. As Magnox reactors, which will remain in public hands, are phased out this 
share should fall. Against this, privatisation of AGR and PWR stations might in time give 
the industry an efficiency boost, increasing its share of the electricity market. Private 
ownership of nuclear power also means the relinquishing of some public responsibilities 
for decommissioning costs. The levy placed on electricity use to accommodate AGR and 
PWR decommissioning will, therefore, be dropped; the levies for Magnox reactors will 
also be dropped since it is judged that there will be sufficient funds generated from the 
sell-off and the past levy. These changes were expected to lead to a fall in electricity 
prices after 1996.
The enthusiasm for introducing tighter environmental policy waned somewhat in 1994 
and 1995, partly because of expectations that the UK will meet its C02 targets set for 
2000 (Department of Trade and Industry 1995b); plans for specific carbon taxes and for 
the second stage of the VAT on residential fuel (although not a true environmental tax) 
have been abandoned. Regulators of both electricity and gas industries have not 
authorised significant activity by the Energy Savings Trust. Nevertheless, the promise of 
continual, annual increases in road fuel taxes and the possibilities of tighter emission 
limits may discourage some car users and provide incentives to manufacturers and users 
to introduce more energy and pollution efficient technology to roads.
UK Energy Prices
International oil price movements are unlikely to feed into significant changes in 
consumer prices - partly as a result of exchange rates, long term contracts and 
oligopolistic relationships between UK oil companies. In addition, taxation is driving a 
growing wedge between international and domestic prices. The need to raise tax revenue 
is high on the UK Government's policy agenda. Energy is being targeted as one source
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of revenue. It has low collection costs, a large tax base because of its widespread use and, 
because of relatively inelastic demand, an ability to carry high tax rates.
Hence, oil products will continue to attract high levels of tax. Prices to the UK consumer 
are unlikely to fall in real terms irrespective of what happens to international prices. The 
most likely outcome is a gradual rise of around 5% pa above the retail price index (RPI).
Privatisation of the UK coal industry at the end of 1994, competition from imports and 
stagnation of sales to electricity generators are likely to keep UK coal prices low, rising 
at a slower rate than the average price of energy. In the longer term, economic growth in 
Asia may lead to rising international prices which may feed through into the domestic 
market, reinforced by higher levels of environmental taxation.
British Gas’ intention to.raise gas prices in-line with inflation together with the increase 
in standing charges announced in November 1995 will enable it to raise profits in the 
period immediately before deregulation of the market in 1998. The opening up of the 
domestic market is likely to stimulate competition in all markets. Coupled with tapping 
of remaining large gas reserves, this should provide opportunities for lower gas prices. 
The removal of cross subsidies between markets should be particularly beneficial to 
industrial consumers. Such developments seem, therefore, likely to lead to higher gas 
prices as the industry moves towards deregulation followed by some lowering of prices 
in the late 1990s as new capacity comes on stream.
Continued active takeover bidding for regional electricity companies indicates that 
substantial changes in ownership may be expected. Since the regulator’s approval has to 
be sought for any change of ownership, it may be expected that some of the profits from 
such bids will be passed on in the form of lower prices to consumers. Despite signs of 
sensitivity in the pool pricing mechanism, competitive activity in the electricity supply 
industry is likely to keep electricity prices down; these are projected to be two percent 
below the rate of increase of average energy prices.
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Average residential energy prices have been assumed to rise at 1% pa above the rate of 
RPI growth. As a result of tax levies, fuel prices should rise by 5% pa. In other sectors, 
average fuel prices are expected to grow below the GDP deflator until 1999. The RPI and 
GDP deflator were anticipated to rise at 3.9% in 1995 and 4.5% thereafter.
Economic Activity
The trend in personal disposable income taken from a combination of projections, 
including the National Institute Economic Review forecasts (Young 1995), is expected 
to average 2.8% per year up to the end of the decade. For the same period, industrial 
production is assumed to grow at 4% per year. The rates for iron and steel, agriculture 
and public administration and defence are between 1 and 1.5% per year.
5. FINAL USER ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTS
Based on the long run relationships between fuel demand and their determinants, the 
short run response to changes in the determinants and the gradual adjustment of fuel use 
to the long run equilibrium have been estimated for each sector. In addition, projections 
of the changes in the future values of the determinants have been made. Placing the 
changes in determinants within the ECM shows how each sector’s fuel consumption 
responds to these changes both initially and then gradually. For each fuel in each sector 
in each year, the immediate responses and gradual responses are summed to forecast 
annual demand.
Cases
Forecasts are based on assumptions about the social and economic environment for the 
period of interest at the time of the forecast, that is, late in 1993 and early in 1995. The 
approach has been to create one standard case with a series of assumptions about the 
price of world oil, UK energy policy, structure of energy industries and markets, the level 
of average energy and specific fuel prices in the UK, and the growth of economic activity
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Table 5. Assumptions Made for the SEEC Forecasts (1995-2000) - World Oil Prices in 
Levels and Average Annual Growth Rates3
Base Alternative 1:
VAT
(17.5%)
Alternative 2: 
VAT (0%)
Alternative 3: 
Competition in 
Domestic 
Supply 
Industries
Alternative 4: 
Doubling Real 
Price o f Road 
Fuel
World Oil Price $15-17/b. $15-17/b. $ 15-17/b. $15-17/b. $15-17/b.
GDP Deflator and 
RPI
4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5%
Average Industrial 
Energy Price (nom.)
4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5%
Average Domestic 
Energy Price (nom.)
5.5% 5.5% 5.5% 4.0% 5.5%
Relative Domestic 
Gas Price
-0.5% -0.5% -0.5% -1.0% -0.5%
Relative Domestic 
Electricity Price
4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 3.0% 4.0%
Average Transport 
Energy Price (nom.)
9.5% 9.5% 9.5% 9.5% 11.4%
Industrial Production 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0%
Other Production 1.0%-1.5% 1.0%-1.5% 1.0%-!.5% 1.0%-1.5% 1.0%-1.5%
Personal Disposable 
Income
2.8% 2.8% 2.8% 2.8% 2.8%
a: Figures in bold in bold reflect the base case and changing or relevant features of alternative cases.
(see Table 5 for the details). Alternative cases were then created by varying the 
underlying assumptions. Over the two forecasting exercises, four alternative pictures of 
the future environment have been drawn. The first two involved alternative rates of VAT 
on domestic fuel (17.5% VAT - which was the rate initially planned by the government - 
and 0% VAT). The third examined how increased competition in the electricity and gas 
supply industries would affect demand through downward pressure on prices (compared 
with the ‘base’ scenario) for these particular fuels relative to other fuels (ie coal and
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petroleum products). The final modification made in the second exercise was to assume 
the Royal Commission on the Environment’s proposal for a doubling of road fuel prices 
would be followed.
Energy Demand Forecasts
This section gives a brief outline of final user energy demand forecasts between 1995 and 
2000.
Overall energy consumption in the domestic sector is expected to rise at an annual rate 
of 1.4% between 1995 and 2000 to above 19,000 million therms. A combination of 
modest, 1.5% pa, growth in natural gas and a rapid, 4% pa, rise in electricity demand are 
forecast to outweigh the decline in coal and stabilisation of oil demand.
If natural gas and electricity prices (and, therefore, average energy prices) are lower than 
assumed in the base case as a result of competition in the energy supply industries, 
overall energy demand will rise at an annual rate closer to 2 %, reaching 2 0 ,0 0 0  million 
therms by 2000. Natural gas and electricity prices in the competitive case are projected 
to decline by 1.5% and 1%, respectively. The two additional cases related to VAT on fuel 
changes - 0% and 17.5% - reflect the residential users’ reaction to lower and higher real 
average energy prices than in the base case. Residential energy demand is projected to 
increase to 20,750 million therms by 2000 had no VAT on fuel been introduced. With the 
full VAT introduced, demand would have been expected to be some 16% lower, down 
to 17,345 million therms - although only 10% below the base case. The four cases in the 
domestic sector are shown in Figure 2. (The impact of this energy policy is covered in 
more detail in Section IV).
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Figure 2. Forecast of UK Domestic Energy Demand 1995-2000 - Base, Alternative 1, 2
and 3
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In the industrial sector, energy demand is estimated to rise slightly from 14,174 million 
therms in 1995 to 14,784 million therms in 2000. The continued decline of fuel demand 
in the iron and steel sector counteracts the mild growth in demand in other industries. The 
principal sufferers of this trend are coal suppliers. Industrial use of coal, coke and breeze 
is anticipated to fall by over 20% from 2,919 million therms to 2,206 million therms 
between 1995 and 2000. After an initial decline, industrial demand for petroleum 
products is expected to rise at an annual rate of 3% over the same period. Natural gas 
consumption is likely to finish at the same level, although some fluctuation is expected
198 ftT;
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over the period. Most significant, however, is the rise in industrial electricity demand, 
anticipated to be above 4% per year for the whole period.
Most fuel in the transport sector is consumed by road users. Their 80% share in 1994 is 
expected to remain more or less constant up to 2000. The forecasts indicate that road fuel 
use will grow steadily at approximately 1.8% pa over the next five years, even though 
road passenger kilometres are anticipated to fall initially before growing at 1.7% pa. 
Although, in the base cases, fuel prices are assumed to rise at 5% pa in accordance with 
Government's budget proposals, their effect on demand is minimal. It should be noted 
that the real road fuel price series is stationary. In theory, this means the relationship 
between transport price series and its demand is non-stationary and, therefore, no long 
term relationship exists. The role of fuel prices is indirect via road passengers and freight 
kilometres and the number of vehicles owned. In consequence, the model may 
under-estimate the effect of prices on road fuel demand.
We investigated an alternative case in which the Government follows in part the recent 
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution (1994) recommendations on vehicle air 
pollution. In an attempt to reflect the social costs of driving, including air pollution 
damage, the Royal Commission recommends (see recommendation 29) doubling the real 
price of road fuel between 1995 and 2005. As the model suggests non-stationarity and, 
therefore, no long term price-effect on demand, the impact of the real price rise on road 
passenger kilometres, freight kilometres and vehicles owned is negligible. The forecast 
decline in demand resulting from following recommendation 29 is less than 1% by 2000 
(see Figure 3). A continually rising real oil price would, however, put in question the 
stationarity of the series, possibly leading to some more substantial long term effects on 
demand.
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Figure 3. Forecast of UK Transport Energy Demand 1995-2000 - Base and Alternative
4
Doubling Real Fuel Price Base Case
The remaining 20% share of the transport sector energy market is also expected to grow 
steadily up to the end of the century. This is especially true of the air oil demand, which 
is forecast to rise at an annual rate of nearly 4%. Petroleum products used for waterways 
and railways are expected to rise at around 1% pa.
The greatest rise in energy demand is anticipated in the ‘other’ sectors. Public 
administration and defence and the miscellaneous sector both rise by about 2 0% between 
1995 and 2000 (see Figure 4). Natural gas use is forecast to grow by more them 5% pa in 
these sectors. For electricity demand, the rate is also expected to grow by 5% pa in the 
miscellaneous sector and around 2% in public administration and defence. Coal 
consumption is expected to decline especially in the public administration and defence
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sector. Petroleum products consumption in this sector is expected to rise at around 5%, 
and decline in the miscellaneous sector.
Figure 4. Forecast of UK Sectoral Final User Energy Demand 1995-2000 - Base Case
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With all sectors, except iron and steel, forecast to increase their demand for energy 
through the 1990s, overall final user energy demand is expected to rise - from 62,147 
million therms in 1995 to 67,940 million themis in 2000. The growth in demand is likely 
to be most pronounced in the latter part of the decade as the UK economy continues to 
grow. In addition, competition in the energy supply industries should keep real fuel prices 
low, putting little downward pressure on demand. Increased competition in the domestic
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sector is expected to bring domestic prices down, which will further increase overall final 
user energy demand; the forecast increase over the base case by 2 0 0 0  is, however, only 
about 0.5% (Figure 4). For the third case, which assumes increased prices in the transport 
sector, the reduction of overall final user energy demand is even smaller than in the base 
case.
6 . PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTS
The forecasts above indicate possible cases of final user energy demand, based on 
elasticity estimates and anticipation of the UK levels of economic activity and fuel prices. 
The next two sections present primary energy demand and environmental forecasts for 
the base case.
Primary energy requirements represent the real resource burden of final user demand. It 
can calculated by summing final user unprocessed fuel demand - in the UK, mainly coal 
and natural gas - with resource inputs to secondary energy supply industries - such as 
those for electricity generation, crude petroleum for refining to make oil products and 
coal for producing coke.
Final user demand for electricity is forecast to rise by 5%, from 9,750 million therms in 
1993 to 10,282 million therms in 1995, and up 22% to 12,298 million therms in 2000. 
To meet this demand, electricity must be provided by the generators through the use of 
primary energy.
The generators’ fuel mix has in the past been biased towards coal and nuclear use, as 
these two energy sources have been protected by Government. Recent changes to 
electricity supply industries, privatisation and increased competition, have reduced the 
coal industry’s protected status in the fuel mix. As a consequence, in the 1990s, there has 
been a major shift out of coal towards natural gas. This dash for gas, however, has been 
attenuated by the two main electricity generators’ strategic decisions to discourage the 
attractiveness of market entry by regional electricity companies and other independent
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generators. In addition to this new strategic bias, nuclear power continued to be ensured 
a share in the fuel mix Nuclear Electric is sold off. Beyond that date, nuclear will 
continue to provide base-load electricity even if no longer protected by the government.
The major drop in coal use in generators has already occurred; in 1993 coal use fell by 
38% to 11,536 million therms. Another, smaller fall was forecast for 1995 - down to 
9,547 million therms. Afterwards, coal use would increase slightly to meet rising final 
user electricity demand. Its share of the total electricity generators’ fuel mix was expected 
to fall from 39.5% in 1993 to just under 30% in 1995, remaining relatively constant 
thereafter. The decline in coal has been mirrored by a rise in natural gas use. In 1993, its 
use by generators rose four-fold to 4,250 million therms. By 1995, the expansion of 
relatively cheap and efficient combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power stations pushed 
natural gas use above 9,000 million therms. Up to 2000, the growth will be more gradual, 
perhaps rising about 10% over that period. The natural gas share has risen from 14.5% 
in 1993 to nearly 30% in 1995.
Petroleum products use, which is virtually exclusively fuel oil, was expected to fall in 
1995 by 30% to 1,782 million. Most of this decline can be accounted for by a shift 
towards orimulsion. Beyond 1995, fuel oil and orimulsion shares are expected to remain 
relatively constant.
After peaking in 1994, at an anticipated 8,580 million therms, nuclear’s share of the 
generators’ fuel mix is expected to fall gradually, as no new power stations are likely to 
be completed by the of the decade as old Magnox reactors come to the end of their lives. 
Its share was expected to be around 26% in 1995, and down to 23% in 2000. The share 
of other energy sources for electricity generators, be they hydro, biofuel renewables such 
as landfill gas, sewage gas, wood combustion, or electricity imports from France, are 
expected to stay relatively constant.
Final user demand for electricity is expected to rise at an annual rate of 2.7% from 1993 
to 2000. Because of the use of more efficient power stations, such as CCGTs, electricity
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generators are expected to meet this demand by increasing total fuel input at an annual 
rate of 1.7%. Consistent improvements in efficiency will, in the long run, have an impact 
on UK’s total energy requirements.
To forecast primary energy demand in the UK, energy balance tables have been created 
for each year up to 2000. These tables include all uses of energy sources, starting with 
primary energy demand, feeding through into secondary energy demand and onto final 
user demand. Having forecast final user demand and by assessing inputs required to 
convert fuels, in power stations, refineries and coking installations, it is possible to work 
backwards and calculate primary energy requirements for the UK.
As expected from the changes in electricity generators’ fuel mix, as well as the continued 
decline in the iron and steel industry and the scrapping of coal heaters, primary coal 
demand has fallen dramatically in the 1990s. Demand fell 33% from 1990 to 1993. While 
the decline is not expected to continue at the same rate, forecasts suggested it would fall 
from 17,772 million therms in 1993 to 14,570 million therms in 1995 and then is 
anticipated to rise slightly, due to growth in electricity demand, to 15,344 by 2000.
The share of the demand for petroleum products is continuing to shift towards lighter 
fuels. While the demand for heavy petroleum products by heavy industry, households and 
electricity generators declines, use of lighter oils for transportation grows. In’ 1993, fuel 
oil, gasoil and diesel made up 43% of total petroleum products; in 2000, the figure is 
forecast at 41%. Motor spirit’s share will continue to rise from 30% to 32% over the 
same period. This growth in lighter fuels will over-ride any decline in heavy fuel oils, 
ensuring that the demand for crude petroleum grows - from 40,712 million therms in 
1993 to 44,920 million therms in 2000; an annual growth rate of approximately 1.5%.
Natural gas demand will continue to rise. In all final user sectors, natural gas has become 
the principal method of space heating, and many new gas heaters are being installed. The 
introduction of CCGT power stations has further boosted gas demand. Because of this 
latter force, natural gas total demand is expected to leap from 25,409 million therms in
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1993 to 31,056 million therms in 1995. Afterwards growth will be more gradual, at an 
expected annual rate of 2.5%, reaching 35,243 million therms by 2000.
In 1993, coal made up 18.8% of UK’s total primary energy used, crude petroleum 43.1%, 
natural gas 26.9% and nuclear 8 .8%. The shift out of coal towards natural gas and the 
continued growth of petroleum will alter this picture. By 2000, coal is forecast to provide 
14.4% of UK’s primary energy requirements, crude petroleum 42.3%, natural gas 33.1% 
and nuclear 7.6%.
The 1990s have seen a significant improvement in the primary energy to GDP ratio; an 
index of this ratio fell from 100 in 1990 to 95.2 in 1995 (Department of Trade and 
Industry 1996). In 1993, the use of more efficient power stations ensured that primary 
energy demand stood still while the economy continued to grow. A similar improvement 
in the economy’s use of energy can be expected. These are, however, once-and-for-all 
improvements. From 1995 to 2000, total primary energy demand is projected to grow at 
an annual rate of 2% per annum. As GDP is expected to grow at a rate slightly above 2%, 
the economy can be expected to get gradually more efficient. The rate, however, cannot 
be considered satisfactory either for concerns about security of supply or the 
environment.
7. ENERGY-RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTS
Since fossil fuel combustion causes most of man-made carbon, sulphur and nitrogen 
dioxide emissions, forecasts of primary energy consumption can be used to provide 
projections of these environmental pollutants. The projections are based on a series of 
coefficients of emissions (ie carbon, sulphur and nitrogen dioxide) per unit of primary 
fuel (ie coal, heavy petroleum products, light petroleum products, natural gas). The 
coefficient can be calculated by dividing the pollutant-specific (eg carbon dioxide) 
emissions by the quantity of specific primary fuel (eg coal) used in a particular year, 
which can be found, for example, in the Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics
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(Department of Trade and Industry 1996). The year used to calculate the coefficient was 
1993.
The method assumes the coefficients remain unchanged over time. Estimates, therefore, 
do not incorporate adjustments such as the use of fuels with varying carbon and sulphur 
content, the introduction and retrofitting of flue gas desulphurisation on power stations, 
or the diffusion of catalytic convertors. Thus, emission forecasts further into the future 
are less reliable3. Nevertheless, the approach can be considered relatively accurate for 
short run forecasts such as the ones in this chapter.
With a series of pollutant-specific coefficients for each of the primary fuels (for example, 
the coefficient of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of coal used), these coefficients are 
multiplied by their respective forecasted levels of primary fuel (eg coal) consumed. This 
is done for each of the years of interest - here, from 1995 through to 2000. Estimates of 
emissions for a same year (eg 1995) and pollutant (eg carbon) but different fuels (eg coal, 
heavy and light petroleum products, and natural) are then summed to produce annual 
forecasts of carbon, sulphur and nitrogen dioxide emissions for the United Kingdom.
Up to 2000, primary energy demand will continue to rise. Had the fuel mix remained the 
same over the last ten or twenty years, the UK would be unlikely to meet any of its 
international agreements, such as the United Nations Commission on Development and 
Environment (UNCED) in Rio to stabilise carbon dioxide emissions at the 1990 level or 
the Large Combustion Plant Directive to reduce sulphur and nitrogen dioxide emissions 
to the 1980 level by 40% in 1998 and 60% in 2003.
The major change in UK energy markets through the 1990s has been and will continue 
to be the shift out of coal towards gas for heating and especially electricity generation. 
In 1990, generators were responsible for 34% of carbon dioxide emissions, 72% of
Future modelling of the relationship between energy use and environmental effects should take account 
of the role of technical progress.
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sulphur dioxide emissions and 27% of nitrogen dioxide emissions in the UK. Because 
coal’s carbon and sulphur content is greater than most petroleum products’ content and 
is considerably greater than that of natural gas, any shifts out of coal will put downward 
pressure on carbon and sulphur dioxide emissions.
Even with rising total primary energy demand, therefore, the UNCED target o f 158 
million tonnes of carbon is likely to be met. Based on the forecasts o f energy demand, 
projections of carbon dioxide emissions - the main greenhouse gas - are anticipated to be 
around 153 million tonnes in 2000. Since the dash for gas was a once-and-for-all shift out
of coal and petroleum combustion from cars will continue to grow, however, increasing 
primary energy demand is likely to mean that the level of carbon dioxide emissions will 
start rising beyond 2000. Any longer term agreements made in relation to carbon dioxide 
emissions will require Government to introduce additional measures to encourage 
pollution abatement.
Figure 5. UK Carbon Dioxide Emissions Forecasts 1995-2000o
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Sulphur dioxide, associated with acid deposition, is expected to fall even more as a result 
of the shift out of coal and increased use of flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) in power 
stations. Electricity generators, responsible for 2,722 thousand tonnes of sulphur dioxide 
emissions in 1990 of a total of 3,782, are forecast to only emit 1,379 thousand tonnes. 
Although FGD retrofitting of some of the existing coal power stations should minimise
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the impact, electricity generator emissions are expected to rise gradually afterwards as 
electricity generators start using more coal again. The other main source is the industrial 
sector; sulphur dioxide emissions from the industrial sector are forecast to fall from 585 
thousand tonnes in 1990 to 488 thousand tonnes in 2000. Total UK emissions are 
expected to be 41% below the 1980 level o f4,899 thousand tonnes in 1993, 51% below 
in 1998 and 48% below in 2000. It appears unlikely that the UK will manage to reduce 
emissions 60% below the 1980 level by 2003.
Figure 6 . UK Sulphur Dioxide Emissions Forecasts 1995-2000
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The level of nitrogen dioxide emissions, also associated with acid rain and respiratory 
diseases, just reached its highest level in 1990 at 2,860 thousand tonnes. Nitrogen dioxide 
results not from the fuels but the air when combusted with fossil fuels. As a result, the 
transport sector is the greatest source of nitrogen dioxide emissions, responsible for 52% 
of total emissions. The forecasts suggest emissions from the transport sector will rise to 
1,594 thousand tonnes by 2000 or 57% of the total 2,772 thousand tonnes of emissions. 
Thus, although emissions are likely to receive downward pressure in the middle of the 
decade as a result of efficiency improvements from using more CCGT plants and 
catalytic convertors in cars will become gradually more widespread, by the end of the 
decade nitrogen emissions may start to increase again from the upward pressure by road 
and air fuel combustion. Since 1980, when total emissions were 2,392 thousand tonnes 
the level of emissions have risen most years and these forecasts suggest they are unlikely 
to fall sufficiently to meet any targets set in international agreements. It appears that
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without some form of intervention, levels of nitrogen emissions will continue to rise 
beyond 2000. And, as nitrogen dioxide is increasingly associated with respiratory 
diseases, health effects and costs resulting from increasing road and air fuel combustion 
are likely to rise
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This paper has examined the disaggregated behaviour of UK energy users in terms of the 
short and long run determinants of fuel demand, principally economic activity and real 
prices, in seven sectors. Cointegration analysis was used to estimate long run 
relationships; the residuals, which are considered adjustments to the long run equilibrium, 
were then fitted into an error correction model to estimate short run elasticities. Apart
i
from the smaller sectors, where price and other market distortions influence underlying 
relationships and behaviour, most elasticity estimates are broadly consistent with the 
results of other studies of fuel demand.
As economic activity is expected to grow in all but the iron and steel sector, the long run 
relationships indicate that most sectors will increase overall fuel use up to 2000. Average 
real oil prices are expected to remain constant except in the transport sector where they 
will steadily increase. Economic activity elasticities - favouring fuels further up the fuel- 
preference ladder - Find increased competition in supply industries - resulting in changes
Figure 7. UK Nitrogen Dioxide Emissions Forecasts 1995-2000
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in relative fuel prices - are likely to lead natural gas and electricity to take an increasing 
share of final user requirements at the expense of petroleum products and especially coal. 
This gradual and continued shift towards ‘cleaner’ fuels is likely to counter most 
environmental consequences resulting from the overall growth in final user energy 
demand.
The forecasts indicate that the UK will meet international agreements on levels of carbon 
dioxide emissions, but that it is more ambiguous whether targets related to sulphur and 
nitrogen dioxide emissions will be achieved. Beyond the year 2000, it is probable that 
energy-related environmental problems will increasingly be associated with pollution in 
the transport sector. This may increase overall emissions and concerns about other types 
of pollutants, particularly volatile organic compounds and particulates.
i
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IV. INFORMATION ABOUT THE IMPACT OF 
POLICY ON ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS
This section investigates the impact of changing economic constraints on energy 
consumption and resulting environmental effects. Over a two year period, which started 
in April 1994, the real price of energy to UK households was expected to rise by 17.5 
percent as a result of Value-Added Tax (VAT) introduction. The regressive nature of the 
tax forced the Government to limit VAT on residential fuel to the initial eight percent 
level. Using a quarterly version of SEECEM for the domestic sector to take account of 
the non-stationary nature of fuel consumption time-series, this paper estimates real 
energy and fuel-specific price and income elasticities for the period 1974Q1-1994Q1.
Since the model is disaggregated by fuel, it enables an understanding of the existing 
impact of the domestic sector energy use on the environment, the potential inter-fuel 
substitution and, thus, potential improvements in environmental quality. The change in 
economic constraints may have encouraged an increase in the demand for natural gas 
relative to other (more polluting) fuels. Three-quarters of domestic energy consumption 
is already natural gas, however, and therefore the policy turns out to be unlikely to have 
a large impact on environmental quality, despite the fact that it was claimed to have been 
introduced partly for environmental reasons.
THE IM PACT OF VAT INTRODUCTION ON RESIDENTIAL
CHAPTER TV.l
ENERGY DEMAND: AN INVESTIGATION USING THE  
COINTEGRATION APPROACH12
1. INTRODUCTION
Introduction of VAT on domestic fuel in April 1994 has been one of the most important 
energy policy initiatives undertaken by the British Government in recent years. 
Introduced to achieve revenue and environmental objectives, the Government proposed 
to set VAT at 17.5 percent, to be reached in April 1995. Although the initial eight percent 
rise was introduced, the regressive nature of indirect taxation, particularly one that hit old 
people most, led to growing resistance to a further 9.5 percent increase in the real price 
of energy. In December 1994, the Government agreed to abandon the second stage of 
VAT on residential fuel - suggesting the revenue would be found through additional taxes 
on alcohol and road fuel. Much speculation exists about the impact of a price rise on 
households' energy consumption patterns and on the success of the policy at achieving 
government objectives. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the impact of this 
policy on energy consumption and environmental quality.
1
This chapter is a revised version of the candidate’s paper by the same title, published in (1995) Energy 
Economics, vol. 17, no.3, pp.237-47.
2
I am grateful to David Hawdon and Peter Pearson from the Surrey Energy Economics Centre at the 
University of Surrey, Lester Hunt at the University of Portsmouth, and Derek Hodgson and Keith Miller 
at the Department of Trade and Industry for their comments; to Margaret Gibbs from the Statistics Division 
at the Department of Trade and Industry for the data sets; and to the referee for valuable suggestions. 
Naturally the author is responsible for any errors or omissions.
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Previous studies have modelled United Kingdom energy demand in the residential sector 
(Wigley 1982, Beenstock and Dalziel 1986, Manning 1988, Micklewright 1989, Baker 
1991 and Fouquet et al 1993) generating estimates of price and income elasticities (see 
Table 1). Although these estimates could be used as a basis for indicating households' 
reaction to the real energy price rise it seemed more appropriate - especially since 
previous estimates would not have provided a full, up to date and sufficiently detailed 
representation of UK residential sector - to build a model and estimate elasticities 
designed specifically for investigating the impact of VAT introduction on residential fuel 
demand.
Table 1. Selection of Previous UK Residential Energy Demand Elasticity Estimates 
a. Own Price Elasticity Estimates
Studies Wigley Beenstock 
and Dalziel
Manning Baker* Micklewright* Fouquet et 
al**
Energy -0.43 -0.47 -0.09 - - -
Coal - - - - - -2.02
Oil - - - - - -0.90
Gas - - - -0.25 - -1.37
Elec. - - - -0.63 - -1.26
* Estimates for households with gas mains and not electric central heating. ** Long-run estim ates.
b. Income Elasticity Estimates
Studies Wigley Beenstock 
and Dalziel
Manning Baker* Micklewright* Fouquet et 
al**
Energy 0.89 0.26 0.90 - - -
Coal - - - - - -2.02
Oil - - - - - -0.19
Gas - - - 0.30 0.13 1.15
Elec. - - - 0.32 0.26 0.72
* Estimates for households with gas mains and not electric central heating. ** Long-run estim ates.
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The model used is based on a cointegration approach, which has been employed regularly 
for energy demand modelling (Bentzen and Engsted 1993, for the overall Danish market; 
Hunt and Manning 1989, for the UK industrial sector; Dargay 1992 and Bentzen 1994, 
for the UK and Danish transport sector, respectively). However, this approach appears 
rarely to have been used specifically for the residential sector. While accounting for the 
non-stationary nature of residential fuel demand, the model - an updated version of the 
one used in Fouquet et al 1993 - now uses quarterly data to provide short- and long-run 
relative energy and fuel-specific price and income elasticities of demand. The model 
explains in part past fuel consumption patterns and indicates the likely impact of the full 
VAT on fuel consumption. In addition, it provides a preliminary indication of the policy’s 
effectiveness at achieving government objectives.
Over the last ten years, government objectives in relation to energy markets have shifted 
from concerns about the economic repercussions of fuel supply shocks to concerns about 
the environmental consequences of energy use. Reflected in international agreements, the 
UK has promised that it will stabilise carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions 
by 2000 at the 1990 level (agreed at the Rio United Nations Summit on Climate Change 
in 1992) and will reduce sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and particulate emissions by 60, 
60 and 40 percent, respectively, of the 1980 level before 2003 (agreed for the EC Large 
Combustion Plant Directive in 1988). Much of the public debate in relation to achieving 
environmental standards has focused on approaches to meeting the carbon dioxide 
targets.
The European Commission (EC), in 1991, proposed a Pan-European carbon/energy tax 
as a means of reducing energy use and complying with the future Rio agreement. Two 
years later, the Pan-European model was abandoned because countries were unable to 
agree on how to implement it and they were left to comply in their own way. Norman 
Lamont, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, accepted the need to use market-based - as 
opposed to command-and-control - policies on UK energy markets to achieve targets. 
However, in his 1993 Budget plans, instead of using a carbon tax, which would affect
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both households and industry, a combination of taxes on road and residential fuels were 
introduced.
While a UK carbon tax may have been more suited to meet environmental objectives, it 
clashed with other objectives. First, extending tax on road and residential fuel was far 
easier to implement than introducing a tax that would hit all energy users and at varying 
rates - depending on the fuel (and its carbon content) used. Second, since fuels were taxed 
differently and coal had the highest carbon content, followed by petroleum products, a 
carbon tax would heavily favour natural gas in the energy supply industry. Third, the 
government, at the time, was particularly concerned about industrial recovery; a carbon 
tax would hit industrial activity most. Fourth, the carbon tax was proposed as a revenue- 
neutral tax, meaning that the government would reduce other taxes in compensation; 
since the main reason for imposing the tax was to increase revenue and fund a budget 
deficit, tax neutrality was not an attractive proposition. The decision to tax roads, by an 
annual five percent increase in petrol duties, and residential fuel, initially planned at 17.5 
percent over two years, meant that energy users responsible for over sixty percent of 
carbon emissions would remain unaffected by the proposal.
The next section explains how the UK residential sector has been modelled using the 
cointegration approach. In the third section, energy-related time-series data are examined 
to see whether they are cointegrated, ie move together through time. The next section 
reviews the elasticity estimates resulting from the cointegrated series. The fifth section 
discusses, based on these results and projections of future energy-related series, the 
impact of further VAT on energy demand. The final section speculates about its impact 
on the achievement of government objectives.
2. THE MODEL
The subject of this study is fuel consumption per household. It is assumed that the 
household demand for various fuels consumed in the residential sector (Ei/HH) depend
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on the average price of energy relative to other products (PEN/RPI), the price of 
individual fuels relative to average price of energy (Pj/PEN) and real personal disposable 
income per household (INC/HH). Because the principal services energy provides for 
households are space and water heating, we also include mean air temperature (TEMP) 
as an explanatory variable. So, the fuel-specific demand function can be represented as
(1) E/HH = f ( PEN/RPI, P/PEN , INC/HH , TEMP )
where i represents the specific fuel (either coal, petroleum, natural gas or electricity)3.
Over the last 20 years, all four of the series related to fuel consumption per household 
have appeared to be non-stationary, ie they follow a trend and do not, therefore, fluctuate 
around a mean value (Figure 1). Granger and Newbold (1974), and later Phillips (1985) 
more formally, have shown that estimates for non-stationary series based on the standard 
static linear model (of which a modified version is shown in equation (3)) suffer from 
unreliable statistical inferences, such as t-statistics. For non-stationary but cointegrated 
series, Granger and Weiss (1983) suggested the use of the error correction model as an 
alternative. The advantage of this alternative is that, apart from reliable statistical 
inferences, we can estimate both the long and short run relationship between fuel 
consumption per household and its explanatory variables.
Granger and Engle (1985) proved that a group of cointegrated time series will have a 
corresponding error correction model. So, if fuel consumption per household is 
cointegrated with a specific linear combination of its explanatory variables, then they 
will, in the long run, tend to grow at similar rates; and any short-run shocks to fuel
3
Naturally, this model excludes many variables likely to influence fuel consumption; for example, if an 
increasing section of the population has retired, is unemployed or works at home, variables should 
incorporate these factors as they put upward pressure on the demand for residential fuel. Improvements 
in insulation and the building of new houses might be modelled using a vintage-capital model, provided 
data could be found for the appropriate range and they presented non-stationary series, these variables 
could be incorporated into this model.
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consumption per household which push it off the long-run equilibrium growth rate will 
gradually be corrected, returning to the equilibrium rate4.
The error correction model can be represented as
(2) lnAEit == InB 0 + lnfl ,.AX u +... + InB n. AX nl + lnfl n+1.X n+lt +... + InB n+k.X n+kt + 
n+k+i •ECT,.|,
where AEU - the change in fuel i consumption per household - is the dependent variable 
which has been made stationary by being differenced (thus, it is integrated of order one, 
1( 1)); AXU to A) t^ are the explanatory variables with 1(1) series, also differenced - 
generally variables like income and real prices; Xn+lt to X„+kt are explanatory variables 
already stationary (ie 1(0)) - generally, temperature; and ECT,.] is an 1(0 ) series indicating 
the dependent variable's distance from the long-run equilibrium growth path, which will 
be gradually corrected, ie
(3) ECTt = ln.Eit - In. 0 - In ,.Xlt -... - In n.Xnt.
3. COINTEGRATION OF TIME-SERIES
The study covers England and Wales for years 1974 to 1994, using quarterly data. The 
energy data comes from the United Kingdom Energy Trends (Department of Trade and 
Industry 1994c), temperatures from the Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics 
(Department of Trade and Industry 1994a), fuel prices directly from the Department of 
Trade and Industry's Statistics Division (1994b), the number of households from the
If a variable, such as prices, is found to not be cointegrated with energy demand then the statistical 
information suggest that there is no long run relationship between prices and energy demand. That is, the 
evidence contradicts economic theory, which suggest there should be a long run relationship. This does 
not necessarily mean that we should believe the data but it does indicate that prices may have little 
influence on demand.
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Housing and Construction Statistics (Department of the Environment 1994), and income 
and retail price index data from the Monthly Digest of Statistics (Central Statistical 
Office 1994).
Figure 1. UK Residential Sector Quarterly Fuel Consumption per Household
1993Q3
To know which variables should enter the long-run equation (3), we must pick only non- 
stationary series. The Dickey-Fuller (DF) and Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF with two 
lags) test (Dickey and Fuller 1979), examining which series have unit roots, has 
traditionally been used to pick non-stationary series. Table 2 shows the tests undertaken. 
With a critical value of approximately -3.50, beyond which the null hypothesis of non- 
stationarity is rejected, only the temperature series is very likely to be a stationary 1(0 ) 
series; the de-seasonalised series for petroleum per household and electricity per 
household reject the hypothesis using the Dickey-Fuller test but do not reject with the 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test - the latter is chosen since it is a more detailed test. Based 
on these results, it seems the four fuel consumption per household series are 1( 1) and will
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be placed in the long run equation as Eit in equation (2 ), and need to be differenced to 
make them stationary. Following the evidence from Table 2, all variables except 
temperature are 1(1) will be used as the explanatory variables Xlt to X  ^in equation (2) 
and may influence the long run path of fuel consumption per household5, whereas the 
temperature variable is 1(0) and will be Xn+it in equation (2), but will not be in the long 
run equation (3) and, therefore, cannot influence the long run path of consumption.
Table 2. Tests for Non-Stationarity of Time-Series
Variables Parameters in equation 2 
(and equation 3)
DF Test: t-value ADF Test: t-value (2 
Lags)
FC/HH* DEit (Yt) when i is Coal -1.65 -1.48
F,,/HHa DEit (Yt) when i is Petrol. '-4.28 -2.20
Fg/HH3 DEit (Yt) when i is Gas -3.25 -1.96
FE/HHa DEit (YJ when i is Elec. -6.83 -3.32
PEN/RPI DXlt (XIt) for all i -1.05 -0.85
PFC/PEN DX2i (X2f) when i is Coal -2.99 -1.64
PFp/PEN DX2, (X2t) when i is Petrol. -2.35 -2.52
PFg/PEN DX2t (X2l) when i is Gas *O.J / -3.29
PFe/PEN DX2t (X2t) when i is Elec. -2.22 -2.01
INC/HH DXJt (X3l) for all i -0.96 -0.38
TEMPb X4l for all i -8.93 -9.27
a. Because o f  the highly seasonal nature o f  the series, they were de-seasonalised before being tested for non- 
stationarity. b. TEMP rejects at the 5% level (critical value approximately 3.5) the null hypothesis o f  non- 
stationarity.
Using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), estimates of the long-run elasticities of demand are 
generated. Table 3 displays the results for the four fuels. Provided the 1(1) series are 
cointegrated with one another, the residuals of each of the four long-run regressions will 
be used as the error correction term in equation (3) and placed into equation (2).
Previous studies, such as Serletis (1992), support the results.
5
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Table 3. Parameter Estimates for The Long-Run Model 1974Q1-1994Q13
Variables Coal/House Petrol./House Gas/House Electricity/House
Constant -1.10 -3.22 -3.66 -3.69
(-5.70) (-19.01) (-32.58) (-53.74)
PEN/RPI -0.73 -1.71 0.92 -0.39
(-2.93) (-8.97) (6.40) (-4.03)
Pi/PEN -0.05 -0.27 -0.99 -0.39
(-0.14) (-1.56) (-3.76) (-3.10)
INC/HH -3.22 -1.25 1.55 0.24
(-15.11) (-7.09) (13.54) (3.17)
Q2 -0.01 -0.56 -0.79 -0.39
(-0.22) (-13.96) (-24.45) (-18.92)
Q3 -0.09 -0.68 -1.37 -0.57
(-1.51) (-16.66) '(-42.65) (-27.35)
Q4 0.01 -0.08 -0.29 -0.13
(1.77) (-1.90) (-8.86) (-6.31)
R2(adj.) 0.769 0.873 0.966 0.925
DW 0.765 1.808 1.733 2.02
Observations 81 81 81 81
a. t-statistics are in parentheses.
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test is used to examine whether they are stationary, 1(0) 
series. If they are not, then it means that, through time, the difference between the 
dependent (i.e. fuel consumption per household) and explanatory variables (i.e. relative 
price of energy and individual fuels, and income per household) grows, their paths move 
apart and the proposed explanatory variables can, therefore, not influence the long-run 
path of fuel consumption per household (Granger 1993).
As we can see from Table 4, all four equations reject the hypothesis of non-stationarity. 
We can assume that all four equations are cointegrated.
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Table 4. Tests for Cointegration of The Long-Run Model
Variables Parameters in equation 2 DF Test: t-value ADF Test: t-value 
(2 Lags)
ECTCa X8t., when i is Coal -4.61 -3.79
ECTp* X8t., when i is Petroleum -8.23 -4.55
ECTG* X8l., when i is Gas -5.85 -3.92
ECTe‘ X8l., when i is Electricity -8.33 -4.82
a. All variables reject at the 5% level (critical value approximately 3.5) the null hypothesis of non-stationarity.
4. SHORT AND LONG RUN ELASTICITY ESTIMATES
Differencing fuel consumption per household, income per household, the relative price 
of energy and of specific fuels, putting them into equation (2) along with temperature and 
regressing them using OLS, we generate estimates of short-run fuel-specific elasticities 
of demand. The results are displayed in Table 5.
The common view is that fuels are necessities and, therefore, income elasticities are 
below one in advanced economies. The elasticity estimates are less than unity for 
electricity, are greater than unity for natural gas and suggest coal and petroleum are 
inferior goods. The first two fuel demand results display negative income elasticities (-
0.97 and -2.63 in the short-run, and -3.22 and -1.25 in the long-run), suggesting coal and 
petroleum are seen as inferior goods and that, when households are wealthy enough, they 
switch to natural gas central-heating systems. As the proportion of houses with gas 
central heating reaches unity, it is unlikely that the long run elasticities will remain 
constant. Results for electricity suggest a negative elasticity in the short-run (-0.29) but 
a positive one in the long-run (0.24). Baker (1992) finds that electricity is a weakly 
inferior good; he does not examine coal and oil but such fuels are likely to be more 
inferior to electricity use, because of their lower practicality and inefficiency. For there 
to be inferior goods, it is necessary to have a superior good to shift towards; which would 
be natural gas because it is easier to use and a more efficient fuel. Natural gas demand 
has high income elasticity estimates, both in the short- and long-run (0.68 and 1.55).
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Thus, income elasticities suggests that inter-fuel substitution out of inferior fuels, coal 
and petroleum, towards a superior fuel, natural gas, has been taken place over the last 
twenty years.
Table 5. Parameter Estimates for The Error Correction Model 1974Q2-1994Q13
Change in 
Coal/House
Change in 
PetroL/House
Change in 
Gas/House
Change in 
Electricity/House
Constant 0.11 0.33 0.72 0319
(0.86) (2.61) (9.80) (4.87)
PEN/RPI -1.22 -1.64 -0.50 -1.01
(-1.40) (-2.20) (-1.18) (-2.50)
Pi/PEN -1.15 -0.27 -0.03 -0.70
(-1.75) (-0.91) (-0.06) (-2.69)
INC/HH -0.97 -2.63 0.68 -0.29
(-1.33) (-3.78) (1.49) (0.88)
TEMP -0.09 -0.19 -0.30 -0.13
(-1.17) (-2.36) (-6.35) (-3.18)
Q2 0.05 -0.43 0.79 -0.39
(0.50) (-5.19) (-15.79) (-9.38)
Q3 0.03 0.10 -0.45 -0.12
(0.31) (0.90) (-6.86) (-2.22)
Q4 0.29 0.67 0.98 0.39
(4.32) (11.19) (26.60) (13.19)
ECT -0.37 -0.82 -0.71 -0.94
(-4.31) (-6.68) (-7.66) (-8.27)
R2 0.456 0.927 0.991 0.967
DW 2.210 1.811 2.097 1.779
Observations 80 80 80 80
a. t-statistics are in parentheses.
In this study, introduction of VAT on fuel and its impact on fuel consumption is of prime 
interest. Introduction of VAT will cause the price of energy relative to other products to 
rise by the amount of the tax. The study must, therefore, focus on relative price of energy 
elasticities of fuel demand.
I l l
Theory prescribes the price rise will lead to an income and substitution effect. First, the 
substitution effect will mean that the cost to households of using energy will rise, so users 
will demand less of the service energy provided (mainly heating in households) and will, 
therefore, consume less of any fuels. This should lead households to try to provide the 
energy service more efficiently, which may involve buying equipment that uses a 
different fuel6. Second, the income effect will mean that individuals are less well off than 
before. These two effects will result in less use of one fuel and more of another.
The cointegration approach has produced short- and long-run estimates of these 
elasticities. Coefficient estimates suggest considerable variation between fuels in the 
impact on demand of an increase in the relative price of energy. Households in their 
demand for coal and electricity appear initially to over-react to any energy price increases 
- with short-run elasticities o f-1.22 and -1.01 and long-run elasticities of -0.73 and -0.39; 
why? Perhaps because the proportion of households that use coal and electricity for 
heating tend to be poorer than other fuel users and, therefore, more sensitive to any price 
changes; however, as time goes by, they may be partially compensated for the increase 
by adjustments in their social security entitlements, which reduce the income effect of the 
price rise. Also, because of lack of savings and living in rented accommodation, for 
example, they are more reluctant to invest in new equipment and switch to a more 
efficient fuel. Demand for petroleum in the short-run is even more sensitive (-1.64) but 
reductions in demand, from increased overall energy prices, remain virtually unchanged 
in the long-run (-1.71). This may be explained by the fact that petroleum-using 
households, who tended to be more affluent, did switch to a more efficient fuel - although 
the short-run elasticity suggests they are making the investment in new equipment rather 
quickly.
6
While this study does not include this feature in the model, the second effect is likely to be an 
irreversibility effect (Dargay 1992), where households are likely to want to invest in more efficient 
equipment when prices of energy rise but are unlikely to want to invest specifically in less efficient 
equipment when prices fall.
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The initially surprising long-run elasticity for gas demand (-0.50 in the short-run and 0.92 
in the long-run) is probably the result of the need to shift towards a more efficient fuel 
when overall energy prices rise7. In the short-run, gas users reduce consumption by half 
as much as the price rise, but their reduction is eventually swamped by an in-flux of new 
gas users, pushing up demand.
As well as the price of energy, the price of individual fuels relative to others can vary and 
influence inter-fuel switching. Again, elasticity estimates for coal and electricity show 
that users tend to over-react in the short-run, with considerably smaller elasticities in the 
long-run. Although smaller, relative petroleum price estimates behave in the same way 
as relative energy price estimates. The relative price of natural gas appears to have little 
effect on demand in the short-run but considerable amount in the long-run. This supports 
the discussion above about inter-fuel switching; when natural gas prices are falling 
relative to other fuel prices, which was the case throughout the 1970s and 1980s, this is 
a further incentive for households to invest in natural gas-using equipment.
The regressions highlight the anticipated negative relationship between temperature 
variables and fuel demand. The temperature effect is considerably larger for natural gas 
demand than other fuel demands. Seasonal variation also comes out highly significant. 
The dummy variable coefficients show that the first quarter demand is consistently 
greatest.
The cointegration approach provides an opportunity to examine the speed at which 
households adjust to their long-run equilibrium. Because of the durable nature of energy- 
using equipment, full effects of price or income changes may take some time to come 
through in altered consumption patterns and adjustments to long-run equilibria. The error
Various attempts were made, such as changing the method of measuring the price of energy and the 
sample period, to test the stability of the result, but the elasticity estimate was unaffected. This result 
implies a rejection of economic theory, and almost certainly indicates a specification problem in the model; 
in particular, the exclusion of cross-price elasticities. Future modelling should take these into account.
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correction terms are high8 - around three-quarters of long-run adjustments happening in 
the first period - for all fuels except coal, particularly in view of the use of quarterly data 
and the major investment in natural gas equipment. This investment has, however, been 
most pronounced in relation to scrapping of coal-using equipment; coal-users tend to 
make only one-third of the full (long-run) adjustment in the first quarter.
5. IMPACT OF VAT ON FUEL DEMAND
Of particular importance to examining the impact of VAT on fuel demand are elasticities 
associated with the price of energy relative to other products. In April 1994, the price of 
energy relative to other products rose by eight percent. At the same time in 1995, the
Figure 2. UK Residential Sector Quarterly Relative Energy Price Index Forecasts 
1994Q2-2000Q4.
Fast adjustment is in-line with the discussion in Atkinson and Manning (1995).
8
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relative price of energy was expected to rise by nine-and-one-half percent. In the short 
run, we could have expected natural gas demand to fall, all else remaining unchanged, 
by proportionately less than the other three fuels. In the long run, because of the positive 
natural gas relative energy price elasticity, we could have expected a considerable shift 
away from coal, petroleum and electricity towards gas. This result has to be tempered by 
the fact that a large proportion of households now have efficient central-heating systems 
and soon a saturation point will be reached where few households will need to make the 
shift. Thus, provided the remaining 15 percent of households without access to piped 
natural gas - including those in Northern Ireland - don’t suddenly become potential 
consumers, estimates of relationships between price and demand made over the last 
twenty years may not be appropriate for forecasting the relationship and demand in the 
next ten years.
Table 6 . Projections of Annual Growth Rates of Explanatory Variables 1994-2000
Variables 1994a 1995 1996-2000 
(annual average)
PEN/RPI (VAT) 4.0% 7.5% 2.8%
PEN/RPI (no VAT) 2.5% -1.0% 2.3%
PFC/PEN 0.4% -2.5% 0.0%
PFp/PEN -1.5% -1.6% 2.2%
PFc/PEN 0.6% 0.1% -0.8%
PFe/PEN -1.6% 2.5% 0.4%
INC/HH -0.5% 3.5% 0.7%
TEMP 1.6% -2.9% 0.0%
a. 1994Q1 are actual values.
Based on elasticity estimates and projections of explanatory variables, forecasts are 
nevertheless presented with (17.5 percent) and without (0 percent) VAT as an example 
of the residential sector's possible fuel consumption patterns after tax introduction (Figure 
2). The projections of explanatory variables used are developed and discussed in Fouquet 
et al (1993) and presented in Table 6 . The relative price of energy is assumed to rise until 
the end of the century because of low inflation rates and the belief that the Government
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might continue to put upward pressure on prices for environmental reasons. Natural gas 
prices are expected to fall relative to other fuels as competition in the supply industries 
increases. Personal disposable income is assumed to rise gradually over the next seven 
years.
Figure 3. UK Residential Sector Quarterly Total Energy Consumption Forecasts 
1994Q2-2000Q4.
Figure 3 and 4(a-d) show forecasts of residential total energy and specific fuel 
consumption generated9. All fuels appear to be affected by VAT introduction. As 
expected from elasticity estimates, natural gas demand actually grows after a real price 
of energy rise; consumption of other fuels declines. Overall though, the forecasts suggest 
that energy demand falls modestly after VAT introduction.
9
The actual values are not presented because the exercise is not an attempt to produce actual forecasts of 
energy demand so much as to use elasticity estimates using the cointegration approach to investigate the 
possible impact of a tax rise.
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Figure 4(a). Residential sector quarterly coal consumption forecasts 1994Q2-2000Q4.
Figure 4(b). Residential sector quarterly petroleum consumption forecasts 1994Q2- 
2000Q4.
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6. CONCLUSION
This chapter attempted to use the cointegration approach to estimate short- and long-run 
elasticities of demand for specific fuels in the UK residential sector. Results related to 
relative energy and fuel-specific price elasticities and income elasticities pour additional 
light on post-1973 household fuel consumption patterns and probable reactions to price 
shocks. In particular, the results partly explain the major shift out of coal and oil towards 
natural gas that has taken place over the last twenty years. This is explained by a positive 
real energy price elasticity for natural gas demand, which reflects a major rise in demand 
for fuels that use more efficient equipment as real prices rise and undermines declines in 
natural gas demand from existing users. This view is supplemented by the negative 
income elasticities for coal and oil, suggesting that as wealth rises households scrap coal 
and oil heaters and buy natural gas ones.
In view of the present price shock to households from the introduction of VAT on fuels, 
the estimates provided an opportunity to examine the impact of the tax on consumption 
patterns. Tentative forecasts display the possible impact of a 17.5 percent price rise, 
showing a continued shift towards natural gas accelerated by VAT introduction.
This new tax was introduced in an attempt to achieve revenue and environmental 
objectives. The UK Government was hoping to make considerable revenue from 
introducing a tax. In 1993, the estimated expenditure on energy in the residential sector 
was £14,460 million (Department of Trade and Industry 1994a). While tax on fuel in the 
residential sector will not rise to 17.5 percent, after deducting for benefit allowances to 
the poor and old and assuming a stabilisation of residential energy demand in coming 
years, there is likely to be an annual revenue of approximately £ 1,000  million to pay for 
budgetary deficits.
The decision to introduce VAT to residential fuel is an attempt by the Government to 
further shift from direct to indirect taxation. In so doing, it hopes to encourage work and
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discourage activities with negative externalities, such as environmental pollution. 
Provided that the wedge between an individual's income and the cost of living shrinks, 
the shift ought to increase the incentive to work. Indirect taxation, however, tends to tax 
the poor relatively more than the rich and, therefore, tends to be regressive. In the UK, 
this has been avoided by not taxing certain necessities, such as food, domestic fuel, 
public transport, books and children's clothing (Crawford 1994); it is the only country in 
Europe to do so. The decision to tax a necessity, residential fuel, which accounts for 17 
percent of the non-durable spending of the bottom ten percent of the population compared 
to an average of 10 percent increases the regressive nature of VAT (Crawford et al 1993). 
Financial support for pensioners and social security beneficiaries is unlikely to alter the 
regressive nature of the tax.
On environmental grounds, the tax cannot be - and would not have been, even if the full 
17.5 percent had been imposed - considered effective. Elasticity estimates and projections 
suggest that VAT would lead to a slight overall shrinkage in the demand for energy 
products, a continued shift towards investment in gas-using equipment and cause the 
most polluting fuels - coal, petroleum and electricity - to decline. Undoubtedly, this will 
reduce emissions originating from the domestic sector. However, since, in 1992, 
households only released 15, 3, 3 and 28 percent of UK's carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, 
nitrogen oxide and particulate emissions respectively, the overall effects on meeting any 
international agreements on emission reductions, such as the United Nations agreement 
in Rio for carbon dioxide or the EC Large Combustion Plant Directive for sulphur 
dioxide, nitrogen oxide and particulate, are likely to be negligible.
When it introduced VAT on residential fuel, Government tried to achieve two objectives 
with one tax. VAT introduction, unlike a carbon or air pollution tax, is not an 
environmental tax. It might have coincidently reduced carbon dioxide emissions if more 
households used coal or oil to heat their homes. Under the circumstances, it is unlikely 
to do so. If in the future, a British Government genuinely seeks to reduce emissions, it 
is well-advised to make this objective a priority and select policies in order to establish 
a framework that does discourage air polluting activities.
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V. INFORMATION ABOUT THE IMPACT OF 
POLICY ON INFORMATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
This section examines the impact of changing informational constraints on consumer 
behaviour with respect to the environmental effects of energy use. It tests and supports 
the hypothesis that information provided by the media about the environmental effects 
of benzene had a significant impact on the demand for super unleaded petrol in the 
United Kingdom between 1991 and 1995, explaining in part the large drop in demand at 
the end of 1994. The study uses a data set which includes two specially created series 
measuring the provision of information about lead and benzene and an extension of the 
SEECEM model which takes account of changes in consumer beliefs about the 
environment to estimate the relationship between super unleaded petrol demand and its 
potential determinants. It finds that the additional provision of information about benzene 
significantly reduces the demand for super unleaded.
Although of an exploratory and speculative nature, the study suggests that consumers do 
not always free-ride from taking account of negative externalities associated with their 
actions and that policy-makers might use the provision of information as a complement 
to or substitute for other policies internalising negative externalities.
CHAPTER V.l 
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORM ATION AND
THE DEMAND FOR SUPER UNLEADED PETROL  
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 1
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent dramatic drop in super unleaded fuel consumption in the United Kingdom (see 
Figure 1) has been attributed to ‘adverse publicity’ (Semple 1995) about its high levels 
of benzene which is associated with child leukaemia (Department of the Environment
1994). If consumption did decline as a result of adverse publicity, it indicates the 
potential for policy-makers to use the provision of environmental information as a means 
of influencing behaviour and as a substitute or complement to other policies encouraging 
individuals to internalise negative externalities (Kennedy et al 1995)
This paper tests whether information about the environmental risks from super unleaded 
fuel combustion had a significant impact on the fuel’s consumption in the United 
Kingdom and discusses policy implications related to environmental information. The 
paper models individual demand for super unleaded petrol as part of a decision making 
process in a household production function (Eltony 1993) and estimates the relationships 
between individual demand and its determinants using the cointegration approach 
(Dargay 1992, Bentzen 1994, Eltony and Al-Mutari 1995). It extends earlier work by 
taking explicit account of drivers’ beliefs about environmental risks through the c^reation 
of data sets on the provision of lead and benzene information. The next section discusses 
the evidence on the relationship between information provision and consumer behaviour 
when opportunities to free ride exist. The following three sections present the model
i
This chapter is a revised version of the candidate’s paper by the same title, published as (1997) Surrey 
Energy Economics Discussion Paper no.90, University of Surrey, Guildford.
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designed to assess the impact, the data used and the method of estimation. The sixth 
section reviews the results. The final section discusses policy implications of the results.
Figure I. Demand for UK Super Unleaded Petrol 1990-1995
Source: Data acquired directly from the Division of Statistics, Department of Trade and Industry
2. INFORMATION, CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND FREE-RIDERS
Externalities associated with transportation are becoming an increasing concern for 
policy-makers (Royal Commission on the Environment 1994, Newbery 1995, Johansen 
et al 1995). Uncertainty about transport users’ impact on the environment - as a result of
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the complex and gradual nature of this impact - might be a partial explanation for 
negligent behaviour. It has been proposed, therefore, that better provision of 
environmental information and education would encourage the public to act in a less 
environmentally damaging manner (Pearce et al 1989).
For information to influence behaviour, three factors must occur: first, information must 
change drivers’ beliefs about the attributes of the petrol and, in particular, the benzene 
content and its damaging effects on the environment and health; second, drivers must be 
willing to pay to reduce these environmental and health attributes of goods; and, third, 
drivers must decline to free ride when the opportunity to do so exists. In the past, 
economists have suggested that, even under improved or full information and with a 
willingness to pay for less damage to the environment, individuals would not have a 
propensity to take full account of their actions upon the environment because they are 
presented with incentives to free-ride (Buchanan 1968).
The literature on advertising indicates that information does alter individual beliefs (see, 
for example, Chem et al 1995). Evidence from experiments and hedonic pricing methods 
suggests that individuals are willing to pay for some environmental improvements (eg 
Cummings et al 1986 or Cropper and Oates 1992). Research using contingent valuation 
methods to examine changes in willingness to pay for environmental attributes as a result 
of additional information (Bergstrom et al 1989, Whitehead and Blomquist 1991, Hanley 
and Spash 1993, Ajzen and Brown 1996) implicitly looks at both how information alters 
beliefs and how new beliefs increases willingness to pay. Most of these studies indicate 
that information does, under certain circumstances, change willingness to pay values for 
environmental services.
There is considerable evidence to show that there is an association between information 
and behaviour. For example, Bemdt et al (1995), Chem et al (1995) and Hu et al (1995) 
and (Burton and Young 1996) demonstrate significant effects of advertising in the media 
on health beliefs and consumer behaviour.
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What differentiates consumer decisions in the context of information about health risks, 
say, and information about environmental risks is the impact of an individual’s influence 
on the level of risk. An individual can, in certain circumstances, alter her behaviour to 
reduce health risk; and, therefore, the personal benefits to risk reduction are considerable. 
The effect of one individual’s actions upon the environment, however, will usually be 
negligible; it requires action from numerous individuals to reduce environmental risk. As 
a result, the private costs of altering behaviour are, therefore, likely to outweigh the 
negligible private benefits of acting in an environmentally friendly manner; thus, the 
individual will free ride.
Research into the free-rider problem has found that even when opportunities to do so 
exist, individuals do not always free-ride and suggests that this may be the result of a 
combination of confusion, such as not being aware of available opportunities, and 
altruism on the part of individuals (Andreoni 1995). It has been claimed that there are 
cases where new information about the environmental impact of goods, services and 
other activities has been considered the cause of changes in consumption patterns, such 
as the responsiveness of British drivers to requests to avoid using cars on days of very 
poor air quality (Department of the Environment 1994). The only empirical research I 
have found on the influence of environmental information on behaviour is related to the 
sensitivity of US stock prices to news about firms’ toxic releases (Hamilton 1995). There 
appear to be few if any studies examining the influence of environmental infomiation on 
consumer behaviour. The model described below sets out to investigate the 
responsiveness of UK drivers to environmental infomiation about super unleaded petrol.
3. MODEL OF THE DEMAND FOR SUPER UNLEADED PETROL
Aggregate Demand
Aggregate Demand for a road fuel, such as super unleaded petrol (ADSUL), can be 
represented by the identity average fuel consumption per vehicle (DSUL) multiplied by 
the vehicle stock that uses the fuel (S); that is
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( 1) ADSUL = DSUL . S.
Individual Utility Maximisation
The individual demand for super unleaded petrol can be seen as part of a household 
production process where members of the household combine technology and goods to 
generate utility. As Lancaster (1966) suggested, utility is a consequence of the bundles 
of attributes or characteristics present within goods consumed. In the case of a driver 
contemplating using super unleaded fuel, the attributes that form the goods and, thus, 
determine utility include the power to move the car, M, possibly the environmental 
impact of combusting lead, L, and benzene, B, and all other attributes, Z; ie,
(2) U = u ( M , L , B , Z ) .
Naturally, maximisation of the driver’s utility is constrained by limited money, time and 
information. The driver, therefore, is assumed to be trying to maximise this utility 
function by searching for and selecting the best alternative out of a feasible set of 
alternatives available to her. She will select in accordance with her beliefs about the level 
of attributes contained within each available good.
Beliefs and Information
To form beliefs and reduce uncertainty about attribute-content of goods individuals seek 
and acquire relevant information. The belief about the moving-power of the fuel can be 
considered an experience attribute (that is, information about the attribute can be acquired 
through the experience of consumption (Andrews 1991)). In this case, the experience- 
information is likely to lead to a rapid and confident appraisal of the attribute. It is 
assumed, therefore, that information necessary to form beliefs about the moving-power 
of the fuel is acquired on the first experience and remains constant afterwards. Because 
of the stability of beliefs about the moving-power of fuels, they are not explicitly 
modelled here.
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Because of the technical nature of petroleum products and the complex and long term 
nature of lead and benzene’s impact on the environment, however, beliefs about the lead 
and benzene content in super unleaded fuel and their effects on the environment must be 
based on information from external sources rather than from experience. Beliefs about 
lead and benzene attributes in the fuels are likely to vary with the provision of 
information from these external sources. It is, therefore, important to take account of the 
flows of information when analysing the demand for super unleaded petrol.
The literature on advertising has generally modelled beliefs as dependent not just on 
present flows of information but also on the cumulation of past flows (for example, 
Baltagi and Levin 1986). It appears more appropriate to model the relationship between 
beliefs about lead and benzene and related information, therefore, in terms of the stock 
(or sum of past acquisitions) of information, although the influence of past information 
depreciates with time. Following Hu et al (1995), this can be represented as
(3) 4>Lt = t^=ltol( ( l"dL )T 1. In )
(4) <J>Bt =  Xt=itoT ( ( l-^B )T  1 • ^Bt )
where <|>Lt and(j^ t are the driver’s beliefs about the lead and benzene content in the 
available petroleum products and their effects on the environment; ILt and IBt are the flows 
of information in period t about the petrol’s content and environmental effects of lead and 
benzene; dL and dB are rates at which the effects of information on an individual’s beliefs 
depreciates - after experimenting with decay rates of information stock, a constant value 
of 1 percent per month was chosen, compared with a rate of 5 percent per quarter 
proposed by McGuiness and Cowling (1975); and T is present time period.
Individual Demand for Super Unleaded Fuel
The solution developed in Chern et al (1995) to the utility maximisation problem 
incoiporating consumer beliefs indicates that demand depends on budget level, relative
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prices and beliefs about the product’s attributes. In the case of the demand for super 
unleaded,
(5) DSUL = f  ( Y , RPMS , RPUL , RPSUL , 4>l  , 4>b ),
where DSUL is individual demand, Y is the budget level, RPMS is the real price of 
motor spirits, RPUL is a weighted average price of unleaded petrols relative to a 
weighted average price of all motor spirits, and RPSUL is the price of super unleaded 
relative to a weighted average price of unleaded petrols; the three relative price variables 
reflect a three stage decision process in which the driver assesses, first, the average cost 
of driving per kilometre, second, the relative cost of using any unleaded petrol and, third, 
the cost of using super unleaded relative to any unleaded petrol.
The log-linear dynamic relationship between demand and its determinants can be 
represented as
(6 ) InDSUL, = a0 + a w. InY, + a, ,. lnYt., + .... + a ln. lnYt.n
+ a20. lnRPMSt + a2l . lnRPMSt., + ... + a2n. InRPMSt_n 
+ a30. lnRPULt + a31 . InRPUL,., + ... + a3n . lnRPULt.n 
+ a40. InRPSULj + a41 . InRPSUL,., + ... + a4n . lnRPSUL,.n 
+ cc50. ln(j)Lt + a51 . ln(j>Lt., + .... + a5n . lncj)Lt.n 
+ a60. In<J)Bt + a61 . ln4>Bt., + .... + a ln . ln<t>Bt_n 
+ ut
By combining this general model with relevant statistics, we can examine how drivers 
in the past have made choices about fuel use as the underlying parameters of the 
optimisation problem change and, therefore, identify the behavioural relationships 
between the drivers’ demand for super unleaded fuel, their allocated budget to transport 
energy services, the relative fuel prices they face and their beliefs about environmental 
effects of fuel use.
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4. DATA
The introduction of super unleaded fuel to the UK road fuel market in 1988 means that 
annual time series analysis is limited. Because, however, much of the relevant data is 
recorded on a monthly basis, this study has managed to gather a complete set and will be 
examining evidence for the period between January 1991 and November 1995, which 
should provide sufficient observations to undertake a first statistical analysis of 
consumption patterns.
Individual Demand for Super Unleaded Petrol
The main source of monthly statistics on motor spirits, Energy Trends (Department of 
Trade and Industry (DTI) 1996), does not split unleaded into premium and super types. 
To acquire data on super unleaded petrol, it was necessary to obtain the data directly from 
the DTI’s statistics division. Monthly figures on super unleaded fuel were provided for 
the period January 1990 to November 1995, measured in thousands of tonnes.
From 1988 to the end of 1995, the share of unleaded petrols in the motor spirit market 
in the United Kingdom rose from zero to 60 percent. From 1988 up to 1992, consumption 
of super unleaded petrol kept growing both in absolute terms and as a share of the market 
for unleaded petrols (Figure 1). Its share stabilised in 1992 and then declined thereafter, 
falling from ten percent to under eight percent in November 1994. In absolute terms, 
consumption fell by more than one third from 120 thousand tonnes to 75 thousand tonnes 
in the final three months of 1994, and remained relatively stable ever since.
To create an individual demand series per vehicle, the aggregate quantity must be divided 
by the number of cars in the United kingdom that can use unleaded petrol. Th  ^Great 
Britain Transport Statistics (Department of Transport 1995) provides annual figures for 
the total number of vehicles and the percentage of British cars that can use unleaded fuel, 
based on a Lex survey on motoring. Although this method of analysing individual car 
rates has been proposed by many undertaking transport studies (see, for example, Dargay
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1992), because of the existence of only annual statistics on the number of cars, such a 
variable risks creating serial correlation. Nevertheless, this is an inevitable risk when 
following this method under these circumstances. No statistics appear to exist on the 
percentage of high performance cars that could use unleaded petrol but could not use 
standard or premium unleaded. The Department of Transport was contacted directly so 
as to acquire more frequent statistics; quarterly data were available back to 1993, not 
before. As a result, both annual observations were interpolated to produce monthly 
figures. The two series were multiplied together to calculate the vehicle stock able to use 
unleaded petrol. Aggregate demand was divided by this new series to create an average 
individual demand for super unleaded petrol.
The total vehicle stock rose by 12.2 percent between 1988 and the third quarter of 1995, 
to 20.7 million cars. Over the same period, the percentage of cars able to use unleaded 
rose from 14 to 62. The rapidly growing unleaded vehicle stock moderates the initial 
growth in individual demand for super unleaded petrol at the beginning of the 1990s and 
accentuates the drop at the end of 1994.
Budget Level
UK personal disposable income data are not available on a monthly basis. The Central 
Statistical Office (CSO) does, however, record a monthly measure of retail sales, 
excluding motor vehicles sales as a durable good. Since no statistical publication 
provided monthly information on budget levels, the CSO was contacted directly to obtain 
estimates. Its staff proposed an index of retail sales for the period between January 1987 
and January 1996. Although it does not cover services, including holidays which are 
relevant for motor car use, this time series does work as a proxy for variations in 
households’ budgetary allowances and a reasonable determinant of vehicle fuel demand. 
As a measure of household budgets, the index varies considerably throughout the months 
with a jump every December. It also exhibits a rising trend.
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Relative Prices
To create the series for the three relative price variables, statistics on super unleaded, 
premium unleaded and four star prices in pence per litre can be compiled from back 
issues of Energy Trends (DTI 1996). The DTI did not gather information on super 
unleaded prices before January 1991; this date, therefore, creates the earliest point at 
which super unleaded fuel consumption can be examined. Monthly figures for the retail 
price index can be found in Economic Trends (CSO).
Information about Lead and Benzene
Despite growing research into information supply and demand, statistical evidence on 
information provision is limited. This is mainly due to the difficulties of trying to 
measure such a heterogeneous and intangible commodity as information. In past research, 
a series of indicators have been used. Some developed out of the literature on advertising, 
such as the expenditure on it in the media (Hu et al 1995), its size and positioning in 
newspapers, magazines or specialised journals (Berndt et al 1995), and the variation in 
regulation on types of advertising between regions (Benham 1972). An alternative 
approach, especially practical with the emergence of CD-ROMs, is to use indices to count 
the frequency with which particular subjects appear in the news (van Ravenswaay and 
Hoehn 1991) or in specialised journals (Brown and Schrader 1990).
The problem is particularly relevant to information on the environment. To compile 
statistical evidence, it was necessary to create a set specifically for the study. Following 
the approach developed in van Ravenswaay and Hoehn (1991), the British Newspapers 
Index on CD-ROM (1995) was used to search for articles mentioning ‘super unleaded’ 
and relating to its hazardous effect in British broadsheet newspapers for the period 
between January 1990 and December 1995. This approach was complemented by a 
manual index search in the Environmental Digest (1991-1995), a monthly review of 
articles in the press about environmental issues. Limited to just a part of the written 
media, the study assumes a close correlation between different types of media; naturally,
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there may be some bias in information provided between television, radio, broadsheet and 
tabloid newspapers, and magazines which is likely to skew population beliefs and 
responses, if they occur.
In 1993, a study, building on previous epidemiological research (see for example 
Ashmore and Loth 1994 for details), suggested a link between unleaded petrol and non- 
lymphocytic leukaemia (Department of the Environment 1994). Aromatic hydrocarbons 
and olefines are used instead of lead as a means of raising unleaded fuel’s octane level. 
In the case of super unleaded petrol, more of these compounds are added to the fuel in 
order to raise the octane level and, therefore, achieve greater combustion power. After 
combustion, these additives form into volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the exhaust 
gases. Benzene, one of these compounds, is retained within the lungs after inhalation; it 
is then dissolved in fat and distributed around the body to fatty tissue, including the brain 
and bone marrow. While most of the toxin is eliminated within a couple of days, some 
can remain, particularly on exposure to high doses. At exceptionally high levels of 
exposure, the remaining benzene can damage elements of the bone marrow essential for 
the production of blood cells; this loss of production can be fatal.
Despite previous knowledge of the dangers of benzene, the press appears to have only 
begun its coverage of the issue in November 1993 (see Table 1). Even then, the media’s 
distribution of information about the risks was gradual and sporadic. Momentum 
gathered, however, as related studies raised concerns about exposure to benzene and 
bodies, such as the National Society for Clean Air (which initially encouraged the use of 
unleaded petrol) and the Royal Commission on the Environment, advised drivers to stop 
using super unleaded petrol, and recommended a ban on its sale. All the newspapers 
headlined the Royal Commission’s report and therefore, ensured most of the public 
would be informed of the risks associated with super unleaded petrol. The fears have 
continued to resurface in the newspapers, particularly after calls from MPs to ban the 
fuel. In March 1995, the Government formally rejected the ban. It stated that as the old 
car stock fell to zero, the demand for super unleaded petrol would disappear. (This 
argument is based presumably on the fact that most old cars cannot run on low-octane
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petrol; it appears to ignore the demand for high octane fuel from newer cars, particularly 
amongst high performance cars). Nevertheless, the on-going debate, and the attention it 
has been given in the media, has ensured that drivers were supplied with a regular flow 
of information about the environmental and health risks of benzene and super unleaded 
petrol.
Table I. Major Flows of Information about Environmental Effects of Benzene from the 
Media (Broadsheet Newspapers) 1990-1995
Date Major flows of information Sources Impact*
November
1993
A study links VOCs, released after the combustion of 
unleaded petrol, with cancer and respiratory problems.
Independent 1
December
1993
Following study’s report, National Society for Clean Air 
stops advising drivers to use unleaded petrol. '
Sunday Times 1
May 1994 New study indicates that benzene levels are up to four 
times higher than maximum recommended level near 
petrol stations.
Guardian 1
July 1994 MPs call for a ban on super unleaded petrol. Financial Times 1
October 1994 Royal Commission on the Environment recommends the 
removal of super unleaded petrol from the market, due to 
its high benzene content, which is linked to child 
leukaemia.
Al! Papers 5
March 1995 Despite additional pressure from MPs, Government 
formally rejects ban on super unleaded petrol.
Guardian 1
September
1995
Shell and Rover advise motorists to not use unleaded 
petrol and use four star instead; the Automobile 
Association calls on the Government to clear up the 
confusion.
Times 1
*The impact is the number of broadsheet newspapers that appeared to have covered the event. This value 
acts as a proxy for the level of information provided by the media.
Source: Compiled from the British Newspaper Index (1995) and the Environmental Digest (1991-1995).
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5. METHOD OF ESTIMATION
Choice of Method
In the last five years, the cointegration approach has been used relatively frequently to 
estimate these relationships between demand for road fuel and its determinants (Dargay 
1992; Fouquet et al 1993, 1995; Bentzen 1994; Eltony and Ai-Mutari 1995, Samimi
1995). There are, however, limitations as well as advantages with the use of the 
cointegration approach in the modelling of dynamic relationships (Fouquet 1996). Most 
using the approach base the use of cointegration and the error correction model on 
empirical grounds, which limits its suitability for interpreting the optimising behaviour 
of consumers. This basis is not entirely justified since the error correction mechanism has 
been explained theoretically as a form of partial adjustment, when time series are 
generated by unit root processes (Nickell 1985). The approach, therefore, has more 
theoretically credibility than it is often given credit for. Second, unit root tests are not 
definitive; there are likely to be series that appear to be non-stationary although the 
external shocks (see et in equation (3)) only have a temporary effect. It is possible that 
some of the variables in this study are only near-unit root processes, particularly the stock 
of information on lead and benzene in super unleaded fuel (<j>, t and({)Bt) which has an in­
built depreciation rate ultimately driving the value to zero (or it could be modelled to 
converge towards some non-zero). Nevertheless, reasonably close proximity to unit root 
processes should be satisfactory for examining the relationships (Granger 1993). Third, 
direction of causality is not always uni-directional.
The short period under analysis does, however, cause a concern about using the 
cointegration technique because agents may not have sufficient time to adjust to their 
long run equilibrium. The cointegration approach bases itself on the assumption that 
individuals have time to adjust to minimise their long run expenditure function. Over the 
five years between January 1991 and December 1995, the study is unlikely fully to 
capture drivers’ ability to replace their car stock and to minimise their long run 
expenditure functions; thus, the car stock can be considered only partially flexible in this
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study. Nevertheless, many drivers can adjust to changes by switching to premium 
unleaded petrol.
Despite these reservations, several features of super unleaded fuel demand make the use 
of the cointegration technique an appropriate modelling approach (See Chapter II.2). 
First, as stated earlier, demand appears to be non-stationary. Also, as will be seen later, 
demand does appear to be cointegrated with its determinants, retail sales index, real fuel 
price and environmental information provision. Third, although not all customers had 
time to adjust to their long run expenditure patterns in the five years studied, the error 
correction model does reflect drivers’ gradual adjustment to their long run equilibrium 
as they buy new cars and scrap old ones. In addition, the method is relatively 
straightforward to use (ie running two OLS regressions). Finally, the method produces 
short and long run elasticities that are easy to interpret and can be compared with 
elasticity estimates from previous studies; thus, the role of environmental information in 
influencing consumption, which is the main focus of the study, can be examined using 
a relatively reliable technique.
Non-Stationarity of Data
The nature of the data and its generating process are important factors in deciding how 
to estimate its relationship with other variables. Over the last two decades, much 
emphasis has been placed on whether time series are stationary or not. Although the 
definition of stationarity is complex (see for example Banerjee et al 1993), stationary 
series are characterised by erratic fluctuations not influenced by previous observations 
and gravitate towards a constant value. In contrast, non-stationary series tend to be 
smooth with high correlation between the values of observations through time; they do 
not gravitate to any particular value and in the long run have infinite variance (Granger
1993). The source of non-stationarity is the existence of unit root processes in the 
generation of the data. That is, for a demand time series
(7) DSULt = a.DSUL,., + et,
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when a — 1, where et is a residual with zero mean and constant variance.
If a fuel demand series is non-stationary, the effect of a shock - such as perhaps adverse 
publicity about the environmental impact of the fuel - is permanent. For example, in the 
model
(8 ) DSULt = DSULt_, + et
and e, reflects a decline I, then all future values of D (ie Dt+], Dt+2, ..) will fall by I and, 
thus, the impact upon demand is permanent.
From an economic perspective, non-stationary time series are explained by the presence 
of habit-forming behaviour - actions today are influenced by past actions and not just 
today’s prices and permanent income. For example, a driver may continue to drive the 
same car even after changes in prices, income or knowledge about the environmental 
impact of her actions mean that she is no longer minimising the value of her long run 
expenditure function. Eventually, she will buy a new car that is more suitable for the new 
conditions.
If the time series under analysis are non-stationary, estimates produced by Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) of relationships between the dependent variables (eg energy demand) and 
its determinants are generally unreliable because the parameters have nonstandard 
distributions. Such long memory series can, however, be transformed into stationary 
series by differentiation. The number of times the series requires differentiation before 
it becomes stationary indicates its order o f integration. Many economic series, such as 
most energy demand series, are 1(1); and, in the past, many studies differentiated the 
series to estimate the relationships. Unfortunately, this approach loses all information 
about the long run relationships.
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Cointegration
If the series are cointegrated, OLS estimations of several non-stationary series can be 
undertaken without compromising the reliability of parameter estimates. For example, 
energy demand and its determinants will be cointegrated 1(1) series when demand is 
regressed on the determinants and the error terms (uJ in
(9) InDSUL, = aa0 + a , . lnYt + a2. lnRPMSt+ a3. lnRPULt+ a4 . InRPSUL,
+ cc5. ln<j)Lt + a6. ln(J>Bt + ut
form a stationary 1(0 ) series.
External shocks, not modelled by the determinants but reflected in u,, only have a 
temporary effect on the relationship between demand and its determinants. Changes in 
determinants, however, will have long run effects (oq) on the dependent variable. So, for 
example, a change in the supply of environmental information about the impact of lead 
and benzene ((})Lt and (J)Bt) will have a long run or permanent impact a5 and on the 
demand for super unleaded fuel (DSULt). In the long run the difference between the 
variables remains constant: after shocks (iQ, they return to the original equilibrium and, 
after changes in determinants, they move to a new equilibrium.
Error Correction Model
All cointegrated series have an error correcting mechanism returning them from any dis- 
equilibria back to their long run equilibrium relationship (Engle and Granger 1987). To 
analyse the disequilibrium relationship, the change in individual demand for super 
unleaded fuel is regressed on the contemporary and lagged determinants differenced and 
the error correcting term (ie the error in the equation (9)). This error correction model 
(ECM) can be represented as
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(10) ADSULt = a0 + ( lnYt_, - a, . InRPMS,., - a2 . InRPUL,., - ct3. lnRPSULt.,
- a4 . ln<f>LM - a5. ln<|)Bt.t )
+P,0.AYt +p,,.AYt_j + ... +Pln.AY,.n
+p20.ARPMSt + p21.ARPMSt., + ... + p2n .ARPMSt.n
+P30.ARPULt + p3I.ARPULt., + ... + p3n .ARPULt.n
+p40.ARPSULt + p4l.ARPSULt_, + ... + p4n .ARPSUL,.n
"^ PsO-A^ Lt "^ "Psi'A^ Lt-I + ••• >Psn'A(|)L,.n
+ P60-A<t>Bt +  p 61*A(J)Bt-I +  ••• + P 6n Atj>Bt-n
+  Vt.
So, for example, new information about the benzene impact of super unleaded fuel will 
have an initial effect (p60) on fuel consumption. The variables in levels provide long run 
elasticity estimate, while the difference variables produce short run elasticity estimates, 
valuable for studying immediate and gradual impact of economic activity, prices and 
information on super unleaded fuel consumption.
6 . RESULTS
Non-Stationary Time Series
The series used in the study were first tested for the existence of unit root processes. In 
all cases, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, with up to 12 lags, did not reject the 
null hypothesis of a unit root and, thus, the assumption of non-stationary series.
Cointegrated Relationships
A test is performed to see whether the long run relationship between demand and its 
determinants is cointegrated. The error terms of the long run regression (ut in equation
(9)) are tested for non-stationarity using the Augmented Dickey-Fulier test. In this case, 
the hypothesis of a unit root process is rejected. This suggests that, from 1990 to 1995, 
the relationship is cointegrated. That is, any deviation of individual fuel consumption
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away from the equilibrium relationship as a result of a sudden change in the underlying 
determinants will be rectified such that the driver will gradually return to her equilibrium 
relationship between fuel consumption and budget, relative prices and beliefs.
Long Run Elasticity Estimates
The estimates of the long run relationship are generated from placing the chosen series 
within equation (9). Table 2 presents the results. All the economic activity or relative 
price estimates are either the opposite from the anticipated signs or insignificant at the 
95 percent confidence level. This suggests that super unleaded demand shows no 
sensitivity to changes in income and two of the price variables - estimates from other 
studies have found highly inelastic (between -0.07 to -0.46) road fuel demand to price 
changes both in the short and long run (Eltony 1993; Fouquet et al 1993, 1995; Eltony 
and Al-Mutari 1995; Samimi 1995).
The real (weighted average) price of motor spirit, however, is significantly different from 
zero. The coefficient is positive, suggesting that an increase in the real price of motor 
spirit increases demand in the long run. It might be explained by looking at changes in 
the retail price index. An important reduction in the retail price index leads to both a 
substitution effect and an income effect. A decrease in retail prices signifies a positive 
income effect - individual incomes will buy more goods than before the reduction. Since 
the real price of motor spirit is the nominal price divided by the retail price index, a stable 
or declining retail price index will put upward pressure on the real price of petrol and yet 
generate positive income effects. In the early 1990s, retail prices remained mostly stable, 
declining some months. Thus, a driver with a greater expenditure will have a tendency 
to spend this increase more than proportionally on luxuries. Non-essential travelling and 
super unleaded petrol can be considered luxuries - the petrol both for its additional power 
to move the car and its low lead content (naturally, it has a high benzene content,
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however). Thus, the real price of motor spirits can be positively correlated with the 
demand for super unleaded petrol2.
In relation to the impact of information on behaviour, the study has modelled information 
flow as leading to a depreciating stock of information or beliefs about environmental 
relations. To decide on a suitable rate of depreciation of information, experiments of a 
realistic decay rates of information stock were undertaken. If it was too large, the beliefs 
about the environment would converge to zero within a short period of time and people 
would almost immediately forget about it; too small and any belief would remain 
unchanged for years. Based on the measures of information previously used, a constant 
value of 1 percent per month was chosen, compared with a rate of 5 percent per quarter 
proposed by McGuiness and Cowling (1975).
Demand appears to be sensitive to changes in beliefs, which are the only variables for 
which estimates are both as expected and significantly different from zero. Beliefs about 
lead are positive (1.98) indicating one percent increase in the stock of information about 
the low lead content of or the reductions in environmental damage from unleaded fuel (ie 
the index of newspaper articles) leads to a long run two percent rise in individual demand 
for super unleaded petrol.
Similarly, beliefs about benzene content seem to be negatively associated with individual 
demand. The long run effect, however, was only -0.05. That is, a 1% increase in the 
information about hazardous effect of benzene may have led to an initially high reduction 
in demand for super unleaded but in the long run only lead to a 0.05% reduction in 
demand. Nevertheless, the growth in information about the damaging effects leads 
eventually to a lower demand for super unleaded, indicating that the drop in demand for 
the product was not temporary and that drivers have been permanently dissuaded from
2
A change in RPI could also have an effect on the income elasticity. Furthermore, because of the likelihood 
of the model being misspecified and the limits of data availability, the positive estimate may not be a 
reliable indicator of the ‘true’ price elasticity.
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using a fuel with benzene in it. This long run effect is, however, small3. Interestingly, the 
data shows a large initial decline in demand, which suggest a large proportion of the 
drivers initially being willing to pay for low benzene fuel and with the passage of time 
becoming less willing to pay. This has to be confirmed by examining the short run 
estimates.
Table 2. Long Run Elasticity Estimates of the Log of Individual UK Demand for Super 
Unleaded Petrol (LnDSULt) 1991M1-1995M11*
Explanatory Variable Coefficient
estimate
t-ratio p-value**
Log of economic activity (LnYt) 0.14 0.85 0.40
Log of real price of motor spirit (LnRPMSJ 1.26 2.24 0.03
Log of relative price of unleaded petrol 
(LnRPULt)
-0.19 " -0.36 0.71
Log of relative price of super unleaded petrol 
(LnRPSUL,)
1.08 0.56 0.57
Log of Beliefs about Lead (Ln<f>Lt) 1.98 3.36 0.00
Log of Beliefs about Benzene (Ln(j)Bt) -0.05 -2.36 0.02
R2 = 0.78 F(6,52) = 30.83 DW — 0.99
* The retail sales index used as an indicator of economic activity, the three price variables chosen to 
replicate the decision making process and the novelty of belief variables make direct comparisons with 
previous studies difficult.
** The p-value indicates the probability that the coefficient estimate is equal to zero; ie there is no long 
run relationship between demand and the explanatory variable.
3
Studies looking at reductions in consumption related to direct health effects show larger long run 
reductions. For example, Burton and Young (1996) found that the publicity about BSE led to a 4.5% 
reduction in the demand for beef in the long run. This is only about double the positive impact of lead 
information on unleaded fuel consumption, but quite a bit larger than the long run impact of benzene 
effects on super unleaded demand.
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Short Run Elasticity Estimates
Within the error correction model, demand was regressed on contemporary and lagged, 
differenced variables of the determinants. Following Hendry’s general-to-specific 
methodology (Hendry 1995), coefficients with high p-values were progressively removed 
until either only one of each determinant remained or the p-values were below 0.154.
The signs of the short run estimates are more as theory dictates (see Table 3), although 
most of the values are not significantly different from zero with 95 percent certainty. The 
variables retained using the general-to-specific methodology are on the whole lagged one 
period. This suggests that consumers main response to changes in budget, relative prices 
or information occurs with a delay of one month.
Economic activity is highly significant. Two lagged variables remained, Yt_, and Yt,2. 
They are, however, both negative. This requires an explanation. It is possibly the result 
of the indicator of economic activity used. As discussed in the data section, the retail 
sales index (ie expenditure of non-durable goods) was the only indicator available from 
the CSO. This can be considered a form of budget variable. Increases in expenditure in 
one period, such as in December, have to be compensated for in later periods by 
tightening the budget, equivalent to a negative income substitution effect. Thus, the 
increases in expenditure in one month leads to a more than proportional reduction in 
expenditure on luxuries, such as non-essential travelling and the use super unleaded 
petrol.
Again, the real price of motor spirits is positive. This supports the earlier explanation of 
a positive relationship between this variable and individual demand. Other short run price 
elasticities are negative; the coefficient for the relative price of unleaded is -0.67 and for
The threshold between rejecting values genuinely different from zero and accepting values actually zero 
has not been specified in the literature. A value of 0.15 indicates that there is an 85% probability that the 
variable is not equal to zero. This seems a useful starting value. Studies such as Gilbert (1986) on 
econometric methodology and the rejection of variables does not provide any clues on the appropriate 
value.
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the relative price of super unleaded is -1.34. This indicates there appears to be more 
initial shifting between the two unleaded fuels than between unleaded and leaded fuels 
after changes in relative prices. This is confirmed by the long run estimates in Table 2.
The response to changes in information about lead is large but insignificant. The short 
and long run response to information about lead are very close. Consumers appear to 
make all their increase in demand in the second month after receiving favourable news - 
although it is not certain to be different from zero.
The information about benzene drivers appears more certainly to have an effect on 
demand, although much smaller. The short run estimates are -0.38 for a change one 
period ago and -0.37 for a change two periods ago. That is, the long run effect took 
several months to occur - and was evenly distributed over that period. Although not 
individually significant at the 95 percent level, a hypothesis test for the fact that both 
coefficients are equal to zero was rejected with 95 percent certainty in favour of the 
existence of an effect of information about benzene on demand.
Overall, the estimates of response to information about lead were - in both the short and 
long run regressions - larger but less significantly different from zero than estimates 
related to benzene information. It may be that drivers had already received favourable 
information about unleaded petrol before the period of analysis. Thus, consumers already 
had a chance to form their beliefs about unleaded petrol, and provided their cars could 
use the fuel, they may or may not have shifted out of leaded petrol to unleaded petrol 
based on their beliefs. Drivers only learnt about benzene in 1994. They quickly formed 
their beliefs which possibly influenced their fuel choices thereafter. Thus, this would 
suggest that the new information influences beliefs, and these may alter consumer 
patterns; as the diffusion of information reaches the whole population, beliefs are no 
longer as sensitive to additional information on a particular and aggregate demand will 
not change greatly with additional information. It may be that, in the future, additional 
information about benzene will not alter beliefs or demand greatly.
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Table 3. Short Run Elasticity Estimates of the Change of Log Individual UIC Demand 
for Super Unleaded Petrol (ALnDSUL,) 1991M1-1995M11*
Explanatory Variable Coefficient
estimate
t-ratio p-value**
Change in log o f  economic activity lagged 1 
(Ain Y u)
-0.33 -4.04 0 . 0 0
Change in log o f economic activity lagged 2  
(AlnY,_2)
-0.32 -4.08 0 . 0 0
Log o f  real price o f  motor spirit lagged I 
(AlnRPMSt.,)
0.69 1.61 0 . 1 1
Log o f  relative price o f  unleaded petrol lagged I 
(AlnRPUL,.,)
-0.67 -0.77 0.45
Log o f relative price o f super unleaded petrol 
lagged 2 (AlnRPSULt.2)
-1.47 -1.35 0.18
Change in log o f Beliefs about Lead lagged 1 
(Aln<j>Lt_,)
0.54 0.85 0.40
Change in log o f  Beliefs about Benzene lagged 
1 (AlntfruJ
-0.04 -1.65 0 . 1 0
Change in log o f Beliefs about Benzene lagged 
2  (Alntj>Ll.2)
-0.04 - 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 0
Error Correction term -0.19 -2.31 0 . 0 2
R2 = 0.59 F(10,45) = 6.48 DW = 2.26
* The retail sales index used as an indicator o f economic activity, the three price variables chosen to 
replicate the decision making process and the novelty o f belief variables make direct comparisons with 
previous studies difficult.
** The p-value indicates the probability that the coefficient estimate is equal to zero; ie there is no long 
run relationship between demand and the explanatory variable.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper has examined the hypothesis that information provided by the media about the 
environmental effects of lead and benzene had a significant impact on the demand for 
super unleaded petrol in the United Kingdom between 1991 and 1995. Of an exploratory 
and speculative nature, the study assumes that drivers value the attributes within petrol,
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such as its power to move a vehicle and its lead and benzene content and resulting 
environmental damage. This enables the demand for super unleaded petrol to be modelled 
as a function of economic activity, three relative price variables and beliefs about its lead 
and benzene content and resulting environmental damage. Beliefs were modelled as the 
stock of information provided to individuals, with a monthly depreciation rate of one 
percent.
Because of the introduction of super unleaded petrol in 1988 and the lack of statistics on 
information provision, data collection was problematic. Monthly data were used to enable 
sufficient observations of behaviour to be made, which limited the availability of 
variables on economic activity. A data set was created about the media’s provision of 
information on lead and benzene in super unleaded petrol. Placed within an error 
correction model, estimates of the relationship between demand and its determinants 
were estimated. The estimates reflected problems with the novelty of modelling 
environmental information and the problems of data collection. Nevertheless, they 
provide evidence to support the hypothesis that information about benzene did have a 
significant impact 011 the demand for super unleaded in the United Kingdom. This 
indicates that the three factors necessary for information to alter behaviour were present: 
first, that information provided by the media did alter drivers’ beliefs; second, that there 
existed a willingness to pay to reduce environmental damage; and, third, that drivers did 
not always free ride even when opportunities to do so existed.
It is not surprising that beliefs about environmental risks changed as a result of the 
considerable media attention the damaging effects of benzene received, particularly in 
1994. Benzene had been associated with child leukaemia. Issues related to child health 
are particularly sensitive and the public is likely to be willing to pay for minimising these 
health risks. Thus, the information provision created or increased willingness to pay to 
reduce benzene in super unleaded petrol.
This study highlights the relationship between information, beliefs and decision-making, 
which is vital in explaining consumption patterns (Burton and Young 1996, De Vamy
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and Walls 1996). And, in particular, it suggests that certain events can generate large 
amounts of information flow in a short period of time, causing dramatic reactions in 
consumer behaviour. The behaviour may revert, however, to an original - or a new but 
only marginally different - long run equilibrium. Other events may appear to generate 
information over a more dispersed period of time but leave long run trends in 
consumption significantly different. Also, positive and negative publicity may lead to 
different dynamic effects; the variations in impact of different types of information 
appear not to have been investigated in detail. While unravelling how a flow of 
information can alter beliefs and then direct consumption both in the short and the long 
seems particularly difficult, the recent methods in econometrics do provide some hope.
They do not, however, explain why individuals declined to free ride. The impact of 
individual efforts to reduce the environmental damage and, thus, any health risks is 
usually negligible. The value to the individual of choosing a fuel with a lower benzene 
content should, therefore, also be negligible. Various explanations for declining to free- 
ride can be offered. First, perhaps consumers believed that by choosing low-benzene fuel 
they were reducing considerably their (or their children’s’) health risks. Second, it is 
possible that when confronted with certain issues, such as decisions that relate to - 
although only negligibly affect - child health risks, individuals have a tendency to 
become more altruistic. Third, certain individuals may behave in a docile manner; that 
is, they follow advice about appropriate actions despite the advice not being directly 
beneficial to the individuals (Simon 1993)5.
The empirical results and the foregoing arguments do indicate that opportunities for 
policy-makers to achieve environmental objectives might be assisted by the provision of
5
David Hawdon has suggested that although consumers may behave altruistically, their apparent altruistic 
behaviour could be the result o f  anticipating future shifts in policy regime to reflect social or 
environmental concern. Thus, for example, public concern about the environmental and health effects o f  
a particular fuel may lead to an increase in tax on this fuel relative to others, and by the time the tax was 
introduced many consumers would have prepared for the policy by buying alternative types o f petrol. This 
suggests the opportunity for an analysis into the credibility o f  policy action, and when do consumers 
believe the government will intervene to encourage fuel users to internalise externalities.
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suitably-directed information. The paper does not, however, attempt to state under what 
circumstances information alters beliefs or willingness to pay for environmental quality 
changes with beliefs, and when individuals decline to free ride. A better understanding 
of these three factors and the circumstances under which they occur is essential for 
policy-makers to achieve environmental objectives through information and educational 
campaigns and should be an avenue for future research.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was to examine whether disaggregated dynamic energy’ 
dem and m odelling can provide additional valuable information fo r  the form ulation o f  
environm ental policy. The thesis gives examples of results from dynamic and 
disaggregated modelling that are unlikely to have been provided from static and 
aggregated analysis. This section discusses these results and suggests that by generating 
more detailed and accurate elasticity estimates these are of considerable value for 
improving policy makers’ ability to achieve desired targets. It then argues that this might 
mean an increase in the use of such models, although the overall need for them is likely 
to be on the decline in the UK as atmospheric and air quality targets are being met 
anyway. This section finishes by outlining some of the limitations with the method used 
and with the thesis, and some of the possible avenues for future research in energy 
demand modelling for improving the formulation of environmental policy.
C H A P T E R  V I. 1
CONCLUSION
1. THE PURPOSE OF THE THESIS
Concern about energy-related environmental damage has put pressure on governments 
to enhance abatement policies. These have in turn led to demands for information and 
analysis of future and optimal levels of environmental quality, and means of influencing 
these levels. Energy demand modelling can act as a valuable tool in the production of this 
information, particularly related to the future level of environmental quality and how to 
alter constraints facing consumers through policy intervention in order to achieve the 
desired levels.
The thesis sought to examine whether disaggregated dynamic energy demand modelling 
can provide additional valuable information for the formulation o f environmental policy. 
It took the form of a series of previously published papers (three review papers and three 
case studies) which, together, defend the argument that disaggregation does provide 
additional valuable information. To the extent that it does and energy-related 
environmental pollution is considered a major problem facing the UIC, this thesis makes 
a case for investing public resources into more detailed sectoral energy modelling 
exercises.
2. SUMMARY
The thesis started with three chapters in Section II reviewing the literature on energy 
demand, its modelling and the information it provides for environmental policy makers. 
The first paper presented the traditional consumer theory used in economic analysis, the 
peculiarities of fuel use necessary to analyse the relevant consumption patterns and recent 
methods of modelling energy demand. The second paper followed on by exploring the
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theoretical and empirical developments in dynamic modelling that have started to deal 
with Sims’ (1980) criticisms of traditional econometrics, and their implications for 
analysing energy demand. Major developments in dynamic econometrics, and in 
particular the cointegration approach and the error correction model, have enabled energy 
demand modellers to incorporate long run equilibrating relationships between energy use 
and its main determinants, such as economic activity and relative prices, within a 
dynamic framework. The third review paper outlined the role for policy makers in 
seeking to ensure adequate environmental quality, the information needed to formulate 
such policy, the information dynamic energy demand modelling has provided, and the 
possible additional information to be gained from disaggregating energy demand 
modelling into separate sectors and fuels.
Figure 1. Information For Environmental Policy: Chart Outlining Sections and Key Ideas 
of Thesis
[ 11.3. Theory  o f  E nvironm ental M arket Failure 
| and o f  G overnm ent In tervention
\
|V I. C oncl usion
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These review chapters presented the background to my research by arguing that while 
theory and traditional econometrics have provided useful information about energy 
consumption behaviour, the introduction of the cointegration approach and the error 
correction model is enabling economists to estimate more reliably the long run 
relationships between energy demand and its main determinants, and, after facing new 
constraints, the gradual adjustment of consumers towards equilibrium consumption 
levels. This new information is giving a greater understanding of how to achieve desired 
future environmental quality levels. By stressing the diverse nature of energy use, both 
in terms of the fuels used and users, the review chapters justify to the reader the 
appropriateness of asking whether additional information can be provided to 
environmental policy makers through disaggregation.
The next three sections (one chapter in each) presented examples of disaggregated 
dynamic energy demand modelling and the type of information they can provide for 
environmental policy. They followed a similar methodology of examining the time series 
properties of the data, testing for the cointegrated relationships between series and using 
sectoral and fuel-specific error correction models to estimate the dynamic relationships 
between variables.
Section III was an example of how such modelling can provide infonnation about future 
energy consumption and environmental quality levels. It summarised the forecasting 
exercises I performed in collaboration with other members of the Surrey Energy 
Economics Centre (S.E.E.C). It discussed the dynamic modelling and estimating of the 
relationship between UK energy demand and its main determinants, usually income, 
relative prices, temperature, for four energy sources in seven sectors of the economy 
between 1950 and 1993. These are then combined with case projections of the key 
determinants to project future final user and primary energy demand, and carbon, sulphur 
and nitrogen dioxide emissions between 1995 and 2000. When the first forecasts were 
published in 1993, they contradicted the DTI’s forecasts of carbon dioxide emissions and 
argued that, because of the projected dash for gas in the electricity supply industry, the 
UK would meet its requirements towards the UNCED agreement on Climate Change to
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stabilise emissions by 2000 at the 1990 level. The forecasts were also able to indicate, for 
example, the transport sectors’ inelasticity relative to higher fuel prices and, thus, to 
question the success of environmental policies that relied only on tightening consumers’ 
economic constraints. The ability to separate energy demand into specific fuels and 
sectors is an important factor in altering the UK Government’s plans to intervene in 
energy markets and to reduce greenhouse gas and air pollution emissions.
Section IV presented information about the impact of changing economic constraints on 
environmental quality. The chapter within focussed in more detail on one of the scenarios 
in the forecasting exercises, the introduction of VAT on UK domestic fuel. The chapter 
explained how the UK residential sector has been modelled, explored the time series 
properties of the data and presented the estimates of real energy and fuel specific price 
and income elasticities for the period 1974Q1-1994Q1. It then discussed on the basis of 
these results and projections of future energy-related series, the impact of changes in 
VAT on residential fuel; it finally speculated on the objectives behind this policy. Since 
the model was disaggregated by fuel, it provided an understanding of the existing impact 
of the domestic sector energy use on the environment, the potential inter-fuel substitution 
and, thus, potential improvements in enviromnental quality. The change in economic 
constraints may have encouraged an increase in the demand for natural gas relative to 
other (more polluting) fuels. Three-quarters of domestic energy consumption is already 
natural gas, however, and therefore the policy is unlikely to have a large impact on 
environmental quality.
Section V was an attempt to incorporate how informational constraints influence fuel 
consumer behaviour and the related environmental quality. It tested and supports the 
hypothesis that information about the environmental effects of benzene provided to 
consumers had a significant impact on the demand for super unleaded petrol in the UK 
between 1991 and 1995, explaining in part the large drop in consumption at the end of 
1994. Disaggregation has enabled me to analyse the market for unleaded petrol and 
assess the potential for an increasingly proposed means of achieving environmental 
quality - by changing consumers’ informational constraints. The study suggests that
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consumers do not always free-ride from taking account of negative externalities 
associated with their actions and that policy-makers might use the provision of 
information as a complement to or substitute for other policies seeking to internalise 
negative externalities.
I believe that this thesis makes contributions at two levels. Individually, these chapters 
provide information about sectoral and fuel specific elasticities, about how residential 
users alter their behaviour as economic constraints change, and about how certain car 
users alter their fuel consumption patterns when provided with adverse environmental 
publicity related to the fuels they use. Together, these chapters suggest that there exists 
considerable variation in income and real price elasticities between sectors and fuels, and 
that using the estimates generated by such disaggregated dynamic models will provide 
greater detail and reliability than can be achieved with aggregated and static models. 
These variations are of particular importance to environmental policy makers because of 
the difference in environmental impact associated with different fuels.
3. IMPLICATIONS OF THE THESIS
Thus, despite its limitations (see below), the thesis suggests that disaggregated dynamic 
energy demand models provide new and valuable insights for the formulation of energy- 
related environmental policy. It has emphasised the benefits of producing additional 
information about energy demand behaviour and its environmental implications. It has 
not examined the costs of undertaking such research. The costs are larger than for 
aggregated analysis using deterministic models. I might argue, however, that the returns 
increase with scope but the costs do not.
The main costs are in terms of the human capital, the information and its computation. 
The costs of gathering sufficient relevant observations and computing of data in models 
are falling. The increased number of statistical references, improved methods of data 
storage (eg CD-ROMS or larger hard disk space) and transmission (eg via the Internet), 
and explosion in the power of computers means that the costs of research such as energy
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demand modelling increasingly are determined by the researchers’ time. This is not the 
place for an analysis of the supply of energy economists, but it does suggests that the 
increase in costs cannot be great.
As shown earlier, the value particularly for environmental policy making of 
disaggregated dynamic models is considerable. This conclusion indicates that there might 
be an increased investment of funds and use of such models. There are conflicting signs, 
however, about public resources in this type of detailed analysis. The European 
Commission is in the process of funding a series of projects providing relatively detailed 
modelling of the relationships between economy-energy-environment (3E). One of these 
projects is involved in disaggregated dynamic energy demand modelling. The 
Department of Trade and Industry, on the other hand, has chosen not to undertake any 
detailed energy demand modelling and forecasting in the near future. At the commercial 
level, consultancies are, no doubt, using such tools to improve their understanding of 
market behaviour1.
Further uncertainty for the future of this type of modelling is related to research funding 
to improve environmental policy. First, it is not clear whether overall funding will rise 
or fall. The UK’s commitment to improving indicators of sustainable development does 
suggest there will be increasing investment to achieve targets and, thus, to formulate 
appropriate policies. On the other hand, attempts to reduce government expenditure are 
likely to effect public investment in environmental quality. Second, the distribution of 
funding for various environmental problems may change. Over the last ten years, energy- 
related environmental problems have created considerable concern. They still exist, but 
as the trends in most of the UK’s atmospheric and air pollutants appear to be declining 
(see, for example, Department of the Environment 1996), it is possible that in the UK 
other environmental problems will take precedence.
The high prices charged by consultancy firms for their analysis prohibits gaining much information about 
their methods o f analysis.
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Because of the likely increasing returns to scope, it is probable that disaggregated 
dynamic energy demand modelling will take an increasing share of the models used for 
environmental forecasts and policy analysis. The total amount of these exercises may not 
be growing, however. It is, therefore, ironic that, just as developments in modelling 
become available to provide better information about achieving energy-related 
environmental policy objectives, the levels of certain environmental indicators improves. 
Nevertheless, with increasing concern about other pollutants (eg volatile organic 
compounds and PM10), new models, focussing on their relationships with energy use, will 
need to be developed and are likely to benefit greatly from the insights of disaggregation 
and dynamic analysis.
4. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
While providing new insights for the formulation o f environmental policy, the results and 
conclusions o f the thesis must be tempered by the limitations o f  the research, which 
relates to the method o f analysis and subject matter. Awareness o f  these lim itations will 
provide the foundations for future research.
First, analysis o f  the time series’ properties o f variables are vital to the new developments 
in dynam ic econometrics. The research presented above, while using standard and 
reliable tests to examine these properties, does not claim to have used the very latest 
techniques, which might include more detailed unit root tests and decomposition analysis. 
Rather than putting doubt on the results, this suggests that the data can reveal more 
information about the nature o f energy demand.
Second, without doubting the method of cointegration analysis, for it is lauded as a major 
refinement in econometrics, it, like any other method, has its limitations. It is an approach 
primarily based in statistical theory, despite the economic theoretic justification of the 
error correction mechanism. Thus, it cannot claim to be as solidly linked to economic 
theory as a method like the Almost Ideal Demand System, discussed in Chapter II.I. This 
invites the use of several methods to examine the same problem.
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Third, under the umbrella of the cointegration approach, several methods of estimation 
have now been developed. Of these, the Engle-Granger two step method is one of the 
most basic. It was used in the above research because, at the time these models were 
developed, it was rare for energy demand modellers to use any other method of 
estimation. In 1997, it would be more appropriate to employ the maximum likelihood 
procedure proposed by Johansen.
Fourth, the research analyses energy demand from a single equation perspective. The 
reasons for using a single equation analysis are that the Engle-Granger two step method 
estimates elasticities for single equations and that 1 felt the main explanatory variables, 
income, real prices and temperature, are determined exogenously to the system driving 
UK energy demand. The Johansen procedure now enables modellers to estimate the 
number of cointegrated relations within a system, as well as the actual short and long run 
elasticities, and might be used in future similar studies, simply for completeness.
Fifth, my research has had to assume linear relationships between cointegrated time 
series. I do not believe this is an accurate description of the way the real world behaves. 
Very recent developments in econometrics are enabling modellers to estimate non-linear 
relationships, although I do not think they have been used for energy demand analysis.
Sixth, the studies presented within this thesis have assumed that in these markets the 
proportion of consumers investing in new appliance stock is constant. As the proportion 
of consumers owning a type of energy using appliance reaches unity, the markets can be 
considered saturated and the proportion investing cannot be assumed constant. This 
change in investment behaviour will alter long run income elasticities, where they should 
allow all factors of production and consumption to adjust. Taking account of market 
saturation in energy demand modelling would add a degree of accuracy to the analysis.
Seventh, the models developed in the thesis have omitted cross-price elasticities. This 
exclusion has meant the income and own price elasticities conflate this consumer reaction 
and, thus, can lead estimates to contradict economic theory. To improve model
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specification, cross-price elasticities would help capture consumers’ tendency to shift 
between fuels.
Eighth, regarding the method of modelling the interaction between energy demand and 
emissions, such as for the forecasts of pollutants in part III. 1.7., the coefficients were 
linear and simplistic. As pointed out, they do not take account of variations in the 
characteristics of fuels used and technological developments. While they may be less 
vital for carbon dioxide, they are more important for forecasts of sulphur and nitrogen 
dioxide emissions where technology can considerably abate pollutants. Also, as concern 
grows about highly local pollutant, such as volatile organic compounds and PM10, 
national emission estimates will provide information of only limited value for assessing 
dose levels and damage costs. Thus, the accuracy of these forecasts could be improved 
by combining them with estimates of the diffusion of environmental technology and with 
models of weather patterns.
These points highlight the limitations of the methods employed. They do also, however, 
indicate opportunities for considerable improvements in future analysis of energy demand 
and its environmental consequences.
Regarding the focus of analysis, interpretation of the present research and planning of 
future work may want to consider the following issues. First, one of the merits of this 
research was its ability to examine specific types of economic activity. Within each group 
of activities, there can always be considerable variation or heterogeneity related to 
constraints faced and responses to changes. Increasing the degree of disaggregation will 
improve the accuracy and understanding of consumer choices.
Second, the process of disaggregation also separated the UK energy market into specific 
fuels. As Lancaster (1961) argues, commodities, including energy, are comprised of 
various attributes. But even each fuel, however, is comprised of varying amounts of these 
attributes. An example of this variation within a fuel type is the sulphur content of coal 
or, as illustrated in Chapter V, the lead and benzene content of motor spirits. The degree
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of disaggregation, substitutability of fuels and the separateness of markets should be 
considered in further detail.
Third, the fuels’ attributes provide services to the consumer which ultimately drive the 
demand. The above research does not analyse consumer behaviour in terms of the heat, 
power and light sought. The ability to examine the demand for services may improve our 
understanding of consumer behaviour.
Fourth, this research has focused on the impact of policies related to prices and 
information changes. The analysis of the responsiveness to changes in economic and 
informational constraints could be developed - such as the difference between increases 
and decreases (ie irreversibility effect) in constraints or the size of the changes.
Fifth, technological and institutional constraints are also vital to determining consumer 
behaviour. In this research, they were not modelled. These should be included to limit the 
risk of failing to take account of confounding factors. They must also be incorporated in 
models in order to assess the policy implications associated with influencing 
technological and institutional constraints.
Sixth, this study focused on the post-war UK energy market. It could be argued that 
consumer behaviour particularly between 1945 and 1973 was unusual, possibly not in 
line with longer trends. Such an analysis may be failing to capture fully these trends. To 
understand future behaviour, environmental consequences and the appropriate policy 
intervention, there may be some merit in examining very long run trends and 
relationships, which might focus on energy demand over significantly longer periods, 
even perhaps as long as several hundred years.
Finally, the understanding this research has brought to the UK may not be transferable 
to other countries. Since many of the energy-related problems are likely to be in 
developing countries, research might want to explore the trends and relationships in these 
other countries.
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Much of the focus of my research was dependent on the availability of data and 
resources. This will remain an important constraint on the ability of future research to 
deal with these problems. Nevertheless, one of the key roles for an energy demand 
modeller to take on is the continual attempt to break down the barriers associated with 
these problems in order to improve the analysis of consumption patterns and the 
formulation of environmental policy.
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APPENDIX 1.
UNITED KINGDOM DISAGGREGATED 
ENERGY DEMAND DATA
Table A l.l. UK Primary Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions ofTherms 1900-1995
Year Total Coal Gas Petroleum Primary
Electricity
1900 42860 42418 62 383 0
1901 41925 41483 64 426 0
1902 43327 42886 65 426 0
1903 43276 42834 67 426 0
1904 43250 42808 69 426 0
1905 44081 43457 71 426 0
1906 45483 44860 74 469 0
1907 47691 47068 77 469 0
1908 46055 45432 77 469 0
1909 46445 45821 79 469 0
1910 46990 46367 81 511 0
1911 48237 47094 84 554 0
1912 46886 46263 88 554 0
1913 49588 49536 96 554 0
1914 48756 48133 97 596 0
1915 50964 50341 98 639 0
1916 53172 52549 , 98 682 0
1917 52731 52081 98 724 0
1918 48653 48003 98 767 0
1919 47354 46574 99 810 0
1920 49224 48419 106 852 0
1921 34392 33457 101 895 0
1922 43353 42470 103 1023 0
1923 46704 45380 107 1150 0
1924 48704 47172 122 1321 0
1925 46497 44964 126 1449 0
1926 33405 31457 132 1960 0
1927 48886 46834 133 1789 0
1928 45665 43561 135 1917 0
1929 48185 46081 139 2088 0
1930 46159 43743 136 2258 0
1931 43016 40600 137 2343 0
1932 42314 39899 135 2471 0
1933 42418 39847 135 2599 0
1934 45587 42834 136 2727 0
1935 46912 44081 138 2855 0
1936 49562 46626 144 3025 0
1937 51406 48315 148 3153 0
1938 49042 45639 148 3281 0
1939 51302 47665 148 3281 0
1940 53718 50497 142 2897 0
1941 54367 50757 150 3281 0
1942 54705 51068 161 3238 0
1943 53094 49172 162 3536 0
1944 54133 48549 174 5155 0
1945 50990 46471 179 4090 0
1946 52107 48341 197 3707 0
1947 52783 47925 206 4601 0
1948 55017 49925 215 4814 0
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1949 55692 50315 221 5198 0
1950 58238 52237 230 5709 0
1951 60264 53562 241 6263 0
1952 59952 53016 241 6561 0
1953 60887 53406 240 7158 0
1954 63537 55172 249 7840 0
1955 64446 55458 254 8777 0
1956 64965 55588 255 9544 0
1957 64472 53926 250 9331 0
1958 64056 51588 254 11972 0
1959 64628 48471 248 14017 0
1960 68628 50783 257 16318 357
1961 69017 49354 255 17639 397
1962 69693 49588 268 19428 556
1963 72083 50341 285 21047 834
1964 73979 48471 295 23476 1032
1965 76290 48048 326 26032 1884
1966 76787 45729 318 28272 2468
1967 76426 42717 535 30352 2821
1968 79606 42749 1208 32521 3128
1969 82398 41669 2354 35104 3270
1970 84355 39301 4486 37617 2952
1971 83104 34830 7233 37996 3046
1972 84813 30508 '10264 40784 3257
1973 88615 33044 11106 41370 3095
1974 84264 29091 13284 38187 3702
1975 80795 29265 13914 34260 3356
1976 82255 29781 14764 33759 3951
1977 84279 29879 15692 34352 4356
1978 84549 29108 16277 35075 4089
1979 88347 31289 17833 35017 4207
1980 81645 29085 17780 30711 4068
1981 79259 28927 18021 28118 4194
1982 77973 26979 17931 28190 4873
1983 78473 27230 18691 27047 5505
1984 78290 31259 19123 33926 5893
1985 82161 25735 20566 29170 6690
1986 83840 27793 20908 28712 6427
1987 84172 28473 21474 27954 6271
1988 85125 27829 20451 29662 7179
1989 83988 26810 19255 30284 7637
1990 84982 26774 20080 31085 7040
1991 86833 26821 21486 30884 7638
1992 86234 25249 21823 31076 8082
1993 87504 22065 24861 31318 9256
1994 86735 20727 25874 30944 9185
Source: Department o f Trade and Industry (1996) Digest o f  United Kingdom Energy Statistics, HMSO:
London; and London and Cambridge Economic Services (1971) The British Economy: Key Statistics I POO-
1966, Times Newspapers Ltd, London.
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Table A1.2. UK Final User Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions of Therms 1973Q1-
1994Q1
Total Coal OSF Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity
7301 17338 2336 1221 8310 3256 2215
7302 14026 1947 1155 6918 2280 1726
7303 12428 1666 1158 6363 1764 1477
7304 16409 2120 998 8016 3208 2067
7401 15604 1499 1043 7318 3743 2001
7402 13782 2032 1158 6402 2520 1670
7403 12469 1835 1079 6040 2006 1509
7404 16422 2149 1176 7531 3455 2111
7501 15964 1834 933 6807 4188 2202
7502 12911 1660 788 6195 2599 1669
7503 11067 1329 928 5506 1894 1410
7504 15258 1613 905 7110 3638 1992
7601 16701 1672 1085 7192 4542 2210
7602 12859 1455 934 6156 2707 1607
7603 11386 1199 975 5706 - 2057 1449
7604 15948 1696 914 7136 4108 2094
7701 16619 1653 911 7287 4530 2238
7702 13116 1435 878 6365 3237 1201
7703 11803 1290 841 5895 2241 1536
7704 15891 1768 822 7187 4102 2012
7801 16996 1569 847 7215 5100 2265
7802 13657 1362 743 6456 3332 1764
7803 11948 1151 867 6004 2348 1578
7804 16258 1658 861 7408 4252 2079
7901 18771 1627 937 7809 5914 2484
7902 14306 1465 884 6606 3519 1832
7903 12203 1310 853 6022 2402 1616
7904 15212 1593 289 6740 4545 2045
8001 17731 1480 697 71 18 6087 2349
8002 12634 1233 646 5808 3230 1717
8003 10969 1011 552 5533 2319 1554
8004 15537 1418 646 6461 4945 2067
8101 16120 1215 648 6226 5862 2169
8102 12268 1156 642 5445 3332 1693
8103 10739 1074 658 5231 2233 1543
8104 15590 1315 653 6296 5204 2122
8201 16436 1297 657 6187 6128 2167
8202 12033 1175 576 5392 3237 1653
8203 10582 1073 496 5202 2283 1528
8204 14853 1261 596 5961 5024 2011
8301 15818 1143 622 5946 5974 2133
8302 12797 1175 604 5391 3678 1949
8303 10742 1075 616 526! 2219 1571
8304 14569 1243 637 5806 5046 1837
8401 16361 1136 573 5969 6433 2250
8402 12066 843 533 5428 3515 1747
8403 10683 786 561 5364 2361 1611
8404 14665 1126 587 5907 4984 2061
8501 17020 1125 688 6059 6807 2341
8502 12700 1220 649 5277 3737 1817
8503 11269 1137 604 5369 2468 1691
163
8504 15021__________ 1332_________ 617______________ 5666________________ 5266_________  2140
8601 17470 1273 550 6030 7194 2423
8602 13191 1197 547 5808 3731 1908
8603 11782 1186 623 5784 2445 1744
8604 15070 1240 634 5852 5167 2177
8701 17791 1126 677 5917 7595 2476
8702 12919 1138 606 5647 3621 1907
8703 11638 980 621 5734 2491 1812
8704 16055 1207 673 6160 5684 2331
8801 17474 1159 671 6263 6916 2465
8802 13215 1018 613 5952 3642 1990
8803 12183 967 659 6104 2549 1904
8804 16290 1135 672 6577 5540 2366
8901 16839 986 602 6421 6355 2475
8902 13823 1089 613 6206 3829 2086
8903 11832 795 586 6122 2390 1939
8904 16225 969 583 6448 5818 2407
9001 19990 1013 588 6452 9165 2772
9002 14934 947 562 6336 4900 2189
9003 13021 808 563 6320 3325 2005
9004 19197 852 560 6283 8768 2734
9101 21399 1179 574 6375 10326 2945
9102 15671 925 508 6212 5747 2279
9103 11889 714 533 6277 2307 2058
9104 16648 738 528 6478 6319 2585
9201 17383 853 534 6489 6768 2739
9202 13447 762 501 6264 3755 2165
9203 12135 684 510 6275 2570 2096
9204 17160 840 512 6520 6610 2679
9301 17208 746 531 6519 6651 2761
9302 13115 640 476 6296 3411 2292
9303 12444 708 495 6489 2540 2212
9304 17471 910 563 6769 6438 2791
9401 17170 849 102 6521 6954 2744
Source: Department o f  Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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Table A1.3. UIC Domestic Sector Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions of Therms
1973Q1-1994Q1
Total Coal OSF Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity
7301 4900 1248 276 612 1740 1024
7302 3292 1057 275 320 953 687
7303 2419 891 277 182 561 508
7304 4312 998 304 554 1561 895
740! 4519 761 233 514 1978 1033
7402 3316 1067 290 279 1010 670
7403 2648 947 281 188 695 537
7404 4568 1157 296 501 1697 917
7501 5126 1013 270 473 2329 1041
7502 3240 903 231 306 1119 681
7503 2253 699 260 194 615 485
7504 4094 766 201 461 1828 838
7601 5124 932 277 519 2403 993
7602 2869 765 196 268 1055 585
7603 2168 634 208 . 176 686 464
7604 4384 811 188 472 2050 863
7701 4980 850 227 518 2413 972
7702 3281 773 204 295 1371 638
7703 2413 703 223 205 771 511
7704 4371 904 189 432 2035 811
7801 5246 761 192 520 2808 965
7802 3227 724 197 277 1393 636
7803 2427 647 196 201 866 517 /
7804 4457 836 192 425 2194 810
7901 6105 788 206 575 3458 1078
7902 3427 763 203 283 1533 645
7903 2441 685 159 199 878 520
7904 4528 816 190 348 2356 818
8001 5706 723 195 407 3414 967
8002 3039 662 193 194 1389 601
8003 2255 522 131 153 923 526
8004 4784 703 184 339 2713 845
8101 5367 605 157 334 3371 900
8102 3161 639 163 173 1574 612
8103 2233 589 147 152 838 507
8104 4983 660 147 331 2981 864
8201 5580 662 143 327 3542 906
8202 3038 650 173 174 1450 59!
8203 2282 548 145 154 923 512
8204 4669 618 139 292 2804 816
8301 5275 528 136 287 3451 873
8302 3621 648 166 175 1794 838
8303 2204 541 152 161 837 513
8304 4387 585 129 275 2790 608
8401 5664 570 144 314 3719 917
8402 2928 381 87 184 1655 62 1
8403 2043 366 81 171 902 523
8404 4400 560 105 277 2655 803
8501 6098 574 138 349 4074 963
8502 3418 671 153 165 1781 648
8503 2458 617 128 183 972 558
165
8504 4720 635 112 276 2855 842
8601 6581 650 139 330 4447 1015
8602 3622 677 139 188 1936 682
8603 2499 551 117 226 1026 579
8604 4645 583 116 257 2833 856
8701 6626 523 152 333 4588 1030
8702 3260 529 137 185 1745 664
8703 2300 454 114 180 971 581
8704 5068 555 126 282 3197 908
8801 5997 506 121 299 4096 975
8802 3213 432 112 187 1810 672
8803 2511 462 126 187 1128 608
8804 5017 483 120 297 3220 897
8901 5526 413 103 287 3766 957
8902 3402 512 120 199 1881 690
8903 2140 319 102 170 962 587
8904 5007 398 94 294 3305 916
9001 5496 376 108 303 3742 967
9002 3184 361 105 203 1827 688
9003 2329 306 100 217 1098 608
9004 5157 320 85 267 3548 937
9101 6364 533 110 339 4332 1050
9102 3750 414 106 228 2253 749
9103 2263 370 94 200 996 603
9104 5530 352 83 325 3814 956
9201 6019 307 85 370 4208 1049
9202 3185 306 104 203 1867 705
9203 2411 285 88 207 1190 641
9204 5754 313 77 366 3999 999
9301 6131 374 95 370 4264 1028
9302 3205 285 102 228 1852 738
9303 2578 335 99 225 1268 651
9304 6096 374 109 376 4222 1015
9401 6485 391 80 476 4475 1063
Source: Department o f Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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Table A1.4. UK Iron & Steel Sector Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions ofTherms
1973Q1-1994Q1
Total Coal OSF Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity
7301 1623 31 810 586 104 92
7302 1375 15 753 434 87 86
7303 1538 36 763 541 106 92
7304 1253 23 546 489 110 85
7401 1280 34 691 366 102 87
7402 1243 16 710 347 86 84
7403 1322 26 655 451 97 93
7404 1386 25 719 450 98 94
7501 1074 18 549 334 89 84
7502 866 10 459 244 78 75
7503 n i l 19 571 330 100 91
7504 1216 23 631 354 108 100
7601 1247 14 719 306 112 96
7602 1141 9 670 273 99 90
7603 1297 20 703 346 119 109
7604 1259 23 655 351 128 102
7701 1115 15 593 286 125 96
7702 1071 10 600 256 113 92
7703 1083 18 538 311 119 97
7704 1129 16 553 336 118 106
7801 1083 11 568 285 113 106
7802 925 9 480 233 110 93
7803 1127 14 595 307 105 106
7804 1188 19 582 342 129 116
7901 1235 13 653 297 149 123
7902 1084 20 597 238 126 103
7903 1189 25 626 291 134 113
7904 335 9 34 146 92 54
8001 892 12 429 193 153 105
8002 708 S 383 132 107 78
8003 737 15 364 181 99 78
8004 781 16 394 173 110 88
8101 761 8 424 135 109 85
8102 695 7 407 111 90 80
8103 791 19 425 151 100 96
8104 817 17 439 156 110 95
8201 765 14 440 130 95 86
8202 582 5 331 94 80 72
8203 566 5 287 122 80 72
8204 709 7 402 126 91 83
8301 700 4 426 106 86 78
8302 624 2 381 93 77 71
8303 681 5 400 107 88 81
8304 754 6 450 112 101 85
8401 642 4 369 93 97 79
8402 618 2 391 68 95 62
8403 708 2 423 85 131 67
8404 718 3 426 96 124 69
8501 736 2 480 66 118 70
8502 656 1 436 59 99 61
8503 670 3 412 65 124 66
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8504 714 4 447 72 123 68
8601 587 2 348 67 105 65
8602 547 1 332 75 84 55
8603 686 2 439 67 115 63
8604 728 2 464 66 128 68
8701 705 1 464 62 111 67
8702 616 1 404 56 95 60
8703 716 1 444 66 134 71
8704 780 1 484 85 138 72
8801 745 482 82 109 70
8802 680 1 453 72 89 65
8803 759 1 481 93 113 71
8804 781 1 493 90 124 73
8901 742 1 448 101 120 72
8902 689 1 443 80 98 67
8903 711 1 431 80 130 69
8904 721 1 440 78 132 70
9001 710 1 429 95 116 69
9002 661 I 404 98 94 64
9003 657 1 417 50 123 66
9004 701 1 430 71 128 71
9101 694 1 425 93 109 66
9102 590 373 71 74 72
9103 658 1 412 74 94 77
9104 688 1 412 72 128 75
9201 607 0 411 87 35 74
9202 608 0 364 61 115 67
9203 691 0 390 54 175 72
9204 720 0 411 94 138 78
9301 670 0 394 89 111 76
9302 590 0 335 83 103 70
9303 652 0 364 87 127 74
9304 684 0 391 80 135 77
Source: Department of Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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Table A1.5. UK Other Industry Sector Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions of Therms
1973QI-1994Q1
Total Coal OSF Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity
7301 5386 833 63 2813 1055 622
7302 4469 718 64 2091 1009 587
7303 3893 635 49 1714 944 551
7304 5442 870 69 2706 1192 605
7401 4885 510 51 2596 1230 498
7402 4525 802 61 1942 1148 572
7403 3996 733 52 1619 1041 551
7404 5102 746 63 2402 1273 618
7501 4745 660 50 2148 1298 589
7502 4070 613 48 1777 1092 540
7503 3382 528 34 1306 1008 506
7504 4 81 1 657 30 2224 1308 592
7601 4913 547 38 2255 1456 617
7602 4083 564 24 1696 1236 563
7603 3526 470 27 1400 1083 546
7604 4927 696 37 2090 1466 638
7701 4989 617 39 2256 1431 646
7702 3774 530 38 1774 1373 59
7703 3676 483 35 1428 1171 559
7704 4873 664 45 2073 1483 608
7801 5002 623 45 2150 1536 648
7802 4268 507 27 1702 1425 607
7803 3526 402 35 1352 1169 568
7804 4981 652 47 2208 1440 634
7901 5302 640 36 2446 1511 669
7902 4388 567 38 1739 1411 633
7903 3677 517 34 1356 1189 5SI
7904 4746 613 39 1868 1576 650
8001 5076 57S 36 2063 1712 687
8002 3799 471 28 137! 1335 594
8003 320S 409 28 1145 1088 538
8004 4286 546 34 1644 1477 5S5
8101 4336 458 38 1661 1567 612
8102 3446 418 40 1193 1248 547
8103 2987 391 56 922 1094 524
8104 4123 483 44 1561 1439 596
8201 4284 468 42 1580 1602 592
8202 3349 423 38 1071 1281 536
8203 2957 439 32 901 1074 511
8204 3864 482 35 1317 1472 558
8301 3952 455 30 1331 1554 582
8302 3306 428 22 1002 1313 541
8303 2915 461 28 829 1078 519
8304 3775 509 27 1175 1487 577
8401 3961 427 28 1223 1667 616
8402 3136 359 26 884 1307 560
8403 2801 341 31 754 1103 572
8404 3661 424 25 1081 1503 . 628
8501 3886 405 26 1265 1528 662
8502 3137 451 19 747 1326 594
8503 2826 439 24 688 1100 575
169
8504_________ 3576____________ 566___________ 27________________865_______________ 1500  618
8601 3768 496 20 1135 1478 639
8602 3103 455 16 938 1098 596
8603 2930 546 27 822 956 579
8604 3511 549 27 882 1423 630
8701 3865 475 22 1030 1659 679
8702 3106 528 15 725 1215 623
8703 2871 468 28 685 1076 614
8704 3684 545 27 958 1472 682
8801 3884 542 31 1053 1545 713
8802 3179 510 18 829 1153 669
8803 2831 450 25 755 959 642
8804 3678 561 32 1075 1305 705
8901 3687 486 23 1075 1397 706
8902 3242 513 24 776 1244 685
8903 2763 431 26 654 990 662
8904 3546 486 23 892 1448 697
9001 3762 531 23 909 1583 716
9002 3167 506 22 786 1152 701
9003 2871 445 19 725 1006 676
9004 3514 455 23 790 1508 738
9101 3821 555 15 973 1553 725
9102 3089 448 6 810 1167 658
9103 2633 289 12 695" 888 749
9104 3216 296 18 829 1296 777
9201 3403 453 24 871 123! 824
9202 2974 408 19 695 1130 722
9203 2632 364 17 667 866 719
9204 3334 455 16 777 1350 736
9301 3048 287 34 870 1108 748
9302 2579 309 31 706 816 717
9303 2562 342 28 726 745 721
9304 3241 465 53 857 1091 776
9401 3384 389 18 911 1291 775
Source: Department o f Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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Table AI.6. UK Transport Sector Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions of Therms
1973Q1-1994Q1
Total Coal OSF Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity
7301 3006 10 0 2973 0 23
7302 3293 6 0 3265 0 22
7303 3424 3 0 3399 0 22
7304 3153 8 0 3123 0 22
7401 2777 6 0 2749 0 22
7402 3154 5 0 3126 0 23
7403 3316 4 0 3289 0 23
7404 3169 8 0 3136 0 25
7501 2805 7 0 2771 0 27
7502 3133 4 0 3104 0 25
7503 3250 3 0 3223 0 24
7504 3075 7 0 3043 0 25
7601 2922 7 0 2889 0 26
7602 3226 4 0 3198 0 24
7603 3357 2 0 3333 0 22
7604 3211 8 0 3177 0 26
7701 3021 6 0 2988 0 27
7702 3248 4 0 3218 0 26
7703 3446 3 0 3420 0 23
7704 3337 7 0 3305 0 25
7801 3079 6 0 3046 0 27
7802 3485 4 0 3456 0 25
7803 3662 3 0 3635 0 24
7804 3499 7 0 3466 0 26
7901 3191 7 0 3148 0 36
7902 3600 4 0 3571 0 25
7903 3698 3 0 3671 0 24
7904 3558 6 0 3526 0 26
8001 3404 7 0 3369 0 ' 28
8002 3540 3 0 3512 0 25
8003 3664 1 0 3639 0 24
8004 3501 7 0 3467 0 27
8101 3188 0 0 3160 0 28
8102 3413 0 0 33S8 0 25
8103 359S 0 0 3574 0 24
8104 3404 0 0 3378 0 26
8201 3217 0 0 3194 0 23
8202 3542 0 0 3519 0 23
8203 3636 0 0 3615 0 21
8204 3499 0 0 3475 0 24
8301 3360 0 0 3334 0 26
8302 3585 0 0 3561 0 24
8303 3787 0 0 3764 0 23
8304 3576 0 0 3551 0 25
8401 3484 0 0 3458 0 26
8402 3776 0 0 3751 0 25
8403 3949 0 0 3926 0 23
8404 3793 0 0 3769 0 24
8501 3501 0 0 3474 0 27
8502 3853 0 0 3828 0 25
8503 4043 0 0 4019 0 24
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8504 3886 0 0 3861 0 25
8601 3717 0 0 3689 0 28
8602 4124 0 0 4099 0 25
8603 4277 0 0 4253 0 24
8604 4129 0 0 4103 0 26
8701 3833 0 0 3805 0 28
8702 4307 0 0 4282 0 25
8703 4479 0 0 4455 0 24
8704 4318 0 0 4290 0 28
8801 4233 0 0 4203 0 30
8802 4470 0 0 4443 0 27
8803 4716 0 0 4690 0 26
8804 4582 0 0 4553 0 29
8901 4412 0 0 4383 0 29
8902 4770 0 0 4744 0 26
8903 4916 0 0 4891 0 25
8904 4737 0 0 4709 0 28
9001 4670 0 0 4617 0 53
9002 4904 0 0 4856 0 48
9003 5015 0 0 4968 0 47
9004 4738 0 0 4687 0 51
9101 4460 0 0 4406 0 54
9102 4759 0 0 4708 0 51
9103 5014 0 0 4969 0 45
9104 4826 0 0 4781 0 45
9201 4648 0 0 4602 0 46
9202 4944 0 0 4898 0 46
9203 5044 0 0 4999 0 45
9204 4925 0 0 4809 0 116
9301 4794 0 0 4652 0 142
9302 5039 0 0 4907 0 132
9303 5222 0 0 5090 0 132
9304 5092 0 0 4960 0 132
9401 4765 0 0 4614 0 15!
Source: Department o f Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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Table A1.7. UK Transport Sector Petroleum Demand by Type in Millions of Therms
1973Q1-1994Q1
4-star Unleaded Derv Aviation Oth. Petroleum
7401 1192 0 447 239 871
7402 1370 0 449 326 982
7403 1459 0 441 367 1022
7404 1358 0 467 287 1024
7501 1203 0 436 272 860
7502 1378 0 460 327 939
7503 1443 0 437 380 963
7504 1351 0 472 299 921
7601 1269 0 458 295 867
7602 1433 0 466 339 959
7603 1496 0 454 396 987
7604 1427 0 487 300 963
7701 1308 0 468 299 912
7702 1431 0 473 356 958
7703 1549 0 465 401 1004
7704 1490 0 498 332 985
7801 1364 0 462 302 918
7802 1557 0 495 386 1017
7803 1643 0 478 451 1063
7804 1552 0 524 363 1027
7901 1420 0 457 324 947
7902 1590 0 519 409 1053
7903 1642 0 510 455 1065
7904 1577 0 534 367 1049
8001 1517 0 510 341 1002
8002 1585 0 485 415 1028
8003 1661 0 468 463 1047
8004 1620 0 489 342 1016
8101 1479 0 451 303 927
8102 1584 0 443 385 976
8103 1629 0 466 457 1022
8104 1547 0 490 352 989
8201 1469 0 466 328 931
8202 1628 0 472 400 1019
8203 1683 0 473 428 1031
8204 1636 0 500 335 1004
8301 1542 0 497 324 971
8302 1640 0 501 394 1026
8303 1710 0 524 454 1076
8304 1629 0 537 350 1035
8401 1577 0 547 324 1010
8402 1710 0 538 423 1079
8403 1743 0 564 482 1137
8404 1160 0 419 261 1929
8501 1050 0 389 223 1812
8502 1714 0 576 445 1092
8503 1225 0 393 339 2061
8504 1555 0 555 325 3861
8601 1624 0 632 371 1062
8602 1824 0 647 480 1148
8603 1863 0 656 549 1185
173
8604 1842 0 687 432 1142
8701 1679 0 664 385 1077
8702 1884 0 707 510 1181
8703 1920 2 707 598 1228
8704 1909 2 745 445 1189
8801 1834 4 760 436 1169
8802 1923 11 764 521 1224
8803 1980 23 784 611 1291
8804 1926 48 815 497 1267
8901 1773 125 770 462 1253
8902 1658 369 849 554 1314
8903 1545 494 800 700 1353
8904 1450 562 873 519 1304
9001 1375 597 881 484 1280
9002 1378 678 886 579 1335
9003 1344 726 899 632 1366
9004 1254 751 884 502 1297
9101 1160 730 868 419 1228
9102 1199 822 886 498 1303
9103 1206 864 898 634 1367
9104 1153 873 917 507 1330
9201 1063 853 893 487 1307
9202 1089 936 913 570 1390
9203 1059 970 937 653 1380
9204 1024 988 960 507 1329
9301 953 968 953 481 1298
9302 949 1040 952 620 1346
9303 926 1059 992 694 1420
9304 911 1087 1037 670 1256
9401 808 1019 1012 510 1264
Source: Department o f Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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Table A1.8. UK Other Sectors* Energy Demand by Fuel in Millions of Therms 1973Q1-
1994Q1
Total Coal OSF Petroleum Natural Gas Electricity
7301 2423 214 72 1326 357 454
7302 1597 151 63 808 231 344
7303 1154 101 69 527 153 304
7304 2249 221 79 1144 345 460
7401 2143 188 68 1093 433 361
7402 1544 142 97 708 276 321
7403 1187 125 91 493 173 305
7404 2197 213 98 1042 387 457
7501 2214 136 64 1081 472 461
7502 1602 130 50 764 310 348
7503 1071 80 63 453 171 304
7504 2062 160 43 1028 394 437
7601 2495 172 51 1223 571 478
7602 1540 113 44 721 317 345
7603 1038 73 37 451 169 308
7604 2167 158 34 1046 464 465
7701 2514 165 52 1239 561 497
7702 1742 118 36 822 380 386
7703 1185 83 45 531 180 346
7704 2181 177 35 1041 466 462
7801 2586 168 42 1214 643 519
7802 1752 118 39 788 404 403
7803 1206 85 41 509 208 363
7804 2133 144 40 967 489 493
7901 2938 179 42 1343 796 578
7902 1807 111 46 775 449 426
7903 1198 80 34 505 201 378
7904 2045 149 26 852 521 497
8001 2653 160 37 1086 808 562
8002 1548 89 42 599 399 419
8003 1105 64 29 415 209 388
8004 2185 146 34 838 645 522
8101 2468 144 29 936 815 544
8102 1553 92 32 580 420 429
8103 1130 75 30 432 201 392
8104 2263 155 23 870 674 541
8201 2590 153 32 956 889 560
8202 1522 97 34 534 426 431
8203 1141 81 32 410 206 412
8204 2112 154 20 751 657 530
8301 2531 156 30 888 883 574
8302 1661 97 35 560 494 475
8303 1155 68 36 400 216 435
8304 2077 143 31 693 668 542
8401 2610 135 32 881 950 612
8402 1608 101 29 54! 458 479
8403 1182 77 26 428 225 426
8404 2093 139 31 684 702 537
8501 2799 144 44 905 1087 619
8502 1636 97 41 478 531 489
8503 1272 78 40 414 272 468
175
8504  2125  127_________ 31____________  592 788 587
8601 2817 125 43 809 1164 676
8602 1795 64 60 508 613 550
8603 1390 87 40 416 348 499
8604 2057 106 27 544 783 597
8701 2762 127 39 687 1237 672
8702 1630 80 50 399 566 535
8703 1272 57 35 348 310 522
8704 2205 106 36 545 877 641
8801 2615 109 37 626 1166 677
8802 1673 75 30 421 590 557
8803 13 66 54 27 379 349 557
8804 2232 90 27 562 89! 662
8901 2472 86 28 575 1072 711
8902 1720 63 26 407 606 618
8903 1302 44 27 327 308 596
8904 2214 84 26 475 933 696
9001 5352 105 28 528 3724 967
9002 3018 79 31 393 1827 688
9003 2149 56 27 360 1098 608
9004 5087 76 22 468 3584 937
9101 6060 90 24 564 4332 1050
9102 3483 63 23 395 2253 749
9103 1321 54 15 339 329 584
9104 2388 89 15 471 1081 732
9201 2706 93 14 559 1294 746
9202 1735 48 14 406 643 624
9203 1357 35 15 348 340 619
9204 2427 72 8 474 1123 750
9301 2565 85 7 538 1168 767
9302 1702 46 8 372 640 636
9303 1430 31 4 361 401 633
9304 2358 71 10 496 990 791
9401 2536 69 4 520 1188 755
* Other sectors includes agriculture, public administration, defence and commercial.
Source: Department o f Trade and Industry (1996 and back copies) Energy Trends. HMSO: London.
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APPENDIX 2.
UNITED KINGDOM DISAGGREGATED 
ENERGY DEMAND ELASTICITY ESTIMATES 
(BASED ON SEECEM 1993, 1995 AND 1997)
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APPENDIX 3. 
STATEMENT OF CO-AUTHORSHIP 
(FOR SECTION III)
STATEMENT OF CO-AUTHORSHIP
Section III of the thesis (Information about Future Environmental Quality: The SEECEM 
Model, Energy Demand and Environmental Forecasts) is one of the outputs of joint work 
within the Surrey Energy Economics Centre, Department of Economics at the University 
of Surrey. It is formed of two papers. The first half (parts 1-5) is an extended version of 
a paper ‘The future of UK final user energy demand’ co-authored with David Hawdon, 
Peter J.G. Pearson, Colin Robinson, Paul G. Stevens appearing in Energy Policy vol.27, 
no.2 in 1997. The second half (parts 6-8) is part of my own paper ‘Energy demand and 
environmental forecasts’ in The S.E.E.C. United Kingdom Energy Demand Forecasts 
(1994-2000), SEEDS Occassional Paper no.2, Unviersity of Surrey, Guildford, by the 
same authors as above.
Regarding the first half, which was jointly authored, the responsibility for the work 
undertaken can be broken down as follows:
1. Roger Fouquet wrote the paper which was then circulated for comments and 
ammendments amongst the other authors.
2. The paper is a summary of parts (ie related to final user energy demand) of two 
Occasional Papers (no.l and no.2), that is, Fouquet et al (1993, 1995), to which all five 
authors contributed:
(a) David Hawdon authored
‘Energy Prices in the United Kingdom’ (in no.l and no.2)
‘The United Kingdom Policy Environment’ (in no.2)
‘Domestic Sector’, ‘Iron & Steel Sector’ and ‘Other Industry Sector’ (in no.l)
(b) Peter Pearson authored
‘Public Administration and Defence Sector’, ‘Agriculture Sector’ and 
‘Miscellaneous Sector’ (in no.l)
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(c) Colin Robinson authored
‘Energy Policies in the United Kingdom’ (in no.l)
‘Electricity Generation Energy Demand’ (in no.l and no.2)
[Note: The latter was used as part of the basis for the second half of this 
thesis’ Section III which Roger Fouquet authored]
(d) Paul Stevens authored
‘Oil Prices in the United Kingdom’ (in no.l and no.2)
(e) Roger Fouquet authored
‘Transport Sector’ and ‘Primary Energy Demand and Environmental 
Implications’ (in no.l)
‘Changes to SEECEM Forecasts’ (in no.2)
‘Energy Demand and Environmental Forecasts’ (in no.2.)
[Note: see Colin Robinson on his assistance for electricity generation].
Roger Fouquet
modelled energy demand, estimated elasticities and produced forecasts
3. Roger Fouquet was not responsible for the conception of the original research for 
section III, which was done by the other four members of the group. He was hired to 
execute the research plans. His own original contribution to the concept stage of this 
section of the thesis is in the design of the interactions between the economy, energy 
demand and the environment.
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